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transverse area of bottom reinforcement 
area of a cross section at joint i 
vector of coefficients in Equation (3.15) 
area of segment j in a given cross-section 
transverse area of steel reinforcement 
transverse area of top reinforcement 
extensional or axial stiffness of bar i 
width of section at the top 
width of section at an intermediate depth 
width of section at the bottom 
vector of coefficients in Equation (3.15) 
vector of coefficients in Equation (3.15) 
dimensionless constant for the kth mode of vibration 
distance of-centroid of bottom reinforcement to the top 
of the section 
depth of the centroid of the section at joint i 
vector of coefficients in Equation (3,15) 
distance of centroid of segment j to the top of the 
section 
distance of centroid of.top reinforcement to the top of 
the section 





















Young's modulus of elasticity for concrete or compression 
Young's modulus of elasticity for segment j of a given 
section, initial tangent or s~cant modulus . 
Young's modul~s of.elasticity for. st~el 
Young's modulus of elasticity in tension 
flexural stiffness at joint i 
rise of an arch 
modulus of rupture of concrete 
horizontal force at joint j of bar i 
vertical force at joint j of bar i 
moment at joint j of bar i 
vector of static forces at joint j of bar i 
maximum value or peak of time function 
dimensionless function of time 
vector of horizontal static and dynamic forces at joint i 
vector of vertical static and dynamic forces at joint i 
distance of bottom of zone k to the top of-the section 
horizontal reaction of an arch 
an integer index, generally indicator of b~r or-joint 
moment of inertia of the cross.sectinn 
impulse 
an integer index or subscript 
an interger index or subscript 
span of an arch or a beam. Length of a bar 
span of a structure or length of a bar 
initial length of.bar i 





















bending moment at the crown of an arch 
bending moment at joint i 
an integer index or subscript, number of joints 
concentrated point mass at joint i 
an integer index or subscript, number of bars 
concentrated applied load 
point indicating location of joint i at the beginning of. 
the dynamic process 
point indicating location of joint i after some elapsed 
time 
uniform pressure or pressure pulse 
critical buckling pressure of-an arch 
maximum value of a pressure pulse 
minimum value of pressure pulse, capable of causing 
failure of an arch 
pressure pulse at angl~ a, radial 
magnitude of a radial pressure pulse at time tat angle a 
vector of applied forces at joint i, static 
horizontal applied force at joint i, static 
vertical applied force at joint i, static 
applied moment at joint i, static 
horizontal dynamic applied load parameter 
vertical dynamic applied load parameter 
horizontal dynamic applied force at joint i, time i 
vertical dynamic applied force at joint i, time i 










ud.' u { t) , di 
. . ( t) 
udi ' udi · 
·udi, u~p . 
·u~f) 
radius of a circular arch 
residue of equatton i at trial j 
s~iffness matrix 
total length o.f . an arch 
stiffness submatrix relating fore.es at joint j of bar i 
to the displacement of joint k of.bar i 
elapsed tim~ 
time of rise of :a time function 
time of decay of.a time function 
smallest natural period of vibration 
period of the kth mode of vibration 
period of the 11 breathing 11 ·mode of .. vibration of a .circular 
ring 
thrust in bar i 
vector of displacements 
vector of displacements of join~ i 
horizontal dynamic displacement of.joint i 
horizontal velocity of point mass mj 
horizontal acceleration-of point mass mi 
residual horizontal acceleration at joint i 
horizontal displacement of joint i 
radial displacement 
vertical.displacement at the crown of-an arch 
vertical dynamic displacement of joint i 
vertical velocity of point mass mi 
vertical acceleration of point mass mi 























vertical displacement of joi~t i 
vertical reaction of a structure 
shear in bar i 
abcissa of joint i, in global coordinate system 
initial abcis~a of joint i 
ordinate of joint i, in global coordinate system 
initial ordinate of joint i 
distance from the centroid.of segment j to,the centroid 
of a given section 
a zone of the cross section (see Figure 3.2), 
angle measuring range of applied dynamic load 
recursion CQeffi.cients in ~quation· (A.2) ,(Appendix A) 
recursion coefficients in Equation (A~2) '(Appendix A) 
unbalanced horizon,tal force at joint i 
unbalanc~d vertical force at joint i 
time interval 
relative rotation at joint i 
average axial strain in a bar 
average dynamic axial strain in ba,r i 
average combined static and dynamic :strain in bar i 
average static strain in bar i · 
averag~,strain ih segment j of a section 
mass per unit length 
angle of opening of a circular arc~ 
initial average curvature at joint i 




av~rage curvature at joint i 
averag~ static curvature at joint i 
average curvature at joint i at time t 
average stress 
average stress in th.e segment j of a section 
slope of bar f 




The purpose of this study is.to develop a procf:!dure for estimating· 
the effects of nonlinear material c~aracteristics on the behavior of 
arches under dynamic loads-or combtned st~tic ~nd dynamjc·loads •. 
Much ~ork has b~en done in the investigation of t~e behavior of 
arches under transient.loads, considering linear material properties and 
small displacement theory. Most of this work deals with determination 
of the lowest natural frequencies of vibration and corresponding mode. 
shapes. 
When effects of dynamic loads are combined with nonlinear.properties 
of the materials, large displacements may take place at some points of 
the structure and th.e small deformation theory is unable to describf! the 
variation of axial and flexural stiffnesses of the structure where large. 
displace~ents occur. 
The method developed herein takes into account material nonlinearity 
combined with geometric nonlinearity due to large displacements, by con-
stantly revising the axial and flexural stiffnes~· at selected sec;:tions 
of the structure, as deformations occur under transient lc;,ads. 
·1n view of the current importance of dynamic analysis for civil en-
gineering structures, especially with regard to seismic and blast load-
ing, the main application of this study is in the investigation of the 
l 
resistance of arches under the influence of trans i~nt 1 oads ,, in the in-
el asti c range of behavior of the materials. 
2 
A secondary, but no less important, application is 'to use the 
method here developed to investigate the effects of.a high energy deton-
ation in the vicinity of the structure, th.us determining the efficient 
placement of a detonation to result in catastrophic collapse. 
Also, if proper excitation· loads are applied, natural modes of vi-
bration, especially the first ones, can be obtained, and hence approxi-. ' 
mate natural frequencies can be determined for a variety of structures, 
such as circular, parabolic, elliptic, sinusoidal arches, with constant 
or variable cross sections of metallic materials or reinforced concrete. 
The arches considered are geometrically determined by a given limi-
ted number of points forming the joints of a broken line in the plane 
of the arch, and may also have their axes described by any single-valued 
functions in the positive quadrant of the X-Y plane, starting at the 
origin of the coordinate system. 
The material of the arch may be a composition of steel, aluminum or 
other metallic material, or reinforced concrete with top and/or bottom 
reinforcement, forming, in a specified way, rectangular, I or T sections, 
with uniform or variable area and mass per unit length .. 
The analysis is simplified by replacing the actual structure by a 
discrete framework, consisting of a finite number of bars, joints, con-
centrated point masses and springs, with properties .based on the para-
meters of the original structure, such as geometry, boundary conditions 
and material properties. 
The loads are applied at the joints as concentrated horizontal and/ 
or vertical loads, and may also be the result of uniform pressure, 
1 i near or parabolic, vertical or hori.zarital, :di.stributect-1oads. Static 
loads, if any, are considered only in the Hnear stage of the behavior. 
. . '. ' .. · 
of.the materials of the structure. 
3 
A computer program is then develoP.ed in order to make possibl~ the 
application of the method in th~ analysis of the replacemen~ structure,· 
with numerical evaluation of bending moments, thrusts, shears. and·d~for- · 
mations. Also collapse .under specified fail~re criteria is determined. 
CHAPTER II 
LITERATURE REVIEW 
Since Den Hartog (5), in 1928; presented the.fi.rst.study.for t~e 
lowest freque~cy of vibration in e?<tensional and: _ine~tensional modes for 
hinged-end and fixed-end circular arches, man,y investigators h~ve b~.en 
studying natural frequencies and mode shapes of vibration for circu.lar . 
arches and to a 1 essE!r degree nonci_ rcul ar geometries of arches having 
elastic curves-.of catenary, cycloidal and para~olic shapes have·also been 
analyzed. 
The papers by Wolf (10) and Veletsos et al.-(9) give.an extensive 
list of researchers who approached the problem of vibration of-elastic 
arches or rings, using various procedures, such. -as ,th.e Rayleigh-Ritz . 
method, or analytical solution of the differential equations of motion, 
or different techniques of numerical solution of:th.e differential equa-, 
tions of motion. 
Of particular interest is the work done by Eppink & Veletsos (6), 
where a replacement structure cqnsisting of a series of bar,; joints and 
concentrated point masses was, used. The equations of motion were solved 
numerically by means of a step-by-step method of integration, due to 
Newmark (7). The material of the arch is linearly elastic, and the ef-
fects of shearing deformation and rotatory inertia were neglected. For 
circular hinged or fixed elastic arc~es, subjected to a transient normal 
pressure arou1;1d the. arc~, wit~ timewise variation approximated by 
4 
5 
straight.line segments, dynamic .. rt;sponses were .. ,obtair.led. By comparing 
the solutions with those by the modal method of ana·lysis used by pre-
vious researchers, it was.shown· that excellent results could be obtained 
with a model structure of only twelve bars. 
Wolf (10) used a similar replacement structure, a finite element 
model, and found the frequencies for the first six modes ·of vibration 
for hinged-hinged and fixed-fixed elastic circular arches in free vibra-
tion, using a direct-iterative eigensolution method. The effect of ro-
tatory inertia is included, but transverse shE}ar deformations-are ne-. 
glected. Tables of natural frequencies for circular arches 1 of various 
slenderness .ratios and angles of opening were presented. 
Veletsos et al. (9) studied free vibration of elastic circular arches 
of uniform cross section and mass per unit length, either ninged or 
fixed at both ends. Numerical solutions were presented for the eight 
lowest natural frequencies of vibration. The associated mode shapes and 
strain energy distributions were also analyzed. It was sh.own that vi-
brational modes may be almost purely flexural, or almost.purely exten-. 
sional, or the extensional and flexural actions may be strongly coupled. 
Effects of rotatory inertia and shearing deformations were neglected. 
Austin and Veletsos (l} extended the method used by Veletsos et al. 
to include the effects of rotatory inertia and s~earing deformations .. 
Numerical solutions were presented for the ten lowest natural frequencies 
of arches having an angle of opening of ninety degrees. It was shown 
that the effect of rotatory inertia may be appreciable only for small 
values of the slenderness ratio (length of t~.e arch divided by the radius 
of gyration of the cross section), increasing with increasing order of 
frequency. The effect is most pronounced in the nearly horizontal 
segments, for which the arch is vibrating in a predominantly flexural 
mode, and least pronounced in the diagonal seqments; for which the arch 
is vibrating in a predominantly extensional mode. Rotatory inertia and 
shearing deformations were shown to-have negligible .effects in the pri-
marily extensional modes of vibration. 
6 
Dawkins (3) used a similar lumped parameter model in the analysis of 
cylinderical tunnel liner-packing systems of reinforced concrete, sug-. 
jected to transient dynamic loading, where inelastic behavior of the 
constituents was permitted. The equations of motion for the model were 
solved by the Beta-Method of integration due to Newmark (7). 
CHA~T~R II I 
METHOD OF ANALYSIS 
' ' ' •:, ' . 
Mechanical Mqdel 
In orcler to defi.ne a rnethqd sufficiently general to handJe· a wide 
variety of parameters, i.t is nec;:essary to represent the structure to be 
analyzed by a lumped parameter model, composed of straight b,ars and 
spring elements, which -have force-deformation characteristics derived 
from the properties of the original members. Gonseqµently, the act.µal 
system is represe,nt.ed b.Y n t>ars ~nd n+l joints, as shown in Figure 3.1. 
Theoret i.ca 1. l.Y, th.e behavior of t~e mode 1 becomes closer 1:o t.he be-
havior of the actua 1. structure as the number of bars gets larger. Each 
bar is .considered massless; with its distributed mass c;:oncentrated as 
point masses at the ends -of the bar. To eve,r,y .joint, statton or node,. 
and to every bar or element an identification numb,er is assigned, from 
left to right, as indicated in Figure 3.1. Since there are n l:lars and-
n+l joint.s, bar i is located between joints,i and i+l. This !TIOdel is 
similar to l1,1mped parameter models used b,y Dawkins ·(3) ancl by Eppink and 
Velets,es (6). 
Assumptions 
In addition to the substitution of the mechanical model for the. 
actual structure, th.e fol lowing general assumptions .are made: 



















at every joint 
___ . _________ ,_ ___ ------------...--- - -
Figure 3.1. Mechanical Model 
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2. Loads and masses are conce11tr~ted at; t~e joints; . 
3. Loads and displacements occur in the plane of.the arch; 
4. · Linearly elasti.c oehavior is assumed in order to determine the 
response of the arch to static.loads, and then dynamic-effect;s 
are superi.mposed on the initial static deformations; 
5. Effects ·of-shearing deformation and rotatory ·inertia are 
neglected. 
Cross Section Description 
The general cross section shown in Figure 3.2 is used. It is de-
fined at each joint of the idealized model structure and is divided into 
nine zones l.imited by lines parallel to the bases. Each zone may be of 
a different material, in order to all_ow a variet,y of composite secti,ons. 
Each zone may be subdivided in a given number of fibers or segments,, 
each segment with ~rea Aj and wit~ its centroi_d located at -a distanc:,e dj 
from the top of the sectiqn. 
A top and/or bottom re.inforcement with transverse areas At and Ab 
may also be provided at dhtances dt and dt>, respectively, from the top 
of the secti.on. 
Stress-St;rain Curves 
A typical str~ss-..strain curve for the materials of the cross sec-
tion, inclucling the reinforcernent, is shown in Figure 3.3. The stress"" 
strain curve is ir:,itially divided into ten regions, five for tension and 
five for compression. To each segment or fiber, as defined in the above 
description of the cross section, a stress-strain curve is initially 





















_L ________ _ 
. . -----. -----. -----
Figure 3.2. Cross Section 
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history of each segment is recorded, accounting for permanent sets f un-
loadings and reloadings. As the structure deforms,. the stress-strain 
behavior of.the material of the segment, in tensfon or compression, 
develops along the solid curve shown in Figure 3.3. If ·the direGti.on of. 
the strain is reversed, the stress-strain behavior is assumed to follow . 
the dashed lines of Figure 3.3, parallel to the initial portion of the 
curve. 
For the stati.c solution, the material is a~sumed to be linearly 
elastic, with the stress'.'"strain b.ehavior defined in the initi.al portion 
oft.he curve, with a constant Young's modulus ~j equal to Ec in compres-
sion or Et in tension. 
For the dynamic solution, in the ineli,.stic range of behavior of the 
materials, in order to take into account the modification of the trans-
formed area and consequent shifting of the centroid of the cross ,section, 
as cracks ~nd/or plastification are liable to occ;ur, the modulus of 
elasticity Ej used is either the secant modulus, when the behavior of 
the material is expressed by the solid line of the st.ress-strain curve 
of,Figure 3.3, or the initial tangent modulus, when the behavior of the 
material is expressed by the dashe.d lines of the stress-str&in curve, 
corresponding to an unloading or reloading situation, with permanent set. 
Centroid of the Section 
The distance d;, measured from the centroid t,o the tqp of the cross 
section at joint i, is calculated. considering the transformed area by 
the formula 




with E5, J.\j and dj as defined in the previous paragraphs and wherE~ the 
above summations .are to be extended to an segments of the section A;, 
plus the top and bottom reinforcement. if any. The area of the material 
displaced by the steel is subtracted from the area of the segment in 
which the steel is placed. 
Since Ej is constant in the st,a~ic process, where elastic be.havior, 
and uncracked sections are assumed, the dep~h of the centroicl di does 
not change, and the centroid is fixed throughout the entire stati.c pro-
cess. In the dynamic process, howeve.r, as plastification or cracks 
occ1,1r, E. is .no longer constant., since the sec;ant modulus is used in the 
J 
inelastic range, and the. depth of the centroid varies, as calc;:ulat.ed by 
Equation (3,1). This shifting of the centroid is described by J. 
Blaauwandraad (2), who also prescribed the use of the secant modulus in 
the analysis of nonlinear problems of r~inforced concrete framed struc-
t1,1res. 
St.rain and Stress Distrit?ution 
In a specified cross sect,ion i, if the location of .. the centroi.d cf;, 
the average strain £ai and the curvature~; are known, a strain distri-
bution can be determined, as shown in Figure 3.4. 
The strain £j at the centroid of a segment can be calculated by 
£j = £ai + ~i Yj (3.2) 
where yj, = dj .. di is the distance from the centroid of the segment to 
the centrqid of the section. Tensile strain.s are positive. Curvat.ures 
are positive if they produce compressive strains at the top of the sec· 
tion. 
T 



























Si.nee e:ai is defined in the bar cmd <Pi is defined at, the joint; when 
Equation (~.2) is applied to a bar, <Pi is ~ak.en as the average between 
the curvat~res of t~e adjacent joints, and when Equat.ion (3.2) is applied 
to a joint, e:ai is taken as the. average between t~e strains in aqjacent· 
bars. 
From the values of e:j for each segment, a stress c;listributi~n can be 
determined. from the stress-strain curve for that. particular segment,·· 
where, given e:j and the strain history, the secant i:nodulus Ej and the 
stress crj can be obtained. 
If an unloaoing situation has not yet occurred, the equation· 
(3.3) 
holds, not only 1n the linearly elastic behavior, where ~j is constant,. 
but also in the nonlinear range, where Ej is variable. 
Thrusts~ Moments and Shears 
The t~rust in bar i can be calculated by the equation 
T. = l A. cr. (3.4) 
1 . J J A. . , 
where A1 is the cross ,section at the midpoint of b~r i~ 
The bending moment at joint i can be ob~ained by the equation 
M. = .l A. cr. y. 
1 A. ·J J ~ 
. '1 
where A; is the cross section at ~oint i ~ 
(3.5) 
Taking Eql,lation (3.4) and 'su9stituting crj and e:j. for the values in 
Equatio~s (3.3) and (3.2): 
Ti= l A. E. e:. =.LA. E. (e:. + <I>· y.) 
A. J J J A. ~ J a, 1 J ., , 
T. = E·· L A. E. + 4>. l A. E. y .• 
1 · a, A. · J J 1 A. · J J J 
1 1 
l"he secong term in the right hand side of the above equation 
vanishes, since 
l A. E. y. = 0 
A. J J. J 
1 
16 
is the condition imposed to.obtain the d~pth qf phe cen~roid calculated· 
by EquatioQ.(3.1). 
i 
As~ matter of fact, by substituting into the above.equation yj for 
d. - d1., one obtains J 
l A. E. ( d. - d.} = 0 
A. J. J J 1 
l 
from which 
d. = (l A. E. d.)/J., A. E.) 
, A. a J J A. J ~ 
1 1 
is Equation (3.1) itself. 
Then, the value of Ti is given by 
T. = E .• I A. E .• 
1 · a,. A. J J 
1 
· (3.6) 
Now, taking Equation (3.5) and substituting oj and e:j for t~e values 
in Equations (3.3) and (3.2) 
or 




and, since l Aj Ej yj must Vqnish; the b~nding moment i,s giyen by 
A1 . . . 
Mi = IP; l Aj Ej Y3 . ( 3. 7) 
A. . . 
; 1 . 
Shear tn bar i is calcula.ted by 
V. = (M.+l - M.)/l. 1 · 1 1 · 1 (3.8) 
where Li is the lengt.h of Qar i. 
Extensional and Flexural Stiffnesses 
From ~quation (3.6) t t.he a~erage extensional or axi.al stiffness .in 
bar i can be defined as 
(AE) . = l A. E. , 
. .1 A. J, J 
1. 
and the thrust in bar i can be expressed as 
T. = e . (AE). • 
1 a1 · 1 
(3.9) 
from ~quation (3.7), the ayerage flexural stiffness at joint i can 
be defined ·by 
( EI) 1' = L A . E . y~ ' 
J. J J A; 
and the bending moment at joint i can be express~d as 
M. = 4>· (El) .. 
1 · 1 · 1 
(3.10) 
Eqtiations (3.4) and (3.5) can be used to determine th~ thrust and 
the bencling moment at any stage of loading or.beha.vior of the material,. 
but Equat,ions .(3.9) and (3 .. 10) ca.n pe used to advantage when no unload-
i,ngs and -reloadirlgs are taking place or when. only line:arly elastic be-
havior is considered. 
18 
Static Solution 
It is assumed that, unde.r static loags, the deformati,ons of the 
s t.ructure wi 11 qe sma 11. and conventi <;ma 1 matrix analysis can be e111pl oyed .. 
The bars or elem,ents of the structure are con.sidered straight, with con-
stant cross se,ctian, although the cross .sectiqn is anowed to V<J.ry -along 
the s t.ructu re. 




1 JOln~-1 1 
66. . . 1 
and considering bar i, between joints i and i+l, as shown in figure 3.5, 
the following matrix equations can be written: 
F~ i i u. Si, i s. ·+1 1 1 , 1 1 
= -------------- (3~11) 
i si i 
ui+l Fi+l ·+1 . 5i+l,i+l 1 ,1 
or symbolically f = SU, where ~-is-the stiffness matrix for bar i, in th.e. · 
global coordinate system x~v of figure 3.5(a). · 
Equation (3.1_1) re.late,s the, fore.es at the e.ncjs of bar i to t_he 
res·pective displacetnents, through th~ sti"ffnesscoe_ffic.ients of qar i. 
i bar i · 
S. k = S; . t ... t k is a 3 x 3 submatrix, which telates the forces at J, · ~om J,Jorn- . 
joint j of bari to the displacements of join~ k of qar i~ 
In the calculatiqn of the stiffness m~trix S, the bar is consigered 
o·t constant cross sec ti on. Si rice the cross sect,ion i.s permitted to var.y 
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~(i+l) - . i+l 
fx(i+l) 
(e) Forces at Bari 
(f) Thrusts, Shears and Bending 
Moments at Bari 
Figure 3.5. Freebody Diagrams of Bars and Joints 
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EI are defined. at the joints, the average va.lues of a~jacent joints-are 
considered i_n the determination of th~ stiffness matrix S for bar i; 
(AE)bar i = J [(AE)joint i + (AE)joint i+l] ; 
(EI\ar i = ·} [(El)~oint, i + ,(P)joint Hl] · 






i , i-1 
s!-~ 
1 , 1 
Forequilibrium of ~oint i: 
F!-l + F1 = Q. 
1 1 l 
u. l ·1-
where Qi is the. vector of applied forces at joint i: 
Qxi 




( } i-1 From Equation 3.12 , the value qf F; can I?e expressed. as.a 3 x l 
submatrix: 
F!-l = s!-! u + si-l u 1 . 1,1-l i-1 i,i i . 
from Equation (3.11), the value of F~ can also be exp}'.'ess.ed as the 
3 x l submatrix: 
i i i 
F. = S. . U. + S. ·+l U. l . 
l l , 1 1 'l ; l . 1 + 
Taking the above values into ~quation (3.13), 
i-1 [ i-1 i ] i s. . 1 u. 1 + s. . + s. . u. + s. ·+i u1.+1 = Q1. , 1,1- 1- 1,1 1,1 ·1 1,1 
which can be written in the form: 
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A. U. l + B .. U. + c. U.+l + D. = 0. , ,-. , , , , , (3.14} 
Since Ai' a1, C1 depend on the stiffnesses of bars i-1 and i, and 
O; depends on the applied forces at joint i, thes~ coefficients can be 
obtained fof every joint, given the geometry~c:.nc.t·physic;al properties -of 
the bars and the applied loads, 
In order to determine the displacements of the ~oi.nt_s of the struc-
ture, t.h~ following system of linear simultan~ous equations must be·. 
sol vect: 
Joints Equations 
1 . BlUl + clu2 + Dl = 0 
2 A2u1 + B2u2 +· c2u3 + D2 =-0 
. . . . . . . . . . . '. . . 
i A.U. l + B.U. + C;U.+l + D. = 0 1 ,_ .. 1 l .. ·1 1 . 1-
'e • '. e e e '. • I e • • • e • e 
n 
m = n+l . . AU +BU +D =O· ·m n mm m . 
(3. 1_5} 
Using a well known variation of Gauss elimination procegure· for· 
solving simultaneous equation~, shown in Appendix A, t~e displacements .. 
are determined and the values of forces at th~ ends.of all bars can be 
found QY Equatiqn (3.ll_). Then,tendingmoments, shears and thrusts can 
be determined. 
Strains a.nd curvatures, due to the applied static-condJtions, can 
now be calculated, by taking thr:-ust;s and be,nding moments, axial. and 
flexural stiffnesses into Equations (3.9) and (3~ 10) to obtain; 
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Average static strain in bar i: 
E • = T./{AE) .. as, , · , (3.16) 
Average static cur'{ature at ~oint i: 
(3.17) 
Dynamic Solution 
Initial Structural Configuration 
At the beginning of the dynamic process, the struct.ure i.s already 
deformed under the st.atic loads, with all acting an~ resisting forces in 
equiliQrium. 
Every joint is defined by its coordinate.s with respect to a given· 
Cartesian coorc;iinate system X-Y, which include the displacements caused 
by tbe static. loads. 
Let Pi-1 C\(i-l)' Yo(i-1)), Pi (Xoi' Yoi) and Pi+l (Xo(i+l)' · 
Yo(i+l)) be three consecutive joints defining two consecutiye bars,. 
Figure 3.6, at the ,beginning of the dynamic process. 
as. 
The length of bar i, between joints P1 and Pi+l' can be e,xpresseg 
The ini.tial slope qf bar i is gi'{en by. 
a . = Arcstn [yo(i+l) - Voi]. 
01 L0 i 
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Configuration of the Structure at Time t 
After some. elapsed time from the moment of application of dynamic 
forces, A~ne three consecutive joints will occupy positions P1...,. 1, P1 and 
Pi+l' Figure 3.6, in view of the d.ynamic displacem,ents ,ud(i-l)' udP 
ud(i+l) i~ the horizontal direction and vd(i-l)' vdi' vd(i+l) in the 
vertical direction.· 
Now the length of bar i is expressed as 
Li = /(X (i+l) + ud(i+l) - Xoi - udi]2 + [Yo(i+l) + vd(i+l) - Yoi - vdi]2. 
The slope of bar i at this time is 
e. = Arcsin [Yo(i+l) + vd(i+l) - Yoi - vdi]. 
1 · · L. 
1 
The average curvature at joint i is 
ei - ei-1 
<l>ti = l 
-2 [L. + L. l] 1 1-
The dynamic average axial strain in bar i is 
L. - L . 
1 o1 = L /L l 
e adi = L0 i i oi - · 
The increment of curvature at joint i du~ to the applied dyna.mic 
conditions is 
The total average strain and, curvature are obtained by ac:l,ding the 
contribution of the static process, from Equations (J.16) and (3.17), t,o 
the dynamic strain and curvature: 
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St.rain and Stress Qi stri buti on at Ti me t 
With the values of average ·strain and curvature, e: . and~-, a dis-. a1 · 1 ·· · 
tribution of strains and stre,sses in the cross section, similar to those· 
of Figure 3.4, necessary for calculation qf internal forces~ can b;e 
determined. One diffi.culty arises t?ecause, since cracking and/or plasti-
fic.atiqn may hav(;! occurred., the location of :the centroi.d of the trans-
formed area is,not known at time t. 
The fo 11 owi rm iterative prqcedure ·is then used to de,termi ne an 
acceptable location of the centroid and <;onsequent distribution of 
strai.ns and stresses: . 
l. A position of the centroid of the transformed cross secti,on is 
assumed, either as the original one used in the static solution· 
or one.o~tained in a previous step; 
2. A t.ri.al distribLition of stra,ins can b~ determined-for the sec-
tion, using Equation (3.2), and finding the strains e:j in each 
segment; 
3. By consulting the st.re,ss .. strain cu,rves for .the materials .of the 
segments of the cross se~tion, the values of the stresses crj and· 
the moduli of elasticity Ej can be found; 
4. From the new values of E j and using Equation·( 3.1) a ·new l,oca- · 
tion of tl:te centroid can be determined and c_ompared With the 
assumed position. 
The above steps 2. through 4. may be repeated until satisfactor~ 
agreement is qbtained l?wt~een -assumed and calcula't;ed location -.of th_e cen-
troig, and e:j and crj will be accepted as strains .an.d stress~s in the 
sec ti on .. 
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This i.terati.ve procedure is suggesteq by Zienkiewicz (11) as having 
been used by other i nves ti gators in dealing wi, th nonlinear problems of 
structures. This process has been found to be convergent in most. prac-, 
tical examples and generally three or four iterations of this type lead 
to an adequ<1.te solution. 
Differential Equations of Motion·. 
Having obtai neq the stresses cr j at every segment of tDe section;' 
thrusts, bending moments anq shears can be qetermined by use of Equatio~s 
(3~4), (3.5) and (3~8). 
The equations for dynamic equilibrium of all joints can be.estab-· 
lished. From the freebody diagram of joint i, Figure 3. 7{b),; the foll.ow-
ing equilibrium conditions can be verified at ti.met: 
LF . = 0 x, 
( t) Q . + Q ·d. + T. cose. - T. 1 cose. 1 + Xl X. l 1 · 1 1 - · 1-: 
. ..( t) + v. sine. - v. 1 sine. 1 - m. ud~ = O '. , . , ,- . ,- 1 , . . 
LFyi = 0 
Qy,· + Q(t~ +T. sine, .. -T. 1 sine. 1 + yd1 1 ,_ 1-
v Cos e + V cose - m. ;(~) = O - i . i i-1 · i-1 1 d1 
where 
( t) ( t) Qxdi' Qydi = magnitudes of horizontal and vertical applied dynalTlic 
forces ·at joir:it i at. time t; 
.. ( t) .. ( t) -- l f h . l d . l . t f udi , \I.di va ues o or, zonta an vert, ca componen .s o 
acceleration qf mass mi at t.irne t~ 
(a) Freebody of Bari 
.. ( t) m.v. 
1 1 
(b) Freebody of Joint i 




The above equations are the differential eqm~ti,ons qf motion i!,nd if 
all forces are known at time t; they can be solvec:J for the .accelerations:· 
.. ( t) - l [ ( t) + ud. - - Q • + Q d. + T. cos e. - T. 1 cos e. 1 l m. Xl · X 1 1 1 1- 1-. · l . ' 
+ V; sine; - v1_1 sine1_1] . {3.18) 
vd(~J = .. -1 [Q. + Q(td~ + T .. sine. - T. l sina1._1 + · 1 Ill; y1 y 1 1 · 1, ·· 1-
- Vi COSS;+ Vi-l cose1_1] . (3.19) 
Numerical Integrati.on of.the Equations.of Motion· 
At the be9inning of the dynamiG process, when a dynamic·force is 
applied, i.t will transmit initial accelerations or i.nitial.velociti.es to 
the point mas·ses of the structure. Initial d.ynamic displacements are 
nun, because the structure is at rest, although deformed, uncler the 
static loads .. 
Sugsequent values of dynamic displacements, velocities and ace.el.era~ 
tions are found by a step-by ... step numerical int.egrati.on of. the di fferen-
tial equations of mo~ion, using the 11 Beta Me4hod 11 developed by ~ewmark 
( 7) • 
If udi and vdi are dynamiG displacements of join4 i in the X Md Y 
directions, respectively, the numerical integration equations ·Lisec,t in the 
' ' ' 
Beta Method ~r~ the following, assuming a linear variation of accelera.;. 
tions with time, during a small time interval tit~ 
U• ( t+tit) _ u· ( t) + tit ·u·( t) + _tit u··( t+tit) 
di - di 2 di 2 di 
V·(t+tit) = v·(t) + tit v .. (t) + tit v··(t+At) 






: ud(ti} + At u•d(ti} + (b.tl .. (t} + (b.t}2 u(t+b.t} • 
u 3 udi 6 · di ' 
=. v< ~) + At v" ( ~} + (b.t} 2 .. ( t} (b.t) 2 .. ( t+b.t} . 
d1 u · d1 3 · '-'di + · 6 udi · ' 
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(3.20} 
u1r), v1r) = horizontal and vertical dynamic displacements of 
joint i at time t, at the beginnin~ of time 
interval Lit; 
(t+Lit) (t+Lit} --udi , vdi horizontal and vertical dynamic displacements of 
joint i at time t+Lit; 
and single dots mean the first derivatives of the displace.ments with 
respect to time; or velodties; and the double dots -mean the second 
derivat.ive of the displacements, or accelerations. 
For the numerical integration procedure, it is ass1,1med that the. 
values of di.splacements, velqcities and accelerations are known at time 
t, either as initial conditions of the problem or from the analysis of 
the preceding time interval Lit. 
The accelerations of th.e masses at time t+Lit are assumed_, and 
corresponding velocities and displacements are computed. A new c.onfig1:1r~ 
ation of the system i.s obtained and internal forces are calculated. By_ 
applying co.nc.\itions of equilibri.um at every joint, it is poss-ible to 
compute the accelerations at time t+Lit. Calculated an_d assumeq accelera-
tions are compared and, if an acceptable agreement is-.obtained, the 
assumed accelerations are correct and the system is in its actual config-
uration; if not, an improved set of assumed acGelerati.cms equal to the 
newly c;:alculated accel.erations is used and the cycle is repeated, unti.l 
the desired agreement is obtained. A new set of initial conditions is 
establtshed and the computation proceeds for the next ~ime interval. 
The procedure may be outlined as follows: 
1. The values of the accelerations are assumed at ti.me t+llt, 
equal to the accelerations at time t; 
2. Velocities and displacements at the end of time interval are 
calculated by Equation (3.20); 
3. The configuration of the structure at time t+llt is determined 
by ~alculating new lengths and slopes of the bars, avera,ge 
strains and average curvatures; 
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4. Strain and stress distribut.ions are found for all selected cross 
sections, using the iterative process desc:,ribed previously, on 
page 25; 
5. Thrusts, bending moments and shears are calculated, using Equa-
tions (3.4), (3.5) and (3.8); 
6. Conditions of equilibrium of internal forces with static and 
dynamic loads are established at all joints, and resulting 
accelerations of the point masses are calculated, by applying 
Equations (3.18) and (3.19); 
7. Steps 2. through 6. are repeated as many times as necessary to 
obtain a satisfactory agreement between assumed and calculated 
accelerations, but each time the assumed accelerations are taken 
equal to the previously calculated ones; 
8. When a satisfactory agreement is obtained, the time is incre-
mented by llt, the next time interval is determined, a new set of 
initial .conditions is established, and the process is resumed, 
until the total response of the structure is obtained. 
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Influence of Time Interval 
As i.t was pointed out by Newmark ( 7}, the stability, convergence and 
accuracy of the numerical procedure depend not only on the chara.cteris-
tics of the structure, but mainly on tile int.erval of time chosen for eacl, 
set of calculations. With smaller intervals of time better solutions can 
be obtained, but a very short. interval of ·time will lead to time consum-
ing operations, even in a modern high speed computer. · Also the larg.er 
the time interval the larger is the number of iterattons req1.1ire~ for 
convergence. 
For.the numeric;al integration equations here used, the mere conver-
gence of the sequence of calculations is suffi.cient to insure stability 
and the rate of -convergence wil_l be an adequate criterion for the time 
interval, because if the time interval is chosen for converg~nce, the 
numerical procedure will always be stable. 
Newmark also showed that the time interval must ·be related to the 
shortest period of vibration, or tl,e period in the hi g~est mode of vibra-
tion, for the lumped mass system, and the greater ·the number of masses 
the shorter wi 11 be the permi ss ib le time interval. · 
Convergence is assure~ if Lit is less than or equal to 0~389 T, where 
1 is the smallest natural period of vibration. This expression may be 
used as a guide in the selection of the initial time interva1, whi l_e not 
applical:;>le to nonlinear problems, because as a st,ructure goes into the 
inelastic range, in general the periods of vibration all become longer. 
an_d the shortest. period becomes longer as well. Consequently, the time 
interval .ca.n be considerably longer as plastic action develops i11 the 
structur~. With continual re-examination of tl,e time interval in terms. 
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of the rate of convergence, the change in characteristics of the struc-
ture can be takeo into account without loss in accuracy, and the results· 
can be Qbtained with less computational work.' 
Son:ietimes difficulty arises in the ~etermination of the smallest ,' .. . 
natural peri,od of vibration, which may become a troublesome experience, 
almost impossible in more ~omplex structures. 
The best policy is to take a very small value for the initial time 
interval, and, adjust this interval until an optim.um.value is obtained, 
th.us maintaining the rate of convergence in four or fi,ve iterations for. 
each interval .of time. At the end of one cycle of iterations, .if co.nver-
gence is not reached.in a prescribed number of iterations, the time 
int.erval is c.ut to a half of its value and everything starts again with 
the initial coodi.tions at time t. If the. operation is successfully com-
pleted, the ti111e interval is n:iultiplied by a factor; in order to adjust· 
the time interval for the next set of calculatfons, making it smaller if· 
the number of i terc1ti ans required for convergence was. greater than ftve, 
or larger if the required number of itenltions was less than fou·r, thus 
maintaining the rate of convergence in the optimu~ desired range of,four 
or fi.ve. iterations for each int.erval of time. 
For circular arches, Veletsos ~t al. (9}, Wolf (10) and Austin and 
Velets·os (l} used the classical frequency formula wh,ic.h leads to 
where k · represents the order of ·the mo~e of vi brat.ion and T k is the 
cQrresponding period. The dimensionless constant Ck was shown to vary. 
with t~e slenderness ratio of the arch, and was calculate9 for the .ten 
l.owest modes of vibration, .and the highest value oqtained was slightly 
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over 1,000 far ver:y flexible fixed -arctles (slende-,:ness ratio over 300}, 
in the fifth antisymmetrical mode of vibration. 
Using these d.ata, a rougt, appro~imate value for the initial ti-me 
in~erval can be OQtained as 
A t : 0 • 389 X 2 s2 Iµ 
0 1000 · 'rt . 
To make the interval Qf ti.me even smaller to insure convergence fr9m-
the very beginning qf thEJ numeri.cal procedure, the following equation can 
be used 
which assigns to the initial interval of time a value approximately 
twelve ti.mes smaller than that given l:>y the preceding expression.· 
Dynamic Loads as Functions of Time 
The dynamic forces .Q(t~ and Q(t~ used in Equatio_ns .(.3.18). and (3·.19.} · · .- ·· xd1. · yd1 
are va.riable wi.th time and may be. thougtlt of as a product of a .dimension-
less function of-time F(t) by a constant load parameter, i.e.: 
Q(t) = 
xdi F( t} x Qxdi 
The parameters Qxdi and Qydi at any joint may result in a 1 inear, -a 
paral:>olic distri.bution, or a un.iform pressure.· 
Tt,e function F(t) co~sidered i_n thi_s study may be represented by the 
triangular diagram in Figure 3.8(a), where Fm is the maxi.mum value or· 
peak, tr is the. time of -rise, and td is the time of decay.- Th~ diagram 
of Figure 3. 8(l:>) may be obtained from the first di a gram by setting tr= O, 
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F(t) 
(a) Function of Time for a Force Pulse 
F{t) 
0 td t 
(b) Time Function for a Force Pulse With tr= 0 
Figure 3.8. Types of Time Functions 
I 
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which wi.11 produce a force applied instantaneously at time t::; 0 wit~ its 
maxilTlum value. 
Other types of time functions may be easi.ly formulated .and taken 
into account, considering the particular problem to ~e solved.· 
Two types of dynamic loadings may be used: force pulses and impulses. 
For the first type of loading, the intensi~y of the force pulse at ti.me t 
is given by 
Q( t) = 
xdi F( t) x Qxdi. . ; 
where F(t) is evaluated at each time, according to diagrams of Figure 
3 •. 8(a) or (b). 
The initial conditions at time t, = 0 for a fore~ pul,se are: 
Initial dynamic displacements and velocities: 
u~~) = 0 u~~) = o . ' 
v<9) = O 
di "~~) = o 
Initial accelerations:· 
.. (O) = F(O) Q I 
udi · x xdi mi 
v~~) = F(O) x Qyd/mi . 
for the second type of loading, F(t) is made equal tg zero at -all 
times, and consequently Q~~~ = 0 and·Q;~~ = 0 a.tall times, and Qxdi and 
Qydi have to have the nature of impulses. 
The i.ni.tial conditions at tim~ t = 0 for an impulse are: 
Initial dynamic displacements and accele)'.'ations: 
(0) 
udi = 0 
)0) = 0 ; di 
Initial velocities: 
U·(O) = 
di Q d./m. x l , 
·(0) 
Vd· 1' = Q d, /m. • y , , 
Adjustment of Static Results 
.. (o) 
udi = 0 
.. (o) = 0 v di . 
For the. static solution, as already stated, the bars are flexible 
and undergo small deformations, whereas for the dynamic solution, the 
bars are flexurally rig·id, and since the dynamic displacements may be 
very large, the small displacement geometry is no longer applicable. 
Also, the rotations of the. transverse cross sections have to be 
concentrated at the joints, in order to make the bars flexurally rigid 
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for the dynamic solution. When this operation is performed ove.r the de-
formed structure, the equilibrium of the forces at the joints may well 
not be satisfied, resulting in unbalanced forces, generally small but 
large enough to interfere with the dynamic solution, by transmitting 
initial unwanted accelerations to the point masses, concentrated at the 
joints. 
In order to eliminate the unbalanced forces at the joints, first a 
strain and stress distribution is obtained, by following the procedure 
described previously on page 25, using the average strains and curvatures 
caused by static loads and given by Equations (3.16) and (3.17) •. 
This approach will also indicate, for further checking, whether the 
material at any segment went into the inelastic range during the static 
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process, or was kept in ~he linearly elastic behavior, with unchanged 
location of the centroid at:al_l sections, as pre'{iously assumed for the 
static solution. 
With the resulting stress dist.ribution, thrusts, bending moments and 
shears can be determined with Equations (3.4), (3.5) and (3.8), an_d resi ... 
dual ac.celerations u~f) and v~~) can be obtai_ned by applying Eq~ati,ons . 
( ) ( ) (t) (t) 3. 18 and 3.19 , where Qxdi and Qydi ,are null. 
The unba 1. anced forces at the joints can be ca 1 cul ated as 
AQ = m. v"( r) 
u yi 1 di ' 
which are subtracted from the applied static loads. 
It was verified that the disturbing forces 6.Qxi and 6.Qyi _were very 
small, but have to be removed anyway, in order to leave all. joints in. 
equilibrium at the begi.nning of the dynamic process. 
CHAPTER IV 
COMPUTER PROGRAM 
The method of analysis described in the preceding chapter was pro-
grammed in FORTRAN language for solution in th,e IBM/360 Model 65 compu-
ter of the Oklahoma State University. Only minor changes may beGome 
necessary to run the program in other types .of computers having a FORTRAN 
compiler. 
According to the program listing presented in Appendix B, a maximum 
of 24 bars is allowed for the replacement structure. By changing on~y 
the dimension statements, an increased number of bars may be tak~n into 
account, limited only by the size of the available computing system. 
·The object code requires approximately 100 K bytes and the array 
area is approximately 48 K bytes for a maximum of 24 bars, with an ad-
ditional 5 K bytes required for every additional four ba·rs. An array 
area slightly over 140 K bytes will be needed to store data and calcu-
lated results for a problem with a maximum of one hundred bars in the 
replacement structure. Double precision arithmetic is used for all real 
variables, with approx~mately 16 significant decimal digits. 
The program, named DYW>.P.CH, consists of a main driver program, 29 
subroutines and one function subprogram. Although some subroutines 
could be included in the main program or easily incorporated in other 
subroutines, the program in subroutine form has more fl exi bil i ty _and 
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facilitates changes to take into consideration part~cular features of 
specific problems, if necessar.y. 
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A summary flow diagram of the program is pres~nted in Figure 4.1. A 
guide for data input is presented in App~ndix C. 
The execution starts by reading the identification of ~he run fol-
lowed by the .identification of the problem. More than one problem can 
be solved in the same run. Execution terminates,, if a card with .the 
first four columns blank is inserted for the identification of problem. 
A termination message may be written on columns 5 to 80. 
Problem data are read and echoed by subroutine IN~CHO. A function 
FX must be supplied by the user.in order to describe the .arch axis in 
the global coordinate system, starting at the origin. Any kind of con-
tinuous and single-valued function in the first quadrant may be used. 
Thus the program will handle circular, parabolic, catenary, sinusoidal, 
cycloidal axes, or others. Examples of function FX used in this study 
are presented in Appendices Band D. 
An option for a broken 1 ine structure, such as portal frames .or 
arches with initial out-of-roundness is offered. In this case, the co-
ordinates of all joints of the model must be supplied and a dummy func-
tion FX must be used. Options for syrrrnetry and for solving a problem 
only in the linearly elastic range are also offered. 
Subroutine GEOM divides the structure described by FX into the 
specified number of bars with initially equal lengths and determines the. 
coordinates of all joints, or, if the broken line structure option is 
used, reads the given coordinates of joints and calculated the lengths 
of all bars; then initial slopes and curvatures are also obtained and 
stored in common for further use, 
START 
Read identifi-
cation of run 
-----B 
Read identifica-
tion of roblem 
Read prob 1 em 
data 
· Generate other 
immediately 
required data 





Go through the static 
process and solve for 
static displacements 





Go through the dynamic 
process and solve for 
dynamic displacements,. 
internal forces, veloci-
ties and accelerations 
Print dynamic 
results 
Return for new problem 
Figure 4.1 Summary Flowchart of Program DYNARCH 
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Subroutine DIST, using other-subroutifles,~distributes all input 
data and calculates concentra.ted masses, s~lf-weight and applied static 
loads at the joints as the result of a linear, parabolic distr~bution 
or uniform pressure acting in some specified region of the structure. 
This subroutine, by calling subroutine CENTER, also determines the loca-
tions of centroids, axial and flexural stiffnesses at all ·joint sections. 
The area of the cross section is allowed to vary from joint to joint. 
The static process .is controlled by subroutine STATIC, for which 
the summary flow diagram is shown in Figure 4.2(a) and 4.2(b), on pages· 
42 and 43. 
Subroutine SOLVE calculates the coefficients Ai' Bi' and Ci in equa-
tions (3.15), using the axial and flexural stiffnesses of the bars-ob-
tained in the local coordinate system by subroutine MSTIF. The indepen-
dent coefficients.Di are set equal to the respective stat~c forces with· 
signs changed, as described in Chapter III. Then the system of .1 inear 
simultaneous equations is solved for the displacements. 
A refinement of th~ solution is obtained by an iterative procedure, 
where successive values of additional displacements are calculated, due 
to the residues ·of the equations .in the system of simultaneous equations. 
The residues ,are computed by subroutine RESIDU and the procedure is con-
sidered to converge to the best possible solution for the displacements 
when the residues are kept smaller than a prescribed value of.tolerance. 
Subroutine STFOR is then called to perform the calculation of 
static forces at the ends of all bars and convert these forces into 
thrusts, bending moments and shears in the classical engineering sign 
convention. Also the reactions resulting from boundary conditions are 
calculated. Boundary conditions are taken into account by specified 
START) 
'~ 
Initialized for the static displacements 
US(I,J) .= 0 . fl from l ton. of joints ,l frnm l tn 3 .. - . .. 
w 
Set an interation counter 
ITER = 0 
,. 
Establish the matrix of static loads 
FS (I ,J) from calculated data 
Set the matrix of independent coefficients 
D ( I ,J) = -FS (I, J) 
for all I's and J's 
-r 
Generate the matrix of the coefficients 
and solve the system of linear simulta-
neous equations for the displacements 
UA(I~J) due to.D(I,J) 
,, 
" 
Add new displacements to previous ones 
US(I,J) + US(I,J) + UA(I,J.) 
for all I's and J's 
Calculate the residues RES{I~J) of all 
the equations in the system of linear 
simultaneous equations 
.. 
'ii .. A 
(a) 
Figure 4.2. Summary Flowchart for the 



















tion counter by one 
ITER + ITER + l 
Yes 
Set the matrix 
of independent 
coefficients 
D(I,J) = RES(I,J) 
for all I I s 
and J's 
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displacements at any joint. Also hinges may be specified at any joint, 
as described in the guide for data input in Appendix C. 
The problem is now ready to go into the dynamic process. Although 
the structure is assumed to behave linearly in,the static process,. a 
response of the structure in the inelastic range under .stati.c loac;ls may 
be obtained by a small modification of the. program; which would lead the 
structure into the dynamic process-for just one step with zero dynamic 
load applied. This would cause a redefinition of lqcation of centroids, 
axial and flexural stiffnesses, and the collapse of the struct~re under 
applied static loads would also be checked. With modifie~ stiffne~ses, 
the static process could be applied again, and a new configuration of 
the structure would result, with the corresP.onding internal fc;>rces. The 
operation could be. repeated until a sa_ti sfactory agree111ent · between two 
successive configurations of the structure were obtained. Since the 
response of the structure depends on the location of the centroid at all 
se~tions, the depths pf the centroids could control the convergence of 
this iterative procedure. 
As a matter of· fact, there is no need to go into the dynamic pro-
cess; but only into part -of the pr.el iminary step of adjustment of· static 
results, as .described previously, on page 36, and as soon as the loca.,. 
tions of centroids, axial and flexural stiffness~s were redefined, and 
collapse checked, the iterat~ve proce~ure-described above could be ap-
plied, thus obtainingtheinelastic response of the structure under sta-
tic loads. Then, if desired, the dynamic loadings:could be superimposed .. 
This was not done here, stnce.it was preliminarily as$umed that the sta-
tic process would be applied in the elastic range of be~avior of the, 
materials of the structure. 
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The dynamic process is con1:;rolled by -subrouUne DYNAM, for which the 
summary flow diagram is shown in Figure 4.3(a}throu_gh 4,3(d) on pages 
46-49, 
Since the dynamic process is allowed to be applied independently of-
the static process, a check is first made whether the ~tatic _solution _was 
required and, if the answer is positive, subroutine ADJUST performs the 
adjustments of the static results to conform_the structure to the dynamic 
process. For convenience this subroutine also initializes the parameters, 
of the stress-strain curves at all joints. 
Time is set to zero and the _initial time interval is calculated, if· 
not supplied. Then dynamic displacements, velocities, accelerations are 
initialized at the beginning of time interval and the dynamic process 
follows that described in Chapter III. The flow diagrams on pages 46 
through 49 are self-explanatory. 
Determination of function F(t) at time tis made by subroutine 
FTIME, which is called if the dynamic response of the structure to a 
force pulse is desired. If the dynamic loading is an impulse, F(t) is 
made constantly null. The time functi ans ,used are described previously 
on page 33, This subroutine may-be easily modified to allow other types 
of functfons. 
A new configuration of the structure is obtained by subroutine 
JCURVT, which calculates average curvatures at all joints, lengthsi angle 
changes and average strains .at all bars. 
Subroutines FORCE and INTERN perform the iterative procedure of de-
termining the new locations of the centroids of the transformed areas of 
the sections, redefine axial and flexural stiffnesses, and cal~ulate 
No 
Adjust static configuration of the structure 
in order to conform to dynamic process 
Set time t = 0 
Determine initial time interval At 
(if not previously given as datum) 
---------1' E 
Increment time t by At 
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accelerations at the beginning of time interval 
Determine value of time function F(t), 
at time t 
Set a counter for the number of iterations 
ITER = 0 
Assume values of accelerations at end 
of time interval equal to those at the 
beginning of time interval 
Calculate dynamic displacements and velocities, 
based on assumed accelerations 
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bending moments at all joints, .thrusts and shears at all_ bars; as shown -
by the flowchart on page 47. 
Subroutine SEARCH is used by INTERN to examine-the parameters of 
the stress-;strain curves and dt;!tEj!rmine the .values·,for the _moduli -of: 
elast.icity and average stresses at the segments of the section_. 
Subroutine ACCEL checks the conditions.of equilibrium at t~e joints 
. and calculates the accelerations of all point masses. 
After the dynamic solution has-converged at the end of the time in .. 
terval, the parameters of the stress-strain curves are redefined, to ac- . 
count for possible perman~nt sets. 
The collapse of the structure is then checked by subroutine FAIL, 
under the failure criteria of maximum horizontal displacemen~, maximum 
vertical displacement, maximum shear, interaction of thrusts and bending. . . ' ,. ' 
moments, and crushin9 of extreme fibers. If collapse occurred, the cir-
cumstances and locations of failure are printed. This subroutine can' 
easily be modified to allow other failure criteria. 
Output of final or partial res~lts, either for the static process 
or for the dynamic process, is made through subroutine 9UTP~T. · Two 
printout options are possi~le: {a) the maximum value~ of thrust,,s, 
shears, bending moments, horizontal and vertical displacements, and where 
the1 occurreq, and {b) a complete response with values of thrusts, 
shears in all bars and bending moments, horizontal and vertical dis-
placements at the joints. 
CHAPTER V 
VERIFICATION OF PROGRAM 
In order to illustrate the solution capability of,the program and 
demonstrate its use, and also to verify the accuracy of the method of 
analysis, several problems have been solved, and the results compared 
with those obtained by conventional closed form solutions .or by .methods 
used by other investigators. 
In this chapter, some of those problems are described and the solu-
tions from the computer program are discussed .. · Sample coding listings 
for data input and selected printout sheets .for all example problems are 
presented in Appendix D. 
The following problems are discussed here {DTP stands for "DYNARCH 
Test Problems"): 
1. Example Problem DTPl: Static solution only. 
Static solution of a reinforced concrete circular arch, having 
an angle of opening of 180 degrees. 
2, Example Problems DTP2: Dynamic solution only--elastic response. 
DTP2.l--Linearly elastic dynamic solution of a wide flange steel 
two-hinged circular arch, having an angle of opening of 87.21 
degrees, subjected to a rectangular pressure pulse of infinite 
duration. 
DTP2.2--Linearly elastic dynamic solution of a wide flange steel 
simply supported beam, subjected to a sinusoidal impulse loading. 
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3. Example Problems DTP3: Compined static and dynamic loading--
inelastic response 
DTP3. l--Inelastic response of a prismatic rei·nforced concrete 
beam, under combined stati.c -and dynamic. loadings, 
DTP3.2--Inelastic response of the beam in .the previous problem, 
with dynamic loading reversed. 
Example Problem DTPl: Static Solution Only 
For this problem, a two-hinge~ circular arch wi-th an angle,of open-
ing of.180 degrees is considered. A central concentrated load P ~ -2000 
lb (downwards) is applied at the crown. The arch has a constant cross 
section of reinforced concrete with bottom and top reinforcement, as 
shown in Figure 5.1. The mechanical model consisted of,48 .bars. 
For a concentrated 1 oad at the crown, the_ cl O$ed form solution 
yields: 
Horizontal reactions: 
H = -P/TI = 636.62 lb. 
Vertical reactions: 
V = -P/2 = 1000.00 lb. 
Moment at the crown: 
Mc= (V - H)R = 6.4186 x 104 in-lb. 
Vertical displBcement at the crown: 
O i"> ! \ \.; 
31/ - 8TI - 4 
TI = -0.0418 in. 
These values are compared with the computer results ,in Figure 5.1. 






A --------~-------._------R_______ B 
(a) Two-Hinged Circular Arch of Reinforced 
Concrete 
• 12" P = 2000 lb 
Ast = 1.0 in2 
R = 176 . 6 35 in • 
Asb = 1.0 in2 
Es= 3.0 x 107 lb/in2 
E = 3.6 x 106 lb/in2 • E" 
c 7 
E_- - ,-,-7 '? r _I_::: '-· ··:;., I ..__ .:.. ;< I .J 
·I--- 8" --4 
(b) Cross Section and Problem Data 
Closed Form DYNARCH 
Quantity Solution Solution 
Horizontal reaction (lb) 636.62 636.56 
Vertical reaction (lb) 1000.00 1000.00 
Moment at crown (in-lb) 6.4186 x 104 6. 4196 x 104 
Deflection at crown (in) - 0.0418 - 0.0426 
(c) Comparison of Results 
Figure 5.1. Static Solution--Problem DTPl 
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Example Problems DTP2: Linearly 
Elastic Respons,e 
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Two problems were solved, where only linearly elastic properties of ;\\ 
the material were ,considered: (1) a two-hinged circular arch and (?) 
a simply supported beam. For both problems no static loads wer~ ·.taken 
into account, then only the dynamic solution was required. 
Problem DTP2.l--Two-Hinged Circular Arch 
For this problem, a two-hinged circular arch with an angle of open-• 
ing q, 0 = 87.21 degrees is considered, Figure 5,2. No .static loading is 
applied. The dynamic loading is taken in the form' of a rectangular 
pressure pulse of infinite duration, uniformly distributed over the en-
tire arch. A similar problem has been sqlved by Eppink and Veletsos (6). 
The wide flange steel section W16X88 used here has a radius of 
gyration r = 6.78 inch.es. The span of the arch is L0 = lOOr and the 
rise is f = 0.2L0 • The uniform pressure pulse has a magnitude p0 = 0.01 . 
Per' where Per is the critical buckling pressure of the arc~ correspond~ 
ing to an antisymmetrical mode of deformation, defined as 
The computer results are tabulated in Table·D.l in Appendix D for 
elapsed times t from 0.1 T0 to 3.0 T0 , where T0 is-the period of tbe 
11 breathing 11 mode of vibration of a circular ring with the radius of the 
arch and is given by 
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For this particular example Per =:4711 lb/in and T0 = 1~555 x 10-~ 
sec. 
By comparing the values in Table D.l with those.obtained by Eppink 
and Veletsos (6), one can see that the values ·for thrusts and vertical 
displacements at the crown compare very favorably with a difference be-
tween 0% and 2%. The values for bending moments at 1/4 point and at 
the crown present a higher distortion, generally less than 6%, probably 
due to a different approach in the calculation of bending moments. 
Nevertheless, the values given for bending moments in Table·D.l, 
on page 163, closely agree with those calculated by the formula for 
flexural vibration of a circular ring 
2 
EI [ a Ur M - · + u -7 7] r 
given by Timoshenko (8), where ur is-the radial displacement. This 
equation can be applied at the crown, considering a predominantly flex-
ural mode of vtbration of the arch near the midspan. 
Taking the above equation and using the second order central finite 
difference equation as an approximation for the second derivative, the 
values of bending moments were calculated at the crown and also included 
in Table D.l for comparison. 
Problem DTP2.2--Simply Supported Beam 
For this problem, a simply supported beam is considered, with the 
same wide flange steel section as the previous problem. No static load 
is applied. The dynamic loading is taken in the form of a sinusoi.dal 
impulse, as shown in Figure 5.3. 
~ Sinusoidal Impulse 
I= 2.0 sin'll'x/L 
(lb-sec/in) 
,,,, W 16 x 88 
t------------- L = 480 in. -------------i 
(a) Simply Supported Wide Flange Steel Beam 
Results Obtained Results 
by Dawkins ( 4) From 
Program 
, Quantity Closed Form Program IMPBC DYNARCH 
Maximum moment 
at midspan 
2. 7803 x 103 2. 7675 x 103 2.7543 x 103 (in-kip) 
Maximum 
deflection at 
midspan (in) - l. 7715 - l. 7885 - l. 7801 
Natural period 
(sec) o. 1056 o. 1062 0.1061 
(b) Comparison of Results 
Figure 5.3. Problem DTP2.2--Linearly Elastic Dynamic Solution 
Only 
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This problem was also solved by Dawkins (4}, using ·both a closed 
form solution and his program IMPBC for analysis of beam-columns under 
impulse loadings. 
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By comparing the results summarized in Figure 5.3, one can see that 
there is a close agreement between the results obtained by program 
DYNARCH and those obtained by Dawkins. Differences are less than 1% 
from closed form solution and about 0.5% from program IMPBC. 
Example Problems DTP3: 
Inelastic Response 
Two problems were also solved to illustrate the application of the 
computer program and method of analysis to problems .where nonlinear pro-
perties of the materials are taken into account. The inelastic response 
of a reinforced concrete beam, under combined static and dynamic load-
ings, was obtained (1) by superimposing a downward sinusoidal impulse ·i 
to a uniform static load, and (2) by considering the same static load, 
but reversing the direction of the impulse. 
Problem DTP3.l--Downward Sinusoidal Impulse 
For this problem, a prismatic reinforced concrete beam on simple 
supports, shown in Figure 5.4, was subjected to a uniform static load 
and to an impulse loading varying sinusoidally over the length of the 
beam. Beam cross section, loadings and stress-strain curves for concrete 
and reinforcement are also shown in Figure 5.4. Ultimate strain for 
concrete is 0.003. Other failure parameters are listed in sample output 
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(e) Steel Stress-Strain Curve 
Figure 5.4. Data for Problem DTP3.l--Downward Sinusoidal Impulse 
The solution indicated failur~ due to thrust-moment interaction 
near the center of the beam, at approximately 1.25 milliseconds after 
the impulse was applied. 
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Dawkins (4) solved a similar problem usi,ng program IMPBC. Numbers 
can not be compared, because (1) a smaller static load was used here, 
in order to keep the static solution within the elastic r9,nge of the 
materials, and (2) Dawkins did not consider the shifting of .the centroid 
as inelastic action takes place. Nevertheless, the pattern of behavior 
of the beam in the two solutions was identical. 
Problem DTP3.2--Upward Sinusoidal Impulse 
The beam considered for this problem was the same for problem DTP3.l 
with the direction of the dynamic loading reversed. This combination of 
static and dynamic loadings may be the result of a detonation in the 
interior of a building. 
As cracks and consequently 1 arge strains should be exp.ected at the 
top of the section, where no reinforcement was specified, the values ·in 
the positive si.de of the stress-strain curve for the concrete were. 
exaggerated. Also very large values were taken for the maximum allowed 
negative bending moments in the interaction diagram. 
The computer solution indicated failure by maximum prescribed ver-: 
ti cal displacement, which occurred at the midspan, at approximatelf 4.5 
milliseconds after the application of the impulse loading. At time of 
failure, the location of the centroid in the central portion of the 
span was indicated to be located below the center of gravity of the re-
inforcement. 
CHAPTER VI 
APPLICATION OF PROGRAM 
In order to demonstrate the applicability of.the.method of analysis .. 
and of the program developed in this stuqy, a two-_hinged semi~circular 
arch of reinforced concrete, Figure 6.l(a), was analyzed under two con-· 
ditions of dynamic loadings: 
1. A forcing pressure pulse of sinusoidal variation, applied at 
the top of the arch, extending over a region of 30 degrees. 
2. The same forcing pressure pulse, applied at the quarter point of 
the arch, over 30 degrees. 
For both problems, the only static loading considered was the self 
weight of the arch. 
Stress-strain diagrams for concrete and steel are shown in Figures 
6.l(d) and (e). The time function F(t) was a triangular function with 
peak Fm, as shown in Figure 6.l(c), having time of rising tr equal to 
half of total time of duration td. 
The uniform cross section is shown in Figure 6.l(b). From stress-
strain curves, initial tangent modulus for concrete is Ec = 3.6 x 106 
pounds per square inch, and for steel Es= 3.0 x 107 pounds per square 
inch. The transformed area of the cross section is 110.667 in2 and the 
moment of inertia is 1386.667 in4, and the radius of gyration is 
r = 3.54 inches. 
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The span was. taken E!qual to L0 = 100 r = 354-incbesi,-wnich corre-
sponds to a radius R = L/2 = 177 inches for -thEr·arch,\and ;a slE!nderness 
ratio S/r = 157.08, or a value of R/r = 50 for the ratio of the radius 
of the arch to the radius of gyration of t~e cross section. 
Problem DAPl: DYNARCH 
Application Problem l 
For this problem, the forcing pressure pulse was applied at the top 
of the arch, as shown in Figure 6.2(a). 
At time t, the magnitude of the pulse is 
p(t,a) = p(a) F(t) = P0 sin [6(a + 15°)] F(t) 
where a, given in degrees, measured from the vertical axis of symmetry, 
positive clockwise, varies from -15 to +15 degrees, .as in Figure 6.2(a), 
and F(t) is the triangular time function shown .in·.Figure .6. l(~). 
The maximum value of the pressure pulse occurs at the crown.of the 
arch at time tr: 
p = p F max o m 
where Fm is the peak of the time function. 
The purpose of this analysis was to determine the minimum values of 
the pressure pulse, Pmf' capable of causing the failure of the arch for 
various times of duration. 
A type of iterative procedure was usec;i to attain t~is goal. For a 
given time of duration td' a forcing pulse of·maximum value Pmax =.p0 Fm 
was initially applied. The program was run and if failure occurred, 
Pmax was taken as an upper bound for Pmf' the minimum value capable of 
causing failure of the arch for that particular time of duration; if 
failure did not occur, Pmax was taken as a lower bound for Pmf~ 
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P{a) = P0 sin [6{a + 15°)] 
• 
A B 
(a) Dynamic Loading for Problem DAPl 
P(a) = p0 sin [6{a + 15°)] 
B 
{b) Dynamic Loading for Problem DAP2 
Figure 6.2. Dynamic Loadings for DYNARCH Application Problems 
Subsequent values of Pmax were tried until the~:lower. .aod,. upper bounds 
were sufficiently close to each other, and the average.of th~se bounds 
was taken as Pmf. , 
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As an example, a time of duration td = 1.0 x lo~2 sec (lO milli-
seconds) was preliminarily con~idered and a load P~ax.= .3000 lb/in was 
applied. Failure occurred at time t = .6.3068 millisec, due to .. crushing 
of the top fibers of the section at the crown of the arch. A lqad Pmax = 
2500 lb/in was. then applied and failure occurred at time t.= 8.18 milli-
sec, and a new upper bound was established. A smal1er load Pmax = 2000 
lb/in was applied and failure did not occur. Then the last value was. 
taken as a lower bound for Pmf" Having a lower and an upper bound for 
Pmf' the standar<;I bisection method of analysis wa.s followed until. Pmf = 
2280 lb/in was considered an acceptable value for the minimum load 
causing failure and having a total time of duration of 10 millisecond~. 
Other times of duration td for the forcing pressure puls~ were 
considered and th_e res1:,1lts are summarized in the diagram of Figure 6.3, 
where the values of Pmf were plotted against td' curve AA. 
For values of td smaller than 20 milliseconds, failure ~ccur,ed 
after the pulse, and for greater values of ta, failure occ~rred during 
the pulse, at times greater th~n 70% of the times of duration. 
By applying a very small dynamic loading of the same nature, so 
that the response of the arch would be in the linearly elastic range, an 
approximate value for the period· of vib~ation of the. arch was 1 obtained 
as 70 milliseconds, which was the maximum value con5:idered for ta· 
For this problem, a model with 24 bars was.considerecl, but advantage 
was taken of symmetry of shape and loading, and only half the structure· 
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Figure 6.3. Variation of Minimum Failure Load With Time of Duration 
" 
the section at the crown, 'With ,ultimate strain .prescr-·ibed .as 0.003. 
Sampl~s of data input and output·:are· shown· in· Appendix D. 
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The maximum time spend·tn the computer for one--loading was 16.7 
minutes for td = 7.0 x 10:-2 sec·.-(70 minise,c), with.time _limit of 7.2 x 
10-2 sec, the solution progressing at an average of 72 microseconds of 
elapsed time per second of.:computer time. For,.·smal ler times .. of duration 
this average ~ometimes was as low as. 50 micros~conds per second •. 
Problem DAP2: DYNARCH 
Application Problem 2 
For this problem, the forcing pressure pulse was.applied at the. 
quarter region of the arch, as shown in Figure 6.2{.b)~ 
At time t, the magnitude of the pulse is 
p{t,a) = p{a) F{t) = p0 sin [6{a + 15°)} F{t) 
where a varies from -15 to +15 degrees and is measured from the radius 
at the quarter point; F(t) is the triangular tirrie function sh_own.in 
Figure 6. l { c). 
The maximum value of.the pressure occurs at the quarter point of 
the arch at time t. . r 
The same procedure applied to Problem DAPl was. used to find the 
variation with time of ·-duration of Pmf' the minimum value of the pressure 
to cause failure of the arch, and the results are also symmarized in the 
diagram of Figure 6.3, where the values of Pmf were plotted against td' 
curve BB. 
By comparing the results with those obtained for the load applied 
at the top, one can see that, except for smaller values: of td' when the 
loadings have more localized effects at the region of·their application~ 
a higher load has to be applied at the quarter region of the arch in 
order to cause failure, which should be expected. 
It was verified that failure occurred during the pulse, at times 
varying from 60% to 90% of times· of duration, this percentage being 
smaller for larger times of duration. 
A model with 24 bars was considered, but in this cause advantage 
could not be taken of the symmetry of the structure, because the load 
was not symmetrical. Failure always occurred by crushing of-the top 
fibers of the section at the quarter point, with prescribed ultimate 
strain of 0.003. 
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The computer solutions progressed at rates between 30 and 40 micro-
seconds of elapsed time per second of computer time, this rate being 
smaller for smaller times of duration. 
CHAPTER VII 
SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
Summary 
A method of analysis of arches, beams and portal frames~ under.dy~ 
namic loads or cqmbined static and dynamic loads .has been developedin 
this study; by using a discrete-element mecl1anical model~ representing 
the actual structure. 
For the stati~ loadings, when considered, t~e deformations of:the. 
structure are assumed to be sufficiently s~all so that conventional ma-
trix analysis of structures is employed. Dynamic effects are superim-
posed on static results. 
The method developed herein takes into account material nonlinearity 
' 
combined with geometric nonlinearity due to large displacements, by 
constantly revising the axial and flexural stiffnesses at.selected sec,,.. 
tions of the structure, as ·deformations occur under transient loads. 
This is accomplished by considering the modification of the transformed 
area of the general cross section and consequent reloc~tion of its cen-. 
troid, as plastification and/or cracks take place. A variable modulus 
of .elasticity, the secant modulus, is used. Failure criteria are also 
established. 
The integration of the equations of motion is made by using a step-
by-step iterative numerical procedure, the Newmark's Beta Method, based 
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on the assumption of linear variation of the··aeceleration during the 
time-step interval. 
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A new configuration of the replacement structure ·is .obta.ined and 
internal forces are calculated at the er:id of -every'time.-step interval.· 
Convergence and stability of. the dynamic process ar~ insured by 
redefining the time-step interval after every cycl,e of iterations. 
Dynamic loadings may be taken in the forms·of impulses :or time de~ 
pendent.pulses. 
A computer program was written in FORTRAN language for solution in 
the IBM/360 Model 65 computer of the Oklahoma State University. The 
program in subroutine form is sufficiently general to handle _a large va-
riety of·. parameters, such as material properties~ structure shapes and 
cross sections, collapse criteria, and can easily be c~anged to take in-
to consideration particular features of specific problems. 
In order to illustrate the solution capability of the program and 
verify the accuracy of the method of analysis, several problems have bE;!en 
solved, and the results compared with known so]utions. 
The program was used in two application problems to determine a 
minimum sinusoidal pressure pulse with varying time of duration, capable 
of inducing collapse of a two-hinged semi-circular arch, when applied 
over a limited region of the arch. 
Conclusions · 
From the present study the following concl us i.ons ,,can be drawn: 
1. The computer results for linearly elastic problems compared 
satisfactorily with those obtained by conventional closed form solutions, 
or by methods used by other investigators. 
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2. The continuous relocation of the centroid of the transformed 
area of the cross section constitutes a realistic form of treating '.non-
linear problems of structures, and provides a very' useful means ·Of ·.re-
defining axial and flexural stiffnesses as inelastic action takeslplace. 
3. The application problems showed that the program·developed can 
be advantageously used to perform parametric studies. ,in dynamic problems 
of arches, beams and portal frames, with geometric.and material nonlinear 
characteristics, to determine position, magnitude and time .of duration 
of dynamic loadings capable of inducing collapse of a given.structure. 
Recommendations 
Futu.re ex tens i ans of the model and program may .include the effects 
of rotatory inertia and she.ar deformation, as well .as prestressing .of 
concrete.members. 
Experimental research could be· performed, whic~ would have the pur-
pose of ~valuating the analytical results -Obtained with the program. 
Carefully controlled laboratory or field tests, even in a limited num-
ber, would be very helpful in the evaluation of the method of analysis, 
and WE>culd have the merit of supplying additional information on material 
behavior under dynamic loadings. 
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SO~UTION OF SIMULTANEOUS EQUATION~ 
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The system of linear simultaneous equations, on page 21, obtained 
for the static solution, is solved by a variation of Gauss elimination 
known as the recursion-inversi.on procedure. 
First it will be shqwn that the general Equation (3.14) of the sys-
tem Equation (3.15), on page 21, can be written in the form: . 
(A. l) 
If Equation (A.l) is supposed to be valid, the following expression 
f Or U i _ l i S al SO Va l i d : 
U. l = a. + S· U1 .• l - l l {A.2) 
Taking Equation (A.2) into (3.14), it results:. 
A. (a.+ s.U.) + B. U. + C. U.+l + D. = 0 . 
1. l l l l l l l 1. 
Solving for Ui: 
U. = -(A.s. + B.)-l (A.a.+ D.) - (A.s. + B.)-l C1. U1.+l . l l l l l l l . l l . 1. 
Then the coefficients ai+l and S;+l of Equation (A.J) can be identi-
fied as: 
a.i+ l = -(A.s. + B.)-1 (A.a. + D;); (A.3) l l l 1 l 
Si+l = -(A.s. + B.)-1 c, . (A. 4) l l l 
Since A., B., C., D. are known, the values of a ands at one st.ation 
l l l l 
depend only on the values of a ands at previous station. 
or 
where 
The first equation of system Equation (3.15) is: 
s1 u1 + c1 u2 + o1 = o 
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s, 1 c, 1 and o, -Q, = s, '1' = s, ,2 = .. 
From Equation (A. 1) : 
u, = a.2 + 62 U2 . 
Then 
-1 o, and -1 c, a.2 = -Bl s = -Bl . 2 
For purposes of computer programming, it is useful to notice that 
the last two values can be obtained from Equations (A.3) and (A.4), by 
setting a.1 = 0 and s1 = 0, or, which is the same, by setting A1 = 0, as 
it bec.omes evident from the first equation of system ~quation (3.15). 
Subsequent values of a ands can be calculated, until station 
m = n+l is reached and U is established: . m . 
Um= a.m+l + 6m+l Um+l ' 
The last equation of system Equation (3.15) is 
A U + B U + D = 0 m n m m m 
(A.5) 
from which it is seen that Cm= 0 and Equation (A.4) produces Sm+l = 0. 
Then; from Equation (A.5): 
and all values of u. 1 can be found from Equation (A.2), starting with 1-
i = m and proceeding backwards until i = 2, when the last vector of dis-
placements u1 can be determined. 
In order to improve the accuracy of the static solution, the values 
of the displacements are substit_uted into Equation (3; 15), which must be 
satisfied. Generally, alth,ough the program deals with real variables in 
double precision, the first set of displacements do not sa~isfy entirely· 
the system of ~quation (3.15), which yields some residues Ri in each 
equation, i.e.: 
A. u~ 1,) + B. u~l) + c. u~+ll) + D. = R~l) i O , , ,_ , , , , 1 . , 
the superscript (1) meaning that the value,s refer to the first trial 
sqlution obtained. 
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Then the entire procedure is repeated using R~l) in place of Di' re-
sulting in the general equation: 
A. u~ 21) + B. u~ 2) + c. u~+21) + R~l) = o. , ,_ , , 1 , , 
The new system is.solved and a new set of displacements u~ 2) results , 
in this second operation. 
By adcp ng the 1 as t two equations together, the residues a re e 1 i mi -
nated, resulting in: 
A. (U~l) + U~· 2)) + B. (U~l) + u~ 2)) + c. (U~+ll) + u~+2,,., , ,_, ,_, 1 , , , , . , 
+ D. = O. , 
It is seen that Ui = u~l) + u~ 2) is a better solution. The process 
goes on until all residues are kept equal or below a specified limit, as 
close to zero as possible. 
Taking the displacements into Equation (3.11), th.e values of the 
forces at the ends of all bars can be determined. These for~es result 
in matrix analysis sign convention, Figure 3.5(d), and to calculate bend-
ing moments, she~ts and thrusts in classical engineering sign convention, 
Figure 3.5(f), the following transformation equations are used: 
M. '+l , ', 
M.+l . , ,, 
i = -f . 
Zl 
i 
= fz(i+l) ; 
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T. = - f i. case; f i. sine. 1 Xl y1 . 1 
v. i f i. sine; = f yi case; -1 Xl 
or, in matrix form: 
Tbar i cos i sin i 0 
f;. 
Xl 
vbar sin 0 
i 
i = - -cos f . i. i y1 
Mjoint 0 0 1 
i 
i fzi 
Values of ·thrusts and bending moments will be taken into Equations 
(3.16) and (3.17), in order to calculate the average static strain in 
bar i and the average static curvature at joint i. 
APPENDIX B 
LISTING QF PROGRAM DYNARCH 
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* * * * * * * * * * • * • ~ • • • * • • • * • * * • • • • * • • * * 
• • * PROGRAM DYNARCH • 
* • • 
* • • 
* • • 
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* • • • • 
* • • 
* • 
* 
* * * * • * * * * * * * * * * * * • * • * • * * * • * * * • * * * • • * 
IMPLICIT REAL* ~IA-H, 0-ZI 
COMMON /IDENT/ 1011401, 1021191, NPROB 
COMMON /TABLl/ GRAV,TLI~,<EEP171,ISTAT,1SOPT,NDL,IDOPT,NOUT,ISELFW 
DATA IBLANK, IVES I 4H , 3HYES I . 
c 
10.00 FORMAT (20A4 I 
2000 FJRMAT I //24X, l9A41 
c 
C>--> READ RUN IDENTIFICATION 
READ 1000, 101 
C>--> READ PROBLEM IDENTIFICATIJN 
TWO CARDS 
ONE CARD 





CHECK PRJBLEM NAME A~p STJP IF BLANK 
IF (NPROB .NE. IBLANKI Gd·ro 110 
PRINT TERMINATION MESSAGE AND STOP 
PR.INT 2000, 102 
STOP 
C>--> CALL SUBROUTINE INEC~O TJ READ I~ AND ECHO PROBLEM DATA 
110 CALL INECHO 














CHECK WHETHER STATIC SOLUTION IS REQUIRED 
IF C IST AT .NE. IVES I GO TJ 120 
CALL SUBROUTINE STATIC TO SOLVE FOR STATIC DISPLACEMENTS 
ANO INTERNAL FORCES AND PRINT STATIC RESULTS 
CALL ST AT IC 
CHECK WHETHER DYNAMIC SOLUTION IS REQUIRED 
IF CNDL .EQ. 01 GO TO 100 
CALL SUBROUTINE DYNAH TO SOLVE FOR DfNAMIC DISPLACEMENTS 
INTERNAL FORCES, VELJCITIES AND ACCELERATIONS, CHECK FOR 
FAILURE AND PRINT DYNAMIC RESULTS 
CALL DYNAH 
RETURN FOR A NEW PROBLEM 


























• • • • • * * • * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * • • * • • 
• * * * * 
• THIS SUBROUTINE ~EAOS AND ECiOES INPUT DATA 
• FOR PROGRAM DYNA~CH. IT ALS] CALLS SU3ROUTINE 3EOM 
* TO SET UP INITIAL GEOMETRY OF THE STRUCTURE 
* • DATA ARE ORGANIZED IN TABLES, AS FOLLOWS: 
* * TABLE 1 CO'HR]L DATA • TABLE 2 CROSS SECTION DESCRIPTIO\I 
* TABLE 3 STRESS-STRAIN CURVES 
* TABLE 4 - s~ECIFIED CJ~llTIONS 
* TABLE 5 STATIC LOADS 
* TABLE 6 DYNAMIC LOADS • TABLE 1 CJLLAPSE PA~A14ETERS • TABLE 8 STATION COORDINATES 




* • • • 
* • 
* • * ••••••• * * * * * * * * * * * * * • * * * • * • * • • * * • * 
SUBROUTINE INECHO 
IMPLICIT REAL. acA-H, o-z, 
EXTERNAL FX 
COMMON /ARCXY/ XC25), Y(251, XL0(241, SPAN . 
COMMON /CONST/ ZERO, P5, ONE, NB, NJ, NSSC, !FAIL, jF, INEL,LDrtPE: 
COMMON /CURVS/ EPSN(l0,5J,SIGN(l0,51,EPSMULl51,SIGMULl5),EPSPR(5) 
COMMON /FAILl/ SMAX(251, SMAXNClO), JS7111101, U14AX, VMAX, NST7 
CJMMON /FAIL2/ BMULl251, PMUL(251, BMULNllO), PMULN(lO), 
1 PIA'<.119), BIA"(9), EPSU(51, JIA7(101, NU7 
COMMON /SEGMl/ 0125,91, El5,21, GAMMA(51, ISl91, MATl9) 
COMMON /IGEOM/ P~IOl251, TH0(24), IBRK, ISYM 
COMMON /TABLl/ GRAV,TLIM,~EEP(71,ISTAT,ISOPT,NDL,I)OPT,NOUT,ISELFW 
COMMON /TABL2/ DN(9,101, BlNUOl,B2NUJ),B3N(10), DTNClO),.ATNllOI, 
1 DBN(lOI, ABN(lOI, JSNClOI, JRN(lOI, NCT2, NRT2 
COMMON /TABL4/ USNClOI, VSN(lOI, THSN(lO), IHINGEC261, 
1 JSDN( 101, KU( 10), KVClOI, KTHClO I, NCH 
COMMON /TABL5/ JI51201, QXI5(201, QYI5(201, JM51201, QXM5C201, 
1 QYM5(201, JL5(201, QXL5C201, QYL5C201, \ICT5 
COMMON. /TABL6/ JI61201, QXI6(201, QYI6(201, JM6(201, QXM6(20J, 
1 QYH6C201, JL6(201, QXL6(201, QYL6(201, NCSIZOJ,NPDL 
COMMON /TI MEF/ FO, TR, TD, FT, TIME, OTIME, TDTIME, IND, INTVL 
DI MENS ION II (7) 
1010 FORMAT (5X, 6ClX,A41, 2X, A3, 615/SX, 415, 5X, 4El0.3) 
1020 FJ~MAT CSX, 15, 20X, 3El0.3, 2X, A3) 
103:> FORMAT llOX, 31215, El0.31 I 
1040 FORMAT CSX, IS, lOX, 4El0.31 
1050 FJRMAT C20X, 3El0.31 
106:> FORMAT C5X, 15, 7X, 311, lOX, 3E 10.3, 2X, A3) 
1070 FORMAT (10F8.0) 
1080 FORMAT 13115, 2El0.31, 2X, A3) 
202:> FORMAT (//20X, 23HTABLE 1. - CONTROL DATA//) 
2030 FORMAT (31X, 25HNO KEEP OPTIONS EXERCIZEDI 
2040 FORMAT C31X, 25H~HAIN PRIO~ DATA TABLES, 11, 5(2H,, IlJI 
2050 FORMAT l/31X, 27HSTATIC SOLJTION REQUIRED: , A3//31X, 
l 25HACCELERATION OF 3RAVITY , lPDl0.3) 
2051 FORMAT (/31X, 45HAXIS OF STRUCTURE DESC~IBED BY A SMOOTH CURVE) 
2052 FORMAT (/31X, 21HBROKEN LINE STRUCTURE) 
2054 FORMAT (/31X, 24HSONSYMMETRICAL STRUCTURE) . 
2056 FORMAT (/31X, 45HSYl414ET~ICAL ST~UCTU~E, NONSYMMETRICAL LOADING) 
2058 FORMAT C/31X, 33HSYMMETRICAL STRUCTURE AND LOADING//31X, 
1 27HSOLUTIJN FO~ HALF STRU:TUREI 
2060 FORMAT C/31X,21HSTATIC JUTPJT OPTIO\I, 13X, Ill 
2062 FJRMAT (/31X, 24HSELF WEI3HT NOT INCLUDED) 
2065 FORMAT (/31X, 33HSELF WEI3HT ADDED TO STATIC LOADS) 
2070 FORMAT C/31X,26HNUMBER OF DYNAMIC LOADINGS, 6X, I3//31X, 
1 21HOYNAHIC OUTPUT OPTION, 13X,Il//31X,15HOUTPUT INTERVAL, 
2 18X, I2//31X,10HTIME LI14IT, l5X, lPDl0.3.J 
2072 FO~MAT (/31X, 38HTYPE OF DYNAMIC LOADING: FORCING PULSE) 
80 
C SUBROUTINE INECHO (CONTINUED) 
c 
c 
2074 FORMAT C/3lX, 32HTYPE OF DYNAMIC LOADING: IMPULSE) 
2076 FORMAT C/31X, 43HSDLUTIJN FOR LINEA~LY ELASTIC RESPONSE ONLY) 
2078 FORMAT C/31X, 27HINELASTIC RESPONSE REQUIRED) 
2080 FORMAT (/31X, 13HTIME INTERVAL, 12X, lPDl0.31 
2090 FORMAT (/31X, 35HTIME INTERVAL INTERNALLY CALCULATED) 
2100 FJRMAT (//20X,36HTABLE 2. - CROSS SECTION DESCRIPTION) 
2110 FORMAT C/30X, 32HUSING DATA FROM PREVIOUS P~OBLEH/l 
2120 FORMAT C//30X, 12HCONTROL DATA//40X, 4HSTA., lOX, 36HTOP FLANGE 
1 WEB BOT FLANGE/41X, 3HNO., 13X, 31HWIDTH THICKNESS 
2 WIDTH//40X, 13, ax, 1P3Dl3.41 
2130 FORMAT (//30X, 29HSEGMENT, MATERIAL, DEPTH DATA//37X, 
1 58HSEG MAT DEPTH SEG HAT DEPTH SEG HAT 
2 DEPTH //(36X, 3(214, 1PD12.3ll l 
2140 FJRMAT C//30X, 25HREINFDRCEMENT DESCRIPTION//40X, 4HSTA., 6X, 
1 17HTOP PEINFO~CE~ENT, SX, 20HBOTTOM REINFORCEMENT/41X, 
2 3HNO., 7X, 14HDEPTH AREA, lOX, 14HDEPTH AREA/) 
2150 FJRMAT (40X, 13, lX, 2C4X, 1P2Dl0.3)l 
2160 FORMAT (//20X,31HTABLE 3. - STRESS-ST=l.AIN CURVES//) 
2170 FORMAT (27X, 10HCURVE NO. ,11//33X, 26H''1ATERIAL SPECIFIC WEIGHT , 
1 1PD12.3/33X, 28HCOMP~ESSIVE ULTIMATE STRAIN, 1PD10.3/33X, 
2 28HSTRESS VALUE SCALE FACTOR , 1PD10.3/33X, 
3 2BHSTRAIN VALUE SCALE FACTOR , lPDl0.3/l 
2180 FJRMAT (30X, 19HSHESS INPUT VALUES/30X, 10F7.31> 
2190 FORMAT C30X, 19HSTRAIN INPUT VALUES/30X, 10F7.3/I 
2200 FJRMAT (//20X,31HTABLE 4. - SPECIFIED CONDITIONS//) 
2210 FORMAT (30X, lOHSTA. CJDE, llX, 
1 23HSPECIFIED DtSPLACEMENT/49X, lHU, llX, lHV, lOX, 3HROT/I 
2220 FHMAT ( 30X, I 3, 4X, 311, 2BX, 1 PD12.3 I 
2230 FORMAT 130X, 13, 4X, 3Il, l6X, 1P2Dl2.3l 
2240 FORMAT (30X, 13, 4X, 311, 4X, 1P3Dl2.3l 
2250 FORMAT C30X, 13, 4X, 311, 4X, 1PD12.3, 12X, 1PD12.31 
2260 FORMAT C30X, 13, 4X, 5HHI'4GE l 
2280 FJRMAT (//40X, 27~PARAMETERS OF TIME FUNCTION//45X, 
1 21HTIME Of RISING: TR =, 1P012.4/45X, 
2 21HTIME OF DECAY: TD=, lP012.4/45X, 
3 21HMAXIMUM VALUE: FD=, 1P012.4l 
2290 FORMAT (///20X, 23HTABLE 5. - STATIC LOADS/) 
2300 FORMAT C/35X, 7HINITIAL, 14X, 12HINTEPMEDIATE, 17X, 5HFINAL/26X, 
1 4HSTA., sx, lHX, 9X, lHY, SX, 4HSTA.,5X,.1HX, ~x, lHY, 
2 SX, 4HSTA., SX, lHX, 9X, lHY/ I 
2310 FORMAT (25X, 14,1X,1P2Dl0.3, I4,1X,1P2Dl0.3, I4,1X,1P2Dl0.3l 
2320 FORMAT (/35X, 32HADDITIJNAL DATA FOR T~IS PROBLEM/) 
2340 FORMAT (/35X, 4HNONE/l 
2330 FORMAT (/35X, 22HUNIDENTIFIABLE LOADING//35X, 
1 20HPROGRAM INTE~~UPTED.) 
2350 FORMAT (///20X, 26HTABLE 6. - DYNAMIC LJADING/l 
2360 FJRMAT (/31X, 20HDYNAMIC LOADING NO. , 12/1 
2370 FORMAT (//20X,30HTABLE 7. - COLLAPSE PA~AMETERS/l 
2380 FORMAT (/31X, 19HDISPLACEMENT LIMITS//40X, 
1 25HMAXIMUM HORI lONTAL DI SPL:, 1PD13. 4/40X, 
2 25HMAXIMUM VERTICA:.. OISPL:, 1PD13.4l 
2390 FJRMAT (/31X, 12HSHEAR LIMITS/4bX, 4HTERM, 13X, 5HSHEAR/40X, 
1 4HSTA., 13X, 5HVALUEl 
2400 FORMAT (/40X, 13, 7X, LP2Dl5.4l 
2410 FJRMAT (/31X, 24HINTERA:TION DIAGP.AM DATA//40X l'tHTERM,LOX, 
1 24HAXIAL FORCE '40'4 ENT/40X, 4HSTA., llX, 
2 25HMULTIPLIER MULTIPLIER) 
2420 FORMAT (/37X, 24HAXIAL FORCE INPUT VALUES/37X, 9F7.3) 
2430 FORMAT (/37X, 19H'40~ENT 1'4PJT VALUES/37X, 9F7.31 
2440 FJRMAT (//20X,30HTABLE 8. - STATION COORDINATES//ftOX, 
1 4HSTA.,12X, 7HX-CDO~D, ax, 7HY-:DDRD) 
C>--> INITIALIZE CJNSTI\NT VALUES 
DATA IEND, KEEP!, IVES I 3HEND, 4HKEEP, 3HYES I 
ZERO = 0.0000 







SUBROUTINE INECHO ( CONTI NUEDI 
ESTABLISH THE HEADINj ON THE FIRST PAGE OF OUTPJT 
CALL HEADNG 
READ AND ECHO TABLE l PROBLEM CONTROL OATA 












l IDOPT, NJUT, l\lEL, IBRK, ISYM, NB,SPAN,GRAV,TLIM,DTIME 
NJ= NB+ l 
CALL SUBROUTINE GEOM TO CALCULATE OR READ STATION COORDINATES 
CALL GEOM ( FX I 
J = 0 
K = l 
DO 110 I = 2, 7 
II(KJ = 0 
IF (KEEP(IJ .NE. KEEPIJ SO TO 110 
Il(KI = I 
J = J + l 
K = K + l 
CONTINUE 
PRINT DATA IN TABLE l 
PR INT 2020 
IF ( J • GT. 0 J GO TO 120 
PRINT 2030 
GO TO 130 
PRINT 2040, (II(IJ, I= 1, JI 
P~INT 2050, ISTAT, ~RAV 
IF (IBRK .EQ. 01 PRINT 2051 
IF (IBRK .EQ. 11 PRINT 2052 
IF (ISY~ .EQ. 01 PRINT 2054 
IF "(ISYM .EQ. 11 PRINT 2056 
IF (ISYM .EQ. 21 PRINT 2058 
IF (ISTAT .NE. IYESJ GO TO l~O 
PRINT 2060, ISOPT 
IF (ISELFW .EQ. OJ PRINT 2062 
IF HSELFW .EQ. 11 PRIN·T 206'5 
IF (K-EEP(61 .EQ. KEEP I I GJ Tl 145 
NOL= 0 
NOL = NOL + NADL 
IF (NOL .EQ. 01 GO TO 160 
PRINT 2070, NOL, IDOPT, NOUT, TLIH 
IF (LDTYPE .EQ. 01 PRINT 2072 
IF (LDTYPE .EQ. 11 PRINT 2074 
IF ( INEL .EQ. 01 PRINT 2076 
IF (INEL .EQ •. 11 PRINT 2078 
IF (DtIME .EQ. ZEROJ GO TO 150 
PRINT 2C80, DTIHE 
GO TO 160 
PRINT 2090 
READ AND ECHO TABLE 2. - CROSS SECTIJN DESCRIPTION 
160 CALL HEADNG 
PRINT 2100 
IF (KEEP(21 .EQ. KEEPII GO TO 210 
J = 1 
170 READ 1020, JSN(J I, BlN(J I, B2N(J I, B3N(J I, IENDN 
DO 180 I = 1, 9, 3 
180 READ 1030, IS(II, MAT(II, DN(I,JJ, IS(I+lJ, HAT(I+ll, 
1 ON ( I+ l , J I , IS ( I+ 2 J , HAT ( I+ 2 >, ON (I + 2, J J 
IF (IEN~N .EQ. IENDI GO TO 190 
J = J + 1 
GO TO 170 
190 NCT2 = J 
NRT2 = 1 
200 READ 1040, JRN(NRT2J, DTN(NRT2J, ATN(NRT2J, DBN(NRT21, ABN(NRT21 
IF CJRN1NRT21 .EQ. JSN(~CT211 GO TO 220 
NRT2 = NRT2 + 1 
GO TO 200 






220 DO 230 I= 1, NCT2 
PRINT 2120, JSN(I), BlN(ll, B2NCII, B3N(I) 
PRINT 2130, CIS(J), ~AT(J), DN(J,I>, J = 1, 9) 
230 CONTINUE 
P~INT 2140 
( CONTI NIJ EO) 
PRINT 2150, (JRN(II, DT'HI), AHCII, DBNCII, ABN(I), I• 1, NRTZ) 




IF (KEEP(31 .EQ. KEEPII GJ TJ 250 
READ 1020, NSSC 
DJ 240 I= 1, NSSC 
READ 1050, SIGM~LCII, GA~~A(II 
READ 1070, (SIGN(J,II, J = 1, 101 
READ 1050, EPSMUUIJ, EPSUCI), EPSPR(II 
READ 1070, (EPSN(J, I I, J = 1, 101 
EPSU(II = DABS(EPSU(III 
240 CONT INU E 
GO TO 260 
250 P::UNT 2110 
260 DD 270 I= 1, NSSC 
PRINT 2170, I, GAMHA(II, EPSllCII, SIGMUL(II, EPSHUL(II 
PRINT 2180, (SlGN(J,II, J • 1, 101 





READ AND ECHO TABLE 4. - SPECIFIED CONDITIONS 
CALL HEADNG 
PRINT 2200 
I'F (KEE'P(4t .NE. KEE"PI I GO TO 280 
PRINT 2110 
GO TO 330 
280 J = 1 
290 READ 1060, JSDN(Jl,<.U(Jl,KV(Jl,KTH(Jt,USN(Jl,VSN(Jl,THSN(J), IENDN 
IF ( IENDN .EQ. IENDt GO TJ 300 
J = J + 1 
GO TO 290 
300 NCT4 = J 
330 PUNT 2210 
DD 335 I = 1, NJ 
IHINGE(It = ZERO 
335 CONTINUE 
IHINGE(NJ+lt = 0 
DO 420 J = 1, NCT4 
KEY• 2 * (2*KU(J) + KV(J)) + KTH(Jt 
IF (KEY .GT. 7) KEY= 8 
GO TO (340, 350, 360, 37J, 380, 390, 400, 4101, KEY 
340 PRINT 2220, JSDN(JI, KU(JI, KV(JI, KTH(JI, THSN(JI 
GO TO 420 
350 PRINT 2230, JSDN(JI, KU(JI, KY(JJ, KTH(JI, YSN(JI 
GO TO 420 
360 PRINT 2230, JSDN(JI, KU(JJ, KY(JJ, KTH(JI, VSN(JJ, THSN(JI 
GO TO 420 
370 PRINT 2240, JSDN(JI, KU(JI, KY(J), KTH(JJ, USN(JI 
GO TO 420 
380 PRINT 2250, JSDN(JJ, KU(JI, KV(JI, KTH(Jt, USN(Jt, THSN(JI 
GO TO 420 
390 PRINT 2240, JSDN(JJ, KU(JI, KV(JI, KTH(JI, USN(JI, VSN(JI 
GO TO 420 
400 PRINT 2240, JSDN(JI, KUCJI, KV(JI, KTH(Jl,USN(Jl,VS~C~l,THSN(JI 
GO TO 420 
410 KEY= JSDN(JI 
IHINGE(KEYI -= 1 
PRINT 2260, KEY 
420 CONTINUE 
83 
C SUBROUTINE INECHO ( CONTI NUEDJ 
c 
C>--> READ AND ECHO TABLE 5. - STATIC LJADING 
c 
PRINT 2290 
IF CISTAT .NE. IVES) GO TO 510 
IF (KEEP(5J .NE. KEEPII GO TO 430 
PRINT 2110 
PRINT 2300 
PRINT 2310, (JIS(J), QXI5(JI, QYI5(J), JHS(JI, QXH5(J), QVH5(JI, 
1 JLS(JI, QXL5(JI, QYLS(JI, J • 1, NCT51 
PRINT 2320 
NC I 5 = NC TS + 1 
GO TO 440 
430 NCI5 = 1 
440 NCT5 = NCI5 
K = 0 
IND = 0 
450 READ 1080, JI5(NCT51, Q~I5(NCT5J, QYI5(NCT5J, JH5(NCT51, QXH5(NCT5 
11, QVH5(NCT51, JL5(~CT51, QXL5(NCT51, QYL5(NCT51, IENON 
K = K + 1 
IF (QXI5(NCT5).EQ.ZERO .AND. QYI5CNCT5J.EQ.ZEROI IND• 1 
IF (IENDN .EQ. IEND) GO TO 460 
NCT5 = NCT5 + 1 
GO TO 450 
460 IF (IND .EQ. 11 GO TO 470 
PRINT 2300 
PRJNT 2310, CJI5CJI, QXISIJI, QYISIJI, JHSCJI, QXH5(J), QYH5CJI, 
1 JLS(JI, QXL51JI, QYLS(JI, J • NC15, N:T51 
GO TO 540 
470 IF (K - NCT5J 480, 490, 480 
480 IF (K .EQ. l) GO TO 500 
490 PRINT 2330 . 
STOP 
500 NCT5 ,,; NCT5 - 1 









NCL • 0 
IF (KEEP(6) .EQ. KEEPII GO TO 550 
NPDL = 0 
GO TO 570 
PRINT 2110 
DO 560 I= 1, NPDL 
NCI = NCL + 1 
NCL = NCL + NCSIII 
PRINT 2360, I 
PRINT 2300 
PRINT 2310, (JI6CJI, QXI6(JI, QYI6(JI, JH6(JI, QXH6(Jl,QYH6(JI, 
JL6(JJ, QXL6lJI, QYL6CJI, J "'NCI, NCLJ 
560 CONTINUE 
P~INT 2320 





GO TO 630 
NSI = NPDL 
NPDL = NOL 
NS• NSI 
J = NCL 
NCS( NSI 






JI6CJI, QXI6lJI, QYl6(JI, JH6CJI, QXM6(JI, QYH6(JI, 
JL6(JI, QXL6(J), QYL6(JJ, IENDN 
NCSINSI = NCSINS) + 1 
IF CIENDN .NE. IEND) GO T0.600 
IF CNS .EQ. NOL) GO TO 610 
NS"' NS+ 1 





610 NCL = 0 
DO 620 I= NSI, NOL 
NCI = NCL + l 
NCL = NCL + NCS(I) 
PRINT 2360, I 
PRINT 2300 
C CONTINUED) 
PRINT 2310, (JI6CJI, QXI6(JI, QYI6(J), JM6(J), QXM6(J),QYM6(JI, 
l JL6CJ), QXL6CJI, QYL6CJ), J • NCI, NCL) 
620 CONTINUE 
IF CLDTYPE .EQ. l) GO TO 630 
READ 1050, FO, TR, TD 




READ AND ECHO TABLE 7. - COLLAPSE PAUMETERS 
c 
630 CALL HEADNG 
PRINT 2370 
IF CNDL .EQ. 01 GO TO 720 
IF CKEEPC7) .NE. KEEPI) GJ TJ 640 
PRINT 2110 
GO TO 690 
640 READ 1050, UMAX, VMAX 
NST7 = l 
650 PEAD 1040, JS7N(NST7 J,· SMAXNnST7) 
IF CJS7NCNST71 .EQ. NJI GO TO 660 
NST7 = NST7 + l 
.GO TO 650 
660 NIA7 = l 
670 READ 1040, JIA7(NlA7), PMULNCNIA7), BMULN(NIA7) 
IF C JIA7C NIA7 I .EQ. NJ I GO TO 680 
NIA7 • NIA7 + l 
GO TO 670 
680 READ 1070, PIAN 
READ 1070, BIAN 
690 PRINT 2380, UMAX, VMAX 
PRINT 2390 
DO 700 I= 1, NIA7 
PRINT 2400, JS7NCIJ, S~AX~CI) 
700 CONTINUE 
PR INT 2410 
DO 710 I= 1, NIA7 
PRINT 2400, JIA7CII, PMULNCII, BMULN(II 
710 CONTINUE 
PRINT 2420, PIAN 
PRINT 2430, BIAN 
GO TO 730 
720 PRINT 2340 
C>--> PRINT TABLE 8. - STATION CJ~~DINATES 
c 
730 CALL HEADNG 
PRINT 2440 
DO 7 40 I = l , NJ 





C SUBROUTINE GEOM 
c 
c * * * * • • * * • • • * • • • • • * • • • • • • • • * • • * • • • * 
c • • 
C * THIS SUBROUTINE ESTABLISHES INITIAL GEOMETRY OF THE STRUCTUPE • 
C * JOINT C:JJ=tDIOTES ARE READ IN OR CALCULATED. * 
C * INITIAL SLOPES AND LENGTHS OF THE BARS AND INITIAL • 
C * CURVATUPES AT TliE JOINTS ARE ALSO DETER14 INED • 
c • * 




SUBROUTINE GEOM (FXI 
IMPLICIT REAL* SCA-H, 0-ZI 
COMMON /ARCXY/ Xl251, YC251, XL0(241, SPAN 
COMMON /C.ONST/ ZERO, PS, ONE, NB, NJ, NSSC, IFAIL, JF, INEL,LDTYPE 
C:JMMON /IGEOM/ PliIOC251, TH0(241, IBRK, ISYM 
100 FORMAT ClOFS.01 
DATA DM3 I 1.00-03 I 
C>--> TEST FOR BROKEN LINE STRUCTU~ E 
IF CIBRK .EQ. 11 GO TO 180 
c 
C>--> DIVIDE STRUCTURE IN GIVE-., NU'IBER OF BARS 
C AND CALCULATE JOINT COORDINATES 
c 
JLAST • NB/2 
C>--> TEST FOR SYMMETRICAL STRUCTURE 
c 
c 
IF (ISYM .NE. 11 JLAST = NB 
ON a JLAST 
X( U = ZERO 
Y( 11 = ZERO 
XLAST = PS * SPAN 
IF (ISYH .NE. 11 XLAST • SPAN 
YLAST = FX( XLASil 
DELS = DSQRT (XLAST*XLAST + YLAST*YLAST>/DN 
110 DJ 140 I • 1, JLAST 
DX = DELS 
120 XIPl = X(I) + DX 
YI Pl = FX( XIPll 
DY= YIPl - Y(II 
DXY = i>SQRT ( DX*DX + DV*DY ) 
IF ( DABS( DXY-DELS) .LT. OM31 GO TO 130 
DX = DX * DELS I DXY. 
GO TO 120 
130 X(l+ll = XIPl 
V(l+l) = YIPl 
140 CONTINUE 
DX = XL AST - X CJLAST+U 
DY= YLAST - Y(JLAST+l) 
DOELS • DSQRT(DX*DX + DY*DY) 
IF CDDELS .GT. DM31 .GO TO 150 
X(JLAST+ll = XLAST 
Y(JLAST+l) = YLAST 
GO TO 160 
150 DDEL s· • DDEL S I ON 
IF ( DX .LT. ZERO I DDELS • - DDEL S 
DELS = DELS + DOELS 
GO TO 110 
160 IF CISYM .NE. 11 GO TO 190 
DO 170 I s 1, JLAST 
K=NJ-I+l 
XCKI s SPAN - XCI) 
Y(KI • YCII 
170 CONTINUE 
GO TO 190 
C>--> .READ JOINT COORDINATES, IF STRUCTU~E HAS A BROKEN LINE AXIS 
180 READ 100, (X(II, YCII, I= 1, NJ) 
86 




CALCULATE INITIAL LENGTHS ANO SLOPES OF THE BARS 











190 00 200 I = 1, NB 
DX= X(I+U - X(II 
DY= V(I+ll - V(I) 
XLD(I) • DSQRT(DX•DX + DY*DV> 
THO(IJ = DARSIN(DV/XLO(I)) 
200 CONTINUE 
PHIO(l) =ZERO 
00 210 I = 2, NB . 
PHIO(II = (THO(I)-THO(I-lll/P5/(XLOlI)+XLO(I-lll 
210 CONTINUE 




•••• * * * * * * •••• * *. *. *. * *. * * * * ·* * * *. * • • 
• THIS SUBROUTINE DISTRIBUTES DATA BY LINEAR.INTERPOLATION * 
* BETWEEN STATIONS JSll- 11 TO JS( II, = 2, NC, FOR NC.GE.2 · * 
• * 
* * * • * * * * * • • * * • • * • * * * • * * ~ * * * * * * * * * • 
SUBROUTINE INTERP (NC, JS, ZN, ZI 
iMPLICIT REAL* B(A-H, 0-ZI 
COM'M'ON /CONST/ ZERO, P5, JNE, NB, NJ, Nssc; I.FAIL, JF, INEL,L.DTY!tE 
DIMENSION JS(ll, ZN(l), Z(l) 
DO 100 I= 1, NJ 
100 Z( II = ZERO 
ZClJ = ZN(ll 
DO 200 I= 2, NC 
HNEL = JS(II - JSCI-11 
DZ= lZN(II-ZNlI-lll I HNEL 
JI= JSlI-ll + 1 
JL = JS(I) 
DO 200 J = JI, JL 
200 ZCJI = Z(J-11 + DZ 
RETURN 
ENO 










* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * • • • • • • * * • • • 
* THIS FUNCTION DESCRIBES A HORIZONTAL BEAM, 
* USED IN PROBLEMS DTP3-AND P2.2 OF SET DTP2 
* 
* * * * • * * * * • • * • • • * • • • * • * * * * * * * 
FUNCTI!JN FX CX J 
IMPLICIT REAL* BlA-H, 0-ZJ 
DATA ZERO I 0.0000 I 
RETURN 
END 
FX • ZERO 









































* • • * * * • * * • • * * • • • • • • • • • * * • • • • • • • • • • 
• • 
* • • 
THIS FUNCTION DESCRIBES A CIRCULAR ARCH HAVING A CENTRAL 
ANGLE OF OPENING OF 87.21 DEGREES, SPA~ LO= 687 UNITS OF 
LENGTH, RISE OF 0.2 LO, USED IN PROBLEM DTP2.l 
• • • • • • • * • • • • * • * • * * • * • • * * • • * • * • • • • • • • • • • 
100 
110 
FUNCTION FX ( X) 
IMPLICIT REAL* 8(A-H, 0-Z) 
DATA A, B, C I 841.575000, 15~.575000, 360.675000 I 




* • * * * • • • • • * * * • * • • • • • • * * * • • • * * * * * * * 
• • 
* THIS FUNCTION DESCRIBES A SEMI-CIRCULAR ARCH * 
* HAVING A DUMETE~ OF 354. 00 UNITS OF LENGTH • 
* US ED IN PROBLEMS OAP 1 AND OAP 2 • 
• * * * *. * ••• * * * •·•. * * * •••• *. * •••••••••• 
FUNCTION FX ( X) 
IMPLICIT REAL* B(A-H, J-ZI 
DATA D /. 354.0000 I 
RETURN 
END 
FX = DSQRT (X * (0-X)) 
SUBROUTINE MABC 




THIS JS A MATRIX MULTIPLICATION ROUTINE. MATRIX A IS 
MULTIPLIED BY BAND THE RESULT IS STORED INC 
• 
* • 
* * • • * * * • * * • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • * • • * * • * * • • 
SUBROUTINE MABC (A, B, C, N, M) 
IMPLICIT REAL. B(A-H, o-z> 
DIMENSION A(N,NI, B(N,MI, C(N,M) 
DATA ZERO I 0.0000 I 
DO 110 I :s 1, N 
DO 110 J "' 1, H 
TEMP• ZERO 
DO 100 K • 1, \,! 
TEMP• TEMP+ A(I,Kl*B(K,J) 

































SUBROUTJ NE RTSR 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
THIS IS A MATRIX MULTIPLICATION ROUTINE 
THE SIZE OF ALL MATRICES IS SIX BY SIX 
THE TRANSPOSE OF R IS M.ULTIPLIEO BYS AND THEN BY R 
. ANO THE RESULT IS STORED IN X 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
100 
110 
SUBROUTINE RTSR CR, S, x• 
IMPLICIT REAL* 8(A-H, D-Z) 
DIMENSION RC6,61, .S(6,61, XC6,61, TC6,61 
DATA ZERO I 0.0000 I 
DO 110 I • 1, 6 
DO 110 J = 1, 6 
TEMP "' ZERO 
DO 100 K = 1, 6 
TEMP• TEMP+ RCK,Il*SCK,JI 
TCI,JI • TEMP 
CONTINUE 
CALL HABC CT, R, X, 6, 61 
RETURN 
END 
SUB~Ot.lT :tNE !NV ERT. 
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• • • • 
* 
THIS SUBROUTINE INVERTS A MATRIX 
INPUT MATRIX IS DESTROYED ANO 
SJBSTITUTED FJR ITS I~VERSE 
• • • • * • • • * • • * • * • • • • • • • • • • • * * • * • • • • • * • • * • * 
SUBROUTINE INVERT ex, N, III 
IMPLICIT REAL* BCA-H, 0-ZI 
DIMENSICN XCN,NI 
DATA ZERO, EP, ONE I 0.0000, 1.0D-10, 1.0000 I 
DO 400 I = 1, N 
IF (DABSCXCI,III .LT. EPI GO TO 500 
S • ONE I X C I, I I 
DO 100 J = 1, N 
100 X(I,JI = XCI,J) * S 
XCI,II • S 
DO 300 J = 1, N 
IF CJ .EQ. II ~OTO 300 
S = XCJ,II 
X( J, 11 • ZERO 
DD 200 K • 1, !II 




500 PRINT 600, II 
STOP 
600 FORMAT C lHl///, 30X, 27HNO INVERSE EXISTS AT JOINT , . 131 
E~D 
89 
C SUBROUTINE DIST 
c 
. c • * • • • • * * * * • * • * * • * * • * • * * * • • • • • • • • • • 
c • • 
C • THIS SUBROUTINE DISTRIBUTES INPUT DATA TO ALL STATIONS; * 
C * CALCULATES MASSES AND SELF WEl~HT, INITIAL LOCATIONS OF * 
C • CENTROIDS, AXIAL AND FLEXURAL STIFFNESSES AT THE JOINTS * 
c • • 




IMPLICIT REAL* B(A~H, 0-Z) 
COMMON /ARCXY/ X(25), Y(25), XL0(24), SPAN 
COMMON /BMAST/ BMASS(25), BM(251, T(24l, SH(24) 
COMMON /CONST/ ZERO, PS, ONE, NB, NJ, NSSC, IFAIL,JF, INEL, LOTY~E 
COMMON /CURVS/ EPSN(l0,51,SIGN(l0,5) ,EPSMUL(51,SIGMUL(51,EPSPR(51 
COMMON /FAILl/ SMAX(25l, S\IAX'Hl0),'JS7'1(101, UMAX, VMAX, 'IIST7 
COMMON /FAIL2/ BMUU251, PMUL(251, BMULNUOI, .PMULNUOJ, 
1 PIAN(9), BIAN(9), EPSU(51, JIA7UOI, NIA7 
COMMON /LOADS/ QX(251, QY(25), QZ(251, Q~D(251, QYD(251 
COMMON /SEGMll 0(25,91, E(5,2), GAMMA(SI, IS(91, MAT(91 
COMMON /STEEL/ AB(251, AT(25), 08(251, )T(251 
COMMON /STIFF/ EIC25), AE(251 
COMMON /TABLl/ GRAV,TLIM,KEEP(71 ,ISTAT,ISOPT,NDL,IDOPT,NOUT,ISELF, 
COMMON /TABL2/ DN(9,101, BllH101,B2'11ClOl,B3N(l0.1, JTN(lOl,ATNUOI, 
1 OBN(lOI, ABN(lOI, JSNClOI, JRN(lOI, NCT2, NRT2 
COMMON /TABL5/ JI5C20t, QXI5C20), OYl5(20l, JM5(201, QXM5(20), 
1 QYM5(201, JL5(20l, QXL5C201, QYL5(2QI, 'IICTS 
COMMON /TABL6/ JI6C201, QXI~C201, QYI6(201, JM6(201, QXM6(20l, 
1 QYM6l201, JL6C201, QXL6(201, QYL6(201, NCS(20),NPOL 
COMMON /XSECT/ 81(251, 82(251, 83(251, CG(25l, PCC251 
DIMENSION DUM(lOI, DZONC91 
EQUIVALENCE (OUM(ll, T( 1) >, (DZJN( 11, TC 121 I 
IJATA l'H'REE, SIX,'I'YES I 3.0DOO, 6.oo:n1, 3HYE~ I 
C>--> DISTRIBUTE CROSS SECTION DATA 
CALL INT ERP (NCT2, JSN, BlN, Bl l 
CALL INTERP (NCT2, JSN, B2N, 821 
CALL INTERP (NCT2, JSN, B3N, 83) 
C>--> DISTRIBUTE REINFORCEMENT DATA 
IF ( NRT2 .GT. lJ GO TO 80 
DO 70 I = 1, NJ 
AB(I I ABNU I 
AT(II = ATNUI 
OB(II = OBN(ll 
OT( I) = DTNU I 
70 CONTINUE 
GO TO 90 
80 CALL INTERP (NRT2, JRN, ABN, AB) 
CALL INTERP (NRT2, JRN, ATN, AT) 
CALL INTERP (NRT2, JRN, DBN, DBI 
CALL INTERP (NRT2, JRN, DTN, on 
C>--> DISTRIBUTE ZONE DEPTHS 
c 
90 DO 120 I= 1, 9 
DO 100 J = 1, NCT2 
100 DUM(J) = ON(I,J) 
CALL INTERP (NCT2, JSN, OUM, QZI 
DO 110 J = 1, NJ . 
110 DlJ,U = QZ(JI 
120 CONTINUE 
C>--> DISTRlBUT E HASS AND SELF-WEIGHT 
DO 130 I = 1, NJ 
QX(I) = ZERO 
QY( I I "' ZERO 
QZ(II = ZERO 
130 CONTINUE 
I = 1 
00 135 .J = 1, 9 





SUB~OUTINE DIST (CONTINUED) 
CALL MASS CD ZON, BlC I I, 82 ( I J, B 3 C I I, DB CI J, OTC IJ, AB I I I, 
1 AT(II, A:;AM) 
AGL = AGAM * XLOI I I 
QY(IJ = QYCII - AGL I THREE 
QYCI+ll = QYII+ll - AGL I SIX 
DO 140 I = ·2, NB 
DO 138 J "' 1, 9 
138 DZON(JI = D(l,Jl 
CALL MASS (DZON, BUII, B21I>, B31IJ, DBIIJ, OT<Il, ABfII, 
1 AT( II, AGAMI 
AGL = AGAM * XLO(l-1) 
QYII-11 = QYCI-11 - AGL/SIX 
QYII I = QYIII - AGL/THREE 
AGL = AGAM * XLO( 11 
QY(I I = QY(l) - AGL/THREE 
QY(I+ll = QYCI+l) - AGL/SIX 
140 CONT INU E 
I "' NJ 
DJ 145 J = 1, 9 
145 OZONIJI = 0(1,Jl 
CALL MASS (DZON, Bllll, 82(11, 83(11, DB(U, OT(Il, _A~IU, 
1 AT(Il, AGAM) 
AGL= AGAM * XLO(NBI 
QY(I-1) = QY(l-11 - AGL I SIX 
QY(II = QY(lJ - AGL/THREE 
SELFW = ISELFW 
O~ 150 I = 1, NJ 
BMASS(I) = -QYIIJ I GRAV 
QYIIJ = SELFW * QYIII 
150 CONTINUE 
C>--> DISTRIBUTE STATIC LOAD DATA 
IF I ISTAT .NE. IYESI GO TO 160 
CALL OFORCE INCT5, Jl5, QXI5, QYI5, JM5, QXMS, QYM5, 
1 JL5, QXL5, QYL5, QX, QYJ 
c 
C>--> CALCULATE IN.ITIAL LOCATIJN OF CE'.IT~OID AT EACH 
CROSS SECTION, AXIAL ANO FLEXURAL STIFFNESSES 








E(J,11 = SIGMUL(Jl*SIG"(5,JJ I CEPSMUL(Jl*EPSN(5,JIJ 
EIJ,2J = SIGMUL(Jl*SIGN16,JI I (EPSHJL(JJ~EPSNC6,Jll 
CONTINUE 
DO 190 I= 1, NJ 
DO 180 J = 1, 9 
OZON(J) = D(I,JJ 
CALL CENTER (OZON, BllIJ, 82(IJ, 83(11, AT(Il, OT(ll, 
AB I I I , 0 8 C IJ , PC C I J , AE I I I , E IC I lJ 
CGCIJ = PCIII 
CONTINUE 
C>--> DISTRIBUTE FAILU~E PAR~HETERS 
IF (NOL .EQ. 0) RETURN 
IF (NST7 .GT. lJ GO TO 210 
DO 200 I = 1, NJ 
SHAX (I J = SMAXN(l I 
200 CONTINUE . 
GO TO 220 
210 CALL INTERP CNST7, JS7N, SMAXN, SHAXJ 
220 IF CNIA7 .GT. 11 GO TO 240 
00 230 I"' 1, NJ 
PMULCII = PHULNllJ 
BHULCIJ = BHULNlll 
230 CONTINUE 
RETURN 
240 CALL INTERP CNIA7, JIA7, .PMUL"• PMULJ 














• • • • • * • • • • * * * * • * * * * • • * * * • • • • • • * * * • 
• • • 
* 
THIS SUBROUTINE DISTRIBUTES STATI: OR DYNAMIC LOADING 
AS CONCE~TRATED LJAOS AT SPE:IFIED STATIONS 
* 
* • 
* * * * * * * * * * * • * * • * * * • • • • * • • • • • * • * • * * * 
c 
SUBROUTINE OFORCE INC, JI,QIX,QIY, JH,OMX,QMY, JL,QLX,QLY, QX, QYI 
IMPLICIT REAL* 8CA-H, 0-Z) 
COMMON /ARCXY/ XC25), YC251, XLOC241, SPAN 
COMMON /CONST/ ZERO, PS, ONE, NB, NJ, ~SSC, IFAIL, JF, INEL,LDTYPE 
DIMENSICN JIU), QIXUI, QIYUI, JHCU, QHXIU, QHY(U, 


























DO 180 J = l , NC 
DETERMINE TYPE OF SPECIFIID LOADING 
IF (QIXCJ).EQ.ZERO .AND. QIYIJ).EO.ZERO) GO TO 160 
IF (QMX(J).EQ.ZERO .ANO. QMYIJ).EQ.ZEROI GO TO 140 
IF CQLXCJ).EQ.ZERO .ANO. QLYCJJ.EQ.ZEROI GO TO 120 
PARABOLIC DISTRIBUTION FR.OH JI(JJ TO JL(JI 
IF CQIXCJ I .NE. ZERO) 
CALL DPARAB CJI(JI, JHCJI, JL(J), QIXCJ), QMX(J), 
IF (QIY(JI .NE. ZEROI 
:ILXC JI, 
CALL DPARAB CJIIJI, JMIJI, JL(J), QIYCJI, QHY(JI, QLYlJh 
GO TO 180 
LINEAR DISTRIBUTION FRO~ JICJI TO JHCJI 
IF C QIXCJ) .NE. ZER.OJ 
CALL LINEAR IJllJI, JMCJI, QI X CJ) , QMXC JI, 
TF (QIY IJ I .NE. ZERO I 
CALL LINEAR (JICJI, JMCJJ, QIYIJJ, QMY I J), 
GO TO 180 
IF (QLXCJ I .EQ. ZERO) GO TO 150 
PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION FROM JICJI TO JLCJI 
JIJ = JIIJI + l 
JLJ c JLC J) 
DO 145 I= JIJ, J~J 
DX= XIII - XII-11 
DY= YCI) - YCI-11 
DQX = PS * Q!a(J_L.!....0.¥-v 
DQY • PS * ~ * DX . 
QXCII = QXCII - DQX 
QXCI-1) • QXCI-U - DQX 
OYCII = QYIII + DQY 
QYCI-11 • QYCI-11 + DQY 
CONTINUE 
GO TO 180 
CONCENTRATED LOAD AT JI(JI 
JIJ = JICJI 
QXCJIJI = QX(JIJI ;t,-QIXCJI 
QYCJIJI = QY(JIJI·+ QIYCJI 
GO TO 180 
Y, QX I 
x, QY I 
PRINT MESSAGE FOR UNIDE~TIFIABLE TYPE OF LOADIN~ AND STOP 
PRINT 170, JICJI 
FORMAT ( ///30X,33HU~IDE~TIFIABLE LOAD TYPE AT JOI~T, IS, 
//30X, 21HPROGRAM DISCONTINUED.I 
STOP 




















• • • • • • • • • * • * • • • * • • • * • • • * * * • * • • • * • • 
• * 
* • • 
THIS SUBROUTINE DISTRIBUTES SPECIFIED PARABOLIC LOADING 
AS CONCENTRATED LJAOS FRO~ STATIONS JI TO JL * • 




SUBROUTINE OPARAB CJ!, JM, JL, QIN, QMN, QLN, Z, Q) 
IMPLICIT REAL* B(A-H, J-Z) 
DIMENSION ZIU, QIU 
DATA TWO, FOUR, TWEL I 2.0000, 4.0000, 1.2001 I 
RETURN 
END 
Ql = QIN 
Q2 = QMN 
Zl c Z(Jl) 
Z2 = ZCJM) 
Z3 = Z(JLI 
FACl = CZ2-Zll * CZ3-Zll 
FAC2 - IZ2-Zl) * CZ2-Z31 
FAC3 = CZ3-Zll * (Z3-Z21 
FACl = Ql I FACl 
FAC2 = Q2 I FAC2 
FAC3 = QLN/ FAC3 
A• FACl + FAC2 + FAC3 
JIPl = JI + 1 
DO 100 J = JIPl, JL 
Q2 = FACl * CZCJI-Z3) * (Z(J)-Z21 + 
FAC2 • (Z(J)-Zll * (ZCJ)-Z3) + 
FAC3 * (ZCJI-Z21 * (ZCJI-Zll 
DZ= OABS(Z(JI-Z(J-1)1 
Q(J-1) = Q(J-11 + DZ*(FOUR*Ql + TWO*Q2 - A*DZ*DZ) I TWEL 
Q(JI = Q(J) + DZ*CT~)*Ql + FOUR*Q2 - ·A*DZ*DZI I TWEL 
Ql = Q2 
C SUBROUTINE LINEAR 
c 
c * • • * * * • * * • * * * * * * * * * * * * * • * * * * * * * * * * 
c * * C * THIS SUBROUTINE OIST~IBUTES SPECIFIED LINEAR LOADING * 
C * AS CONCENTRATE~ LOADS FROM STATIONS JI TO JL * 





SUBROUTINE LINEAR C JI, JL, QI, QL, Z, QI 
IMPLICIT REAL* 8CA-H, 0-ZI 
DIMENSION Zill, Q(ll. 




DELQ z (QL-QII f OABSCZ(JLI-Z(Jlll 
JIPl '"' JI + l 
DO 100 I= JIPl, JL 
DZ= DABS(Z(I)-Z(I-111 
OQ • DZ • DELQ 
QCI-11 c Q(I~ll +OZ* (THREE•QLEFT + D~I I SIX 
QCII s Q(Il +DZ* (THREE*QLEFT + TWJ*DQ) I SIX 
QLEFT • QLEFT + DQ 









• • • • • • • • • • • * • • • • • • • • • • * • • • • • * • • • * • 
• • 
• THIS SUBROUTINE CALCULATES INITIAL LOCATION OF CE'HROID, * 
* AXIAL AND FLEXURAL STIFFNESSES AT GIVEN CROSS SECT ION * 





SUBROUTINE CENTER CDZON, 81,82,83, AT,DT, AB,DB, DUR, SAE, SEU 
IMPLICIT REAL * BCA-H, 0-ZI 
COMMON /CONST/ ZERO, P5, ONE, NB, NJ, '4SSC, IFAIL, JF, INEL·,LDT'tPE 
COMMON /SEGMl/ 0(25,91, EC5,21, GAMMAC5J, 1S(91, MAT(91 
COMMON /SEGM2/ 01(301, DAC301, MI(301 
DIMENSION DZON(ll . 
CALCULATE TRANSFORMED AREA OF THE SECTION 
AND FIRST MOMENT ABOUT THE TJP 
SAE = ZERO 
SEI • ZERO 
SDAE = ZERO 
CALL SEG (DZON, 81, 82, 831 
DJ 100 J = 1, 30 
MM • MICJ I 
DAE • DA(JI * ECMM,11 
SAE • SAE + DAE 
SDAE = SDAE + DAE*DI(J J 
100 CONTINUE 





IF CAT .EQ. ZERO I GO TD 13::> 
DETERMINE TYPE OF MATERIAL AT THE LEVEL OF TOP REINFORCEMENT 
DO 110 J = 1, 30 
IF ( OT • GT. DIC J I J GD TD 110 
HT -.-MI ( ,J) 
GO TO 120 
CONTINUE 
ADD CONTRIBUTION OF TOP REINFORCEMENT 
DAE= AT* CE(NSSC,11 - E(MT,11) 
SAE,. SAE+ DAE 




TEST FOR BOTTOM REINFORCEltENT 
CAB .EQ. ZERO) GO TO 1~0 
DETERMINE TYPE OF MATERIAL AT THE LEVEL OF BOTTOM REINFO~CEMENT 
DO l ltO J = 1 , 30 
K • 31 ·- J 
IF (OB .LT. DI(KJI GO TO 140. 
MB • MI (KI 
GO TO 150 
140 CONTINUE 
C>--> ADO CONTRIBUTION OF BDTTJ~ REINFJRCE~ENT 




SAE• SAE+ DAE . 
SDAE = SDAE + DAE*DB 
CALCULATE DEPTH OF CENTROID 
OBAR • SDAE I SAE 
CALCULATE AXIAL AND FLEXJRAL STIFFNESSES 
DD 170 J = 1, 30 . 
HM • HICJ J 
DJ • DI(J I - OBAR 
SEI • SEI + OA(JJ * E(HM,lJ * DJ * DJ 
170 CONTINUE 
IF (AT .EQ. ZERO) GO TO 180 
DJ • OT - OBAR 
SEI • SEI + AT * (E(NSSC,lJ-E(HT,lJJ *OJ* OJ 
180 IF (AB .EQ. ZEROI RETURN 
DJ = DB - OBAR 




C SUBROUTINE MSTIF 
c 
c * * * * * • • * * * * * • • * * • * • * • • * • * • • • * • • • • • 
c • • 
C * TH IS SUBROUTINE CALCULATES MEMBER STIFFNESS ES * 
C * IN LOCAL COORDINATES ANO SETS UP nANSFORMATION * 
C • MATRIX TO GLOBAL COORDINATE SYSTEM • 




SUBROUTINE MSTIF COELS, IND, EIZ, AEX, COST, SINT, S, R) 
IMPLICIT REAL* 8(A-H, ·o-z, 
DIMENSION 5(6,6), R(6,61 
DATA ZERO, ONE, TWO, SIX I 0.0000, 1.0000, 2.0000, 6.0000 I 
DATA THREE, FOUR, TWEL I 3.0000, 4.0000, 1.2001 I 
DO 100 I• 1, 6 
DO 100 J = 1, 6 
SCI,J) • ZE~O 
R (I, J I • ZERO 
100 CONTINUE 
GO TO ( 110, 120, 1301, IND 
110 C22 • THREE 
C26 • THREE 
C33 • ZERO 
C36 = ZERO 
C66 • THREE 
· GO TO 140 
120 C22 • THREE 
C26 • ZERO 
C33 = THREE. 
C36 • ZERO 
C66 s ZE~O 
GO TO 140 
130 C22 = TWEL 
C26 = SIX 
C33 • FOJR 
C36 = TWO 
C66 = FOUR 
140 AEOL • AEX I DEL S 
EI OL • EI Z I DEL S 
EIOL2 = EIOL I OELS 
EIOL3 = EIOL2 I OELS 
SU, 1) = AEOL 
S(l,4)-= - AEOL 
S(4,4) = AEOL 
SC2,2) = C22 * EIOL3 
S(2,3) = (IND-1) *THREE* EIJL2 
S(2,51 • - SC2,2) 
5(2,6) ~ C26 * EIOL2 
S(3,3) = C33.* EIOL 
SC3,51 • - SC2,3) 
SC3,6) • C36 * EIOL 
SC5,51 • SC2,21 
SCS,6) • - SC2,~I 
SC6,6) = C66.* EIOL 
S(4,1 I • SU,41 
DO 150 I = 2, 5 
DO 150 J = I, 6 
SCJ,II "'SCI,J) 
150 CONTINUE 
IF (IND .EQ. 3) GD TJ 160 
SC3•IND, 3*INDI s ONE 
160 R(l,U • COST 
RC2, 2) • COST 
RU,2) • SINT 
R(2,U • - SINT 
R(3,3) • ONE 

















RC5,5) = COST 
RC6,6) = ONE 
R(4,5) "' SINT 










THIS SUBROUTINE DEFINES TYPE OF MATERIAL AND 
CALCULATES AREAS AND DEPTHS OF CENTROI)S 
OF EACH SEGMENT IN GIIIEN SECTI0',1 
* * 
* 
* * * * * * * * * * ~ * • * * • • • * • • • * * * • • • * * • • • • • 
SUBROUTINE SEG (DZON, Bl, 82, 83) 
IMPLICIT REAL* 8(A-H, 0-ZJ 
COMMON /CONST/ ZERO, PS, ONE, NB, NJ, NSSC, IFAIL, JF, INEL,LDT\'PE 
COMMON /SEGMl/ Dl25,9J, El5,2>. GAM'4A(51, IS(91, HAT(9) 
COMMON /SEGM2/ DI(30J, DA(30J, MI(3~) 
DIMENSION DZON(l) 
DO 200 I = 1, 9 
GO TO l 100, 150, 110, 120, 150, 150, 130, 140, 150), I 
100 DTOP = ZERO 
STOP = Bl 
BBOT = 81 
ISTRT = 1 
I TOP = 0 
GO TO 160 
110 BBOT = 82 
GO TO 150 
120 BTOP "' 82 
GO TO 150 
130 BBOT = 83 
GO TO 150 
140 STOP= 83 
150 ITOP = IS(I-1) 
DTOP "' OZON( I-1 I 
ISTRT = IS(I-11 • 1 
160 HN = IS(I) - ITOP 
IF (DZON(IJ .LE. DTOPI GO TO 170 
HN = (DZONIII - DTOPI I HN 
DELB = (STOP - BBJTI I (DZON(II - OTOPI 
GO TO 180 
170 HN = ZERO 
DELB :: ZERO 
180 H = HAT(!) 
ISTOP = IS(It 
IF ( ISTRT .GT. I STOP) GO TO 200 
DO 190 J"' ISTRT, ISTOP 
DA(Jt = HN * (STOP - P5*0ELB*HNJ 
DI(JI "'DTOP + P5*H',I 
MIC JI • H 
DTOP = DTOP + HN 




















SUBROUTINE ST AT IC 







THIS SUBROUTINE CONTROLS THE STATIC SOLUTION 
BY CALLING OTiER SUBROUTINES, IT SOLVES FOR 
STATIC DISPLACEMENTS, REFINES THE SOLUTION, 
SOLVES FOR INTERNAL FOPCES AND REACTIONS 




* • • * • • • * • • * * * • • • • • * • * • • • • • • * • * * * * * * * * 
SUBROUTINE STATIC 
IMPLICIT REAL* 8(A-H, 0-Zl 
COMMON /CONST/ ZERO, PS, ONE, NB, NJ, NSSC, IFAIL, JF, INELtLDTYPE 
COMMON /DISPL/ U(25l, V(25l, TH(25l, UD(25J, 110(251 
COMMON /EPSOY/ XM1(25,32l, XM2(25,321, XM3(25,32l, ICRAC(25,32l 
COMMON /LOADS/ QX(25l, QY(25l, QZ(25l, QXD(25l, QYD(25l 
COMMON /TABLl/ GRAV, TLI M ,KEE P(7) , I ST AT, I SOPT ,NOL, ID OPT, NOUT, IS Elf,/ 
DIMENSION US(25,3l, UA(25,31, FS(25,31, F(25,31, RES(25,31 
EQUIVALENCE (USU,11,XMlU,111, (UAl1,11,XH2(1,111, 
l ( FS( 1, 11, XH3 I 1, 1) I, ( F 11,11, XH3 I 1, 17 ll, 
2 (RESU,11, >CM31l,9ll 
1 FJRHAT(///20X, 35HSUBROUTINES STATIC-RESIDU FAILED T0/20X, 
l 28HCONVERGE AFTER 10 ITEP.ATIONSI 
DATA DH5 I 1.0 D-05 I 
DO. 130 I = 1, NJ 
FS(I,l) = QX(I) 
FS(I,21 = QY(I> 
FS < I , 31 = Q Z ( I I 
D0130Jsl,3 
F(I,JI = FS(I,JI 
130 CONT"I'NUE 
CALL SOLVE 
DO 140 I = 1, NJ 
DO 140 J "' 1, 3 
US(I,JI "'UA(I,JI 
140 CONTINUE 
ITER = 0 
150 ITER = ITER • l 
CALL RES IOU 
DO 160 I = 1, NJ 
DO 160 J = l , 3 
IF (OABS(RES(I,Jll .GT. DM5l GO TJ-170 
160 CONTINUE 
GO TO 200 
170 DO 180 I= 1, NJ 




DO 190 I = 1, NJ 
DO 190 J = 1, 3 
US(I,JI = US(I,JI • UA<I,JI 
190 CONTINUE 
IF ( ITER ·LT. 101 GO TO 150 
PUNT l 
STOP 
200 DO 210 I = 1, NJ 
U(II .. US(I,ll 
V ( I l • US ( I , 2 I 
TH ( I I • US ( I , 3 l 
210 CONTINUE 
CALL STFOR 





















* • • • • • 
THIS SUBROUTINE SOLVES FOR STATIC DISPLACEHE~TS 
USING RECURSION-INVERSION ALGORITHM, BASED ON 
GAUSS ELI~INATION FOR BANJED MATRICES 
• • • • • • • • • • • • * • • • * • • * * • • • * • • • • • * • • • • * • * 
SUBROUTINE SOLVE 
IMPLICIT REAL* 8(A-H, 0-Z) 
COMMON /ARCXY/ X(251, Y(251, XL0(24), SPAN 
COMMON /CONST/ ZERO, P5, JNE, NB, NJ, NSSC, !FAIL, JF, INEL,LDTYPE 
COMMON /EPSOY/ XM1(25,321, )(M2(25,32), )(H3(25,32J, ICRAC(25,321 
COMMON /STIFF/ EI(251, AE(251 
COMMON /TABL4/ USN(lOl, VSN( 101, THSN(lOI, IHI~GE(26), 
1 JSDNUOI, KUUOJ, KVllOI, KTH(lOI, NCT4 
DIMENSION A(26,3), 8(26,3,31, UA(25,31, F(25,31 
DIMENs.ION AA(3,3), 88(3,31, CC(3,31, DD(3,U,S(6,6),R(6,61,ST(6,61 
DIMENSION AM1(3,ll, BM1C3,3), ATM(3,11, BTM(3,3), UP1C3,l) 
EQUIVALENCE CAll,11, XMlCl,17>), (8(1,1,U, XH2U,17)), 
1 (UAU,1>, XM2U,111, (F(l,U, XM3(1,1711, 
2 CXH3ll,25), S), lXM3U,271t R), (XM3'1,29), ST) 
DO 100 I= 1, 6 
DO 100 J = 1, 6 
SCI,J)"' ZERO 
. CONTINUE 
00 120 J = 1, 3 
AU,J I ,.. ZERO 
DO 110 K = 1, 3 
BC 1,J,K) = ZERO 
CONT·!NUE 
c 
C>--> START RECURSION PROCESS 






DO 130 J = 1, 3 
00 130 K = 1, 3 
AA(J,K) = S(J+3, K) 
BBCJ,K) = S(J+3, K+31 
CONTINUE 
IND• 3 
IF C !HINGE( I) .EQ. 11 IND = 1 
IF ( !HINGE( I +11 .EQ. 11 IND "' 2 
IEQ = 8 
DO 140 J = 1, NCT4 
I F ( JS DN ( J I • NE • I I GD TJ 140 
KEY c 2 * 12*KUCJI + KV(JII + KTHCJI 
IF CKEY ·GT. 71 GO TO 140 
IN s J 
I EQ = KEY 
CONTINUE 
IF ( I .LT. NJ ) GO TJ 160 
00 150 J = 1, 6 
DO 150 K = 1, 6 
S (J,K) = ZERO 
CONTINUE 
GO TO 166 
OX = X ( I +11 - XC I) 
DY• Y(I+ll - Y( I) 
ex • DX I XL O I I I 
CY"' DY I XLD(I) 
EIZ "'PS* CEICll+EICI+lll 
AEX •PS* (AE(ll+AE(I+lll 
CALL MSTIF (XLO(I), IND, EIZ, AEX, ex, CY, ST, RI 
CALL RTSR (R, ST, SI 
DO 180 J "' 1, 3 
























DO 170 < = 1, 3 
BB(J,K) = BBCJ,K) t, S (J,K t 
CC(J,K) = SCJ, l(.t,3) 
BMUJ,Kt = BCI,J,KI 
CONTINUE 
0011,1) = - F(I,11 
00(2,l) • - F(l,21 
0013,lt = - FCI,31 
(CONTINUED) 
GO TO 1240, 210, 210, 190, 190, 190, 190, 260), IEQ 
DO 200 J • 1, 3 
AA(l,J) = ZERO 
sac 1,J > = zE::i.o 
CCU ,JJ = ZERO 
CONTINUE 
8811,1) • ONE 
00(1,11 = - USN(INI 
GO TO (240, 210, 210, 260, 240, 210, 210, 260), IEQ 
DO 220 J = 1, 3 
AAC2,J) '" ZERO 
6812,JI = ZERO 
CCC2,J I = ZERO 
CONTINUE 
88(2,2) = ONE 
00(2,11 • - VSN(INI 
GO TO 1240, 260, 240, 260, 240, 260, 240, 2&0), IEQ 
DO 250 J = 1, 3 
AA(3 ,JI ZERO 
BB( 3,JI = ZERO 
CC(3,J) = ZERO 
CONTINUE 
6613,31 = ONE 
0013, 11 = - THS'4( IN I 
CALL MA6C (AA, B'Ml, BTM, 3, 31 
CALL MABC (AA, AMl, ATM, 3, 11 
DO 2 70 J ·= 1, 3 
ATMCJ,11 = ATM(J,11 + DDCJ,11 
DO 270 K"" 1, 3 
BTM(J,KI • 6TM(J,KI + 6B(J,K) 
CONTINUE 
CALL INVERT C BTM, 31 I I 
CALL MASC ( BT M, ATM, AMl, 3, 11 
CALL MASC (BTM, CC, BB, 3, 31 
DO 290 J •. 1, 3 
A(I+l,J) = -AMl(J,l) 
DO 280 K "" 1, 3 
B(It,l,J,K) = -BB(J,KI 
CONTINUE 
CONTINUE 
START REVERSION P!;tOCESS (BACKSUBSTlTJTION) 
DO 310 J = 1, 3 
UPlCJ,1) ACNJ+l,JI 
UA(NJ,JI = UPl(J,11 
CONTINUE 
DO 340 I • 1, NB 
J = NJ - I 
DO 320 K • 1, 3 
DO 320 L • 1, 3 
6TM(K,LI = B(JH,K,LI 
CONTINUE 
CALL MABC ( 6TM, UPl, ATM, 3, 1 I 
00 330 K • 1, 3 
UPl(K,11 = AT~(<,11 + A(J+l,K) 





















THIS SUBROUTINE CALCULATES THE RESIDUES 
OF THE SYSTEM JF SI~ULTANEJUS EQUATIO~S 
USED IN THE STATIC SOLUTION 

















IMPLICIT REAL* B(A-H, 0-ZI 
COMMON /ARCXY/ Xl251, Y(251, XLJ(241, S?AN 
COMMON /CONST/ ZERO, PS, ONE, NB, NJ, NSSC, IFAIL, JF, INEL,LDTYPE 
COMMON /EPSOY/ XM1(25,321, XM2125,321, XM3(25,321, ICRAC(25,32) 
COMMON /STIFF/ EI<25 I, AE( 25 I 
COMMON /TABL4/ USNllOI, VSNllOI, THSNCDI, IHINGEl261, 
1 JSONllOI, KU(lOI, KVllOI, KTHll.01, NCT4 
DIMENSION AA13,31, BB13,31, CCl3,31, 0013,11, AUXC3,11, AUXU13,11 
DIMENSION :JS125,31, FS(25,31, RESl25,31, Sl6,bl, Rlb,61, STl6,6l 
EQUIVALENCE IUSll,11, XHlll,111, (FSll,ll, XM3(1,111, 
1 (RESU,11, XM3Cl,911, IXM311,251, SCl,111, 
2 IXM311,271, PCl,1>1, IXM311,291, STU,111 
I NIT IALI ZE AUXILIARY MATRICES . 
DO 100 I = 1, 3 
AUXUCI,11 = ZE~O 
.oo 100 J = 1, 3 
AAII,JI = ZERO 
BBII ,JI = ZERO 
CONTINUE 
DO 300 I "' 1, NJ 
IND.,., 3 
SEARCH FOR HINGES 
IF (IHINGEIII .EQ. 11 IND= 1 
IF ( IHINGEU+l) .EQ. 11 IND " 2 · 
IEQ = 8 
DO 130 J = 1, NCT4 
IF IJSDNIJ I .~E. I I GO TJ 130 
KEY= 2 * 12*KU(JJ + KVIJII + KTHCJI 
IFIKEY .GT. 71 GO TO 130 
IJ • J 
IEQ = KEY 
CONTINUE 
DETERMINE MEMBER STIFFNESS MATRIX lN GLOBAL COORDINATE SVSTEM 
IF II .LT. NJI GO TO 150 
DO 140 J,. l~ 6 
00 140 K " 1, 6 
SIJ,KI • ZERO 
CONTINUE 
GO TO 160 
OX= X(I+ll - XIII 
DY "' YII+ll - Y( II 
ex .. ox I XLO ( I I 
CY• DY I XLOIII 
EIZ •PS• IEIIIl+EICI+lll 
AEX =PS* IAE(Il+AEII+ll) 
CALL MSTIF IXLO(II, IND~ EIZ, AEX, ex, CY, ST, R9 ) 
CALL RTSR (R, ST, S) 
00 170 J = 1, 3 
DO 170 K = 1, 3 
170 
BBIJ,KI = BBIJ,KI + SIJ,KI 
CC IJ,K I = SC J, K+31 
CONTINUE. 
101 
C SUBROUTINE RESIDU (CONTI!\4UEDI 
c 


























00(1,11 = - FSII ,11 
00(2,11 = - FSCI,21 
00(3,11 = - FSCI,31 
CONSIDER SPECIFIED DISPL~CEMENT CJNDITIONS 
GO TO (230, 200, 200, 180, 180, 180, 180, 2501, IEQ 
SPECIFIED HORIZONTAL DISPLACEMENT 
DO 190 J = 1, 3 
AA( 1,J I = ZERO 
8811,JI = ZERO 
CCC 1 ,JI = ZERO 
CONTINUE 
BBU ,1 I = ONE 
ODCl,11 = - USNCIJI 
GO TO (230, 200, 200, 250, 230, 200, 200, 2501, IEQ 
SPECIFIED VERTICAL DISPLACEMENT 
DO 210 J s 1, 3 
AA(2,JI = ZERO 
88(2,J) =ZERO 
CC(2,J I "' ZERO 
CONTINUE 
8812,21 = ONE 
0012,11 = - VS~(IJI 
GO TO 1230, 250, 230, 250, 230, 250, 230, 250>, IEQ 
SPECIFIED ROTATION 
DO 240 J = 1, 3 
AA( 3,Jl ZERO 
BBC3,JI = ZERO 
CCC3,JI = ZERO 
CONTINUE 
BB(3 ,3 I = ONE 
00(3,11 = - THSN(IJI 
CALCUL~TE RESIDUES 
CALL HABC (AA, AUXU, AUX, 3, 11 
DO 260 J = 1, 3 
RESll,JI = -DDIJ,11 - AUX(J,11 
AUXUIJ,11 = USII,J) 
CALL HABC (BB, AUXU, AUX, 3, 1) 
DO 270 J ., 1, 3 
RESll,JI .. RESII,JI - AJXCJ,11 
IF II .EQ. NJI ~OTO 300 
00 280 .) = 1, 3 
AUXUCJ,11 • USCI+l,JI 
CALL MABC ICC, AUXU, AUX, 3, 11 
00 290 J ., 1, 3 
RES(I,J) s RESCI,JI - AUXCJ,11 
AUXUI J, 11 = USI I ,JI 
00 290 K = 1, 3 
AAIJ,KI = S(J+3, Kl 
















• • • • • • • • * • • • • • • • * • * * * * • • • * * • • • • • • • 
• • • • 
* • 
THIS SUBROUTINE CALCULATES STATIC INTERNAL 
FORCES AND REACTIONS. IT ALSO PRINTS OUT 
STATIC DISPLACEMENTS AND REACTIONS 
• • • • 
* • * • • • * • • • • • • • • * * • * * • • * • • • • • • * ~ • • * 
c 
c 
SUBROUT !NE STFOR 
IMPLICIT REAL* SlA-H, 0-ZI 
COMMON /ARCXY/ Xl251, Yl251, XLOl241, SPAN 
COMMON /BMAST/ BMASS(251~ ~Mt251~ Tl241, SHl241 
COMMON /CONST/ ZERO, P5, ONE, NB, NJ, NSSC, !FAIL, JF, INEL,LDTVPE 
COMMON /EPSOY/ XM1125,321, XM2l25,321, XH3(25,321, ICRACl25,321 
COMMON /STIFF/ Eil251, AEl251 
COMMON IT ABL 4/ USN( lOJ, VSNl 101, THSNllO I, I HI NG El 26J, 
1 JSDNllOI, l(UllOI, KVllOI, KTHllOI, !\ICTlt 
DIMENSION USl25,31, FS(25,31, Rll0,31, JRUOI, Sl6,61, RTC6,6) 
DIMENSION UTl6,ll, Fll6,11, FLl3J, FR(31, ROl21 
EQUIVALENCE IUSCl,11, XMlll,111, lFSll,11, XM311,11), 
1 (XM3ll,251, SJ, (XH3ll,27J, RTJ~ lXM3ll,29J, R) 
2020 FORMAT l//20X, 31HTA8LE 9. - STATIC DISPLACEMENTS//30X, 
1 4HSTA., 12X, lHU, llX, lHV, llX, 2HTH/ I. 
2030 FORMAT l30X, 14, 6X, 1P3Dl2.4) 
2100 FORMAT l//20X, 28HTABLE 10. - STATIC ~E,CTIONS//30X, 4HSTA., BX, 
1 · 33HHORIZONTAL VERTICAL MOMENT/I 
C>--> PRINT STATIC DISPLACEMENTS 
CAL'L HEADNG 
PRINT 2020 
DO 80 I• 1,NJ . 
80 PRINT 2030, I, CUSlI,JI, J• 1, 31 
C>--> INITIALIZE AUXILIARY VECTORS AND REACTIONS 
RDU I • ZERO 
RDC2J = ZERO 
DO 100 I• 1, 10 
JRll J = 0 
oo· 100 J • 1, 3 
RCI,JI • ZERO 
100 CONTINUE 
M • 0 
00 200 I= 1, NB 
IND• 3 
C>--> SEARCH FOR HINGES 
IF (IHINGE(IJ .EQ. U INJ • 1 
IF CIHINGEII+lJ .EQ. lJ IND • 2 
C>--> CALCULATE MEMBER STIFFNESSES 
DX• X(I+ll - Xlll 
ov·= Y(I+ll - V(IJ 
ex • ox I XLO( II 
CV • DY I XLO lI I 
EIZ "'P5 * lEilI>+EilI+lJJ 
AEX • P5 * lAElIJ+AECI+lll 
CALL MSTIF CXLO( I 1, IND, EIZ, AEX, ex, CY, S, RTi 
C>--> CALCULATE INTERNAL FORCES 
DO 130 J ,. 1, 3 
FTIJ,11 • USCI,JI 
FT(J+3,1J • US(I+l,JJ 
130 CONT INU E 
CALL MABC (RT, FT, UT, 6, 11 
CALL MASC I S, UT, FT, 6, 11 
FL ll I = - FT I 1, 11 
FL(2J • FT12,11 
FLl3J • - FTC3,U 
FRlll • FTC~,11 
FRl21 • - FT15,1J 
FRC31·,. FT(6,ll 
103 
C SUBROUTINE STFOR (CONTINUEDJ 
c 
t>--> CALCULATE STATIC BENDING MOMENTS, THRUSTS AND SHEARS 
c 
c 
BMCI J = FLC3J 
T(I J = FR (l J 
SHCIJ = FLC2J 
C>--> SEARCH FOR SPECIFIED CONDITIONS 
c 
c 
DO 190 J = 1, NCT4 
IF C JSDNCJJ .NE. I J GO TO BO 
K • 2 * C2*KUCJJ + KVCJJJ + KTHCJJ 
IF CK .GT. 7J GQ TO 190 
M • M + l 
JRCMJ = JSDNCJJ 
Ml = CK-lJ * CK-2J * CK-3J 
IF (Ml .EQ. OJ GO TO 140 
RCM,lJ = - FSCl,lJ + RDClJ + FTCl,lJ*CX - FTC2,1J*CY 
GO TO 150 
140 RCM,lJ • ZERO 
150 M2 • CK-lJ * CK-4J * CK- SJ 
IF CM2 .EQ. OJ GO TO 160 
R(M,2J • - FSCI,ZJ + RDC2J + FTCl,lJ*CY + FTC2tll*CX 
GO TO 170 
160 RCM,21 • ZERO 
170 M3 = CK-ZJ * CK-4J * (K-6J 
IF (M3 .EQ. 01 GO TO 180 
R(M,3J s - FSCI,3J + FTC3,1J 
GO TO 190 
180 RCM,3 J = ZERO 
190 CONTINUE 
RDClJ = FTC4,lJ*CX - FTCS,lJ*CY 
RDCZJ = FTC4,1J*CY + FT15,1J*CX 








BMCNJJ c FRC3J 
DO 280 J • l, NCT4 
IF CJSDNCJ J .NE. NJ J GO TO 280 
K • 2 * CZ*KUCJJ + KVCJJJ + KTHCJJ 
I~ CK .GT. 7J GO TO 270 
M • M + l 
JR(MJ • JSDNCJI 
Ml = CK-lJ * CK-2J * CK-3J 
IF (Ml .EQ. OJ GO TO 210 
RCM,11 • - FSCNJ,11 + RDClJ 
GO TO 220 
RCM,U • ZERO 
M2 • (K-U * CK-41 * CK-SJ 
IF (M2 .EQ. OJ GO TO 230 
RCM,2J • - FSCNJ,21 + RDC2J 
GO TO 240 
RC M,2) • ZERO 
M3 • ( K-2J * C K-41 • C K-6J 
IF CM3 .EQ. 0) ~O Tl 250 
RCM,3) s - FSCNJ,31 + FT C6,1 J 
GO TO 280 
RCM,3J = ZERO 
GO TO 280 








. DO 300 I= ~ M 















• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
• THIS SUBPOUT INE CONTROLS OUTPUT • 
• FOR STATIC ANO DYNAMIC SOLiJTIONS * 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
SUBROUTINE OUTPUT CIOPT, TIME, UO, VOi 
IMPLICIT REAL* B(A-H, 0-Zt 
COMMON /BMAST/ 8~ASS(25t, 8M(25t, TC24t, Sij(241 
COMMON /CONST/ ZEIIO, P5, il~E, NB, NJ, NSSC, IFAIL, JF, INEL,LDTYPE 
COMMON /XSECT/ 81(251, 82(251, 83(25t, CG(251, PC(251 
DI MENS tON UO( 1 I, VO( l) 
2000 FORMAT (//20X, 'MAXIMUM RESPONSE, TIME • ', 1PD12.4/130X, 
l •QUANTITY' ,BX, 1 8AR OR• ,BX, 1 VALUE 1 /lt6X,-1 STAT ION'/13:>X, 
2 1 THRUST 1 ,11X,tlt,5X,1P012.4/30X, 1 MOMENT 1 ,11X,t4,5X, 
3 lPOl 2. 4/30X,' SHEAR' , lZX·, lit ,5X, lP 012 .4/ 30X, 'X DI SPL 1 , lOl<, 
4 14,5X,1PD12·4/30X,'Y DISPL',10X,Ilt,5X,1P012.41 
2010 FORMAT 1//ZOX, 'COMPLETE RESPONSE, TIME= •, 1PD12.4//22X, 1 STA. 1 , 
l 5X, 1 X DISPL 1 ,5X,'Y OISPL',6X, 1 MOMENT',6X,'SHEAR 1 , 
2 lX, 'THRUST', 4X, 'CENTROID' /J 
2020 FORMAT C22X, 13, 3X, 1P3012.4, 24X, 012.41 















IF IOPT • 1, 
. IF IOPT • 2, 
CAU HEADNG 
ONLY MAXIMUM VALUES WILL BE PRINTED 
COMPLETE RESPONSE WILL BE PRINTED 
GO TO (100, 1601, IOPT 
SEARCH FDR MAXIMUM .VALUES OF DISPLACEMENTS AND INTERNAL FORCES 
TMAX • ZERO 
SHMAX • ZERO 
BMMAX • BMC 11 
UMAX • UDU I 
VMAX • VOUI 
JB • 1 
JU • 1 
JV • 1 
OJ 150 I= 2, NJ 
IF CDABSCTCI-ltl .LT. OABS(T~AXlt GD TO 110 
TMAX • TCI-U 
JT • I - 1 
IF CCABS(SHCI-111 .LT. DABSCSHMAXII GO TO 120 
SHMAX • SH( I-1 t 
JS • I - 1 
IF COABSCBMCIII .LT. OABSCBMMAXIJ GO TD 130 
BMMAX • BMCI t 
JB '" I 
IF CDABSCUOCIII .LT. DABSCUHAXJ> GO TO 140 
UMAX • UDC U 
JU "' I 
IF (OABSCVO(IJt .LT. OABSIVMAXJ> GO TO 150 
VMAX • VD(II 
JV • I 
CONTINUE 
PRINT MAXIMUM VALUES 
PRINT 2000, TIME, JT,TMAX, JB,BMAX., JS,SHMAX, JU,UMAX, JV,VMAX 
RETURN 
P-RINT COMPLETE RESPONSE 
PRINT 2010, TIME 
I • 1 
P~INT 2020, I, UD(It, VD(II, BMIII, CGIIJ 
DO 170 I = 2, NJ 
PRlNT 2030, SHCI-11, T(I-11 
















• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
THIS SUBROUTINE CONTROLS THE DYNAMIC PROCESS • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
SUBROUTINE DYNAH 
IMPLICIT REAL• 8CA-H, 0-ZI 
COMMON /AKCEL/ ODUC251, DDVC251 
COMMON /ARCXY/ XC25J, YC251, XLJC241, SPAN 
COMMON /BMASTI BMASS(251, BMC251, TC241, SHC2~1 
COMMON /CONST/ ZERO, PS, ONE, NB, NJ, NSSC, IFAIL, JF, INEL,LOTYPE 
COMMON /OISPL/ UC251, VC251, THC251, UDC251, V0(251 
COMMON /IGEOM/ PHIOC251, TH0(241, IB~K, ISYM 
COMMON /LOADS/ QXC251, :lYC251, QZ(251, .>XOC251, QY)C2SI 
COMMON /TABLl/ GRAV,TLIM,KEEPC71,ISTAT,ISOPT,NDL,IDOPT,NOUf,ISELf.ti 
COMMON /TABL4/ US~ClOI, VSNClOI, THSN(l~I, IHINGEC261, 
1 JSDNClOI, KUUOI, KVClOI, KTHClOI, NCT4 
COM~ON /TA8L6/ JI6(201, QXI6C201, QYJ6(201, JM6(201, QXM6(201, 
1 QYM6C 201, JL6C 201, QXL6( 201, QYL6(201, NCS(201 ,NPDI,. 
COMMON /TIMEF/ FO, TR, TO, FT, TIME, DTIHE, TDTIME, IND, INTVL 
COMMON /XSECT/ 81(251, 82(251, 83(251, CGC251, PCC251 
DIMENSION UDOC25J, lt'DOC251, OUJC251, DVJC25J, DDU0125J, OOVOC251 
DIMENSION AOOUC25J, AODVC25J, OUC251, DVC251 . 
DIMENSION JI(201, QXIC20J, .)YI(201, JMC201, QXMC201, QY~C201, 
1 JLC20J, QXLC201, .>YLC201 . 
2020 FJRMAT(//20X, •SOLUTION FOR DYNAMIC LOAOIN~ NO. ',I3///22X,•STA.•, 
1 7X,'POINT 1 ,8X,•OVNA~IC LOAOS 1 ,lOX, 1 STATIC LOADS',7X, 
2 • DEPTH Of' /23X, 1 NO. 1 , 7X, 1 MASS 1 ,SX,' HORIZONTAL VERTICAL 1 , 
3 3X,'HORIZONTAL VERTICAL CENTROID 1 //I 
2030 "FORMAT C//20X, 'FAILURE DID NOT occjR I"N SPcCl'FI'ED TIME LIMIT', 
1 /20X, 'ELAPSED TIME '"' ', 1PD12.41 
2040 FORMAT (22X, 13, 3X, 1P6012. 41 




ADJUST STATIC CONFIGURATION OF THE STRUCTURE 






CALL ADJUST ( 1 I . 
START DYNAMIC SOLUTION 
NCL • 0 
DO 400 N • 1, NOL 
C>--> • SET UP OYNAMI C LOADS AT THE JOINTS 
CALL HEADNG 
c 
PRINT 2020, N 
KNOUT • 0 
NCI • NCL + 1 
NCL • NCL + NCSCNI 
NC• 0 
DO 230 I• NCI, NCL 
NC = NC + 1 
JICNCI • Jl6UJ 
JM(NCI • JH6(IJ 
JLCNCI • Jl6CIJ 
QXI(NCJ • QXI6CII 
QVICNCJ • QYI6(I I 
QXM(NC) • QXM6CIJ 
QYM(NC) • OYM6CIJ 
QXL(NCJ • QXL6(II 
QYLCNCI • QYL6CII 
230 CONTINUE 
CALL DFORCE _(NC, Jl,QXI,QVI, JM,QXM,QYM, JL,QXL,QYL, QXD,QYOI 
































INITIALIZE FOR DISPLACEMENTS, VELOCITIES AND ACCELERATIONS ANO 
PRINT OUT POPH MASSES, DYNA~ IC LJAOS ANO DEPTHS OF CENT~OIDS 
DO 240 I = 1, NJ 
UDO( I I s ZERO 
VDOlII s ZERO 
DUO( I I s ZERO 
DVO(II = ZERO 
DOUD ( I I = ZERO 
DOVO(II = ZERO 
PRINT 2040, I, BMASS(l~,QXD(Il,QYO<IJ,QX(Il,QV(Il,CG(II 
CONTINUE 
CHECK FOR TYPE OF DYNAMIC LOADING 
IF ( LOTYPE .NE. 11 GO TJ 260 
IF DYNAMIC LOADI~G IS AN IMPULSE, SET INITIAL VELOCITIES 
DO 250 I = 1, NJ 
DUOlll z QXD(II I BHASSIII 
DVOIII • QYO(II I BMASSIII 
CONTINUE 
GO TO 280 
IF DYNAMIC LOADING IS A PULSE, SET I~ITIAL ACCELERATIONS 
INTVL z 1 
IF (TR .EQ. ZERO! INTVL = 2 
IF (INTVL .NE. 21 GO TO 310 
· 00 270 I = 1, NJ 
DOUOIII = FO*QXO(II I BHASS(II 
DOVO (II = FO*QYO( I I I BMASSC I J 
CONTINUE 
REVISE VELOCITIES ANO ACCELERATIONS FOR UNYIELDING SUPPO~TS 
00 300 I = 1, NCT4 
IF ( KU ( I I .NE. 11 GO TO 290 
J., JSON(II 
DUO( JI ,. ZERO 
DOUO(J I ., ZE~O 
IF IKV(II .NE. 11 GO TO 300 
J • JSDN(II 
DVOIJI • ZEKO 
DDVO( JI z ZERO 
CONTINUE 
START NUMERICAL ITERATIVE PROCEDJRE 
INCREMENT TIME BY TIME INTERVAL 
TIME= TIME+ DTIHE 
IF (LDTYPE .NE. 11 CALL FTIME 
SET INITIAL ITERATION COUNTER 
ITER z O 
COMPUTE DYNAH IC DI SPL. AND VELOCITIES ANO ASSUME ACCELERATIONS 
DO 320 I • 1, NJ 
UD(I) • UDO(II + DTIME*DUO(II + P5*DTIME*OTIME*DDUO(II 
VDIII • VDOIII + DTIME*OVO(I) + P5*DTIHE*DTIHE*DDVOCII 
OU(II • DUO(I) + OTIME*DDUOIII 
DVIII s DVOIII + DTIME*DDVOIII 
AODU(II • OOUO(II 
ADD'/ ( I I • DDVO ( I I 
CONTINUE 
COMPUTE CURVATURES, STRAINS, INTERNAL FORCES AND ACCELE~ATIONS 
CALL JCURVT 
CALL FORCE 10 I 
CALL ACCEL 
ASSUME CONVERGENCE A~O I~CREASE ITE~,TION COUNTER 
KONV • l 





SUBROUTINE DYNAH ( CONTINUED I 
DO 340 I• 1, NJ 
C>--> COMPUTE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN ASSUMED ANO COMPUTED ACCELERATIONS 
DELDO • DDU(II • ADDU(II 
C>--> CHECK FOR CONVERGENCE OF HORIZONTAL ACCELERATIONS 
COMP• OABS(DM3*DDU(III 
IF (COMP .LT. DMll COMP• OMl 
IF (DABS(DELODI .GT. C0'4PI KJNII • 0 
C>--> CALCULATE NEW HORIZONTAL DiSPLACEMENTS AND VELOCITIES 
UO(II = UDCII + DTIHE*DTIME*OELDD/SIX 
OU(II • DUCII + P5*DTIME*DELDO 
C>--> SET NEW ASSUMED HORIZONTAL ACCELERATIONS 
ADOU ( I I • DOU ( II 
C>--> COMPUTE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN ASSUMED ANO CALCULATED ACCELERATIONS 
OELDO • DDV(II - ADDV(II 
C>--> CHECK FOR CONVERGENCE JF VERTICAL AC:ELERATIONS 
COMP• DABSCDH3*DDV(III . 
IF (COMP oLT. DMll COMP• DMl 
IF ( DABS ( DEL DD I .GT• C0'4P I' KJNII • 0 
C>--> CALCULATE NEW VERTICAL DISPLACEMENTS AND VELOCITIES 
VO(IJ • VD(II + OTIME*DTIME•DELDO/SIX 
DV(II • DV(II + P5*DTIME•DELDO · 
C>--> SET NEW ASSUMED VERTICAL ACCELERATIONS 
AOOV ( I J • DOV (II 
340 CONTINUE 
c 
C>--> COMPUTE CURVATURES, STRAl1S, INTER~AL FO~CES AND AC:ELERATIONS 
·· CALL JCURVT . 
·CALL FORCE (KONVI 
CALL ACCEL 
C>--> TEST FOR CONVERGENCE AND MAXIMUM NUMBER OF ITERATIONS 
IF (KONV .EQ. 11 GO TO 350 
IF (ITER .LT. 71 GO TO 330 
TIME= TIME - OTIME 
OTIME = P5 * OTIME 
GO TD 310 















SET INITIAL CONDITIONS FOR NEXT STEP 
DD 360 I • 1, NJ 
UDO( II • UD( U 
YOO( II .. voe II 
DUOC II "' OUCI I 
OVO( I I • DV ( I J 
DOUD( IJ = DOU( II 
DDVO( I I • DOV( II 
CONTINUE 
EXAMINE FAILURE CONDITIONS ANO TEST FOR FAILU~E 
CALL FAIL (TIME) 
IF CIFAIL .EQ. 11 GO TO 390 
IF (KNOUT .LT. NJUTI GO TO 370 
PRINT OUT DYNAMIC RESULTS 
CALL OUTPUT (IDOPT, TIME, UD, VOi 
KNOUT = 0 
CHECK FOR TIME LIMIT 
IF (TIME .GE. TLIMI GO TO 380 
REVISE TIME-STEP INTERVAL TO INSURE CONVERGENCE AND STABILITY 
H • 4 -. ITER • ITER/5 
DTIME =(ONE+ DMl*HI * DTIME 
GO TO 310 
PRINT OUT ELAPSED TIME AND DYNAMIC RESULTS 
PRINT 2030, TIME 
CALL OUTPUT (IOOPT, TINE, UD, VOi 
INITIALIZE VARIABLES FOR NEW DYNAMIC LOADING 



















• • • * • * * • * • • • • • * * • • • • • • • * • • • * • • • • • • 
• • * THIS SUBROUTINE ADJUSTS STATI: CONFIGURATION OF THE STRUCTURE • 
• IN ORDER TO CONFORM OEFJ~MED STRJCTJRE TO DYNAMIC PROCESS • 
• CALCULATES INITIAL TIME INTERVAL, IF NOT SJPPLIED • 
* ELIMINATES ~ESIDUAL ACCELERATIONS • 
* INITIALIZES VARIABLES • 
• * • • • * • • • • • • • • • • • • • * • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
SUBROUTINE ADJUST (KEYi 
IMPLICIT REAL* S(A-H, 0-ZI 
CJHMON /AKCEL/ DDU(251, ODV(251 
COMMON /ARCXY/ X(25l, Y( 251, XLJ(241, SPAN 
COMMON /BMAST/ BMASS(25l, BM(25l, T(24), SH(24.I 
COMMON /CONST/ ZERO, PS, ONE, NB, NJ, NSSC, IFAIL, JF, INEL,LDTYPE 
COMMON /CUR~S/ EPSN(l0,51,SIGN(l0,5l,EPSMUL(51,SIG~UL(5l,EPSP~(5l 
COMMON /DISPL/ Ul251, V(25l, THl25l, UD(251, VOl251 
COMMON /EPPHI/ OPHIJ(251, DPHIJSl251, EDSAB(241, EPSABS(24l 
COMMON /EPSOY/ EPS0(25,321,EPS1P(25,321,EPS1N(25,321,ICRAC(25,32) 
COMMON /I GEOM/ PHIO( 251, TH0(241, IBRK, ISYM 
COMMON /LOADS/ QX(251, QY(251, QZ(251, QXD(25J., QV!l(251 
COMHON"/SEGMll 0(25,91, ElS,21, GAHMA(SI, IS(91, MAT(9) 
COMMON /SEGM2/ 01(301, OA(301, Ml(301 
COMMON /STIFF/ Ell25l, AE(25) 
COMMON /TABLl/ GRAV,TLIM,KEEP(7),lSTAT,ISOPT,NDL,IOOPT,NOUT,ISELFW 
COMMON /TIMEF/ FO, TR, TD, FT, TtHE, OTIME, TDTIME, IND, lNTVL 
COMMON /XSECT/ Bll251, 82(251, 83(251, CG(251, PC(251 
DIMENSION DZON(91 
DATA PI, IVES I 3.1415926~35000, 3HYES I 
IF ( KEY .EQ. 2 I GO TO 170 
IF (DTIHE .GT. Z~ROI GO TO 100 
C>--> 'COMPUTE INITIAL TIME-STEP INTERVAL 
S = ZERO 
SMASS "' ZERO 
SE I "' ZERO 
DO 90 I= 1, NB 
S s S + XLOCI I 
SMASS a SMASS + BMASS(II 
SEI ,. SEI + EI(I I 
90 CONTINUE 
H = NJ 
SEI = (SEI+El(NJ II I H 
SMASS = (SMASS+BMASS(NJII IS 
H = H - ONE 
S = S I H 
DTIME = SI H * S * DSQRT(SMASS/SEII 
100 OT IM El = DTIME 
C>--> CHECK IF STATIC SOLUTION WAS REQJIREO 
IF ( ISTAT .EQ. IVES) GO TO 120 
C>--> IF NOT, SET DISPLACE14E"ITS, CURVATU~ES AND STRAINS EQUAL TO ZERO 
DO 110 I = 1, NB 
U(II = ZERO 
V ( I l = ZERO 
OPHI JS( I I = ZERO 
EPSABS(II = ZERO 
110 CONTINUE 
U(NJI ,., ZERO 
V(NJ l "' ZER.O 
DPHIJS(NJI = ZERO 
GO TO 170 
C>--> CALCULATE AVE~AGE STATIC STRAINS ANO CURVATURES 
120 DO 130 I = 1 , NB 
AEB z PS* (AE(Il+AE(I+ll l 
EPSABS(Il = Tlll I AEB 





SUBROUTINE ADJUST ( CON.TINUED t 
DPHIJS(NJt = BM(NJt I El(NJI 
C>--> DETERMINE NEW CONFIGURATION OF THE STRUCTURE 
DO 140 I= 1, NJ 
XCit = X(It ,. U(It 
Y(I t • Y( It ,. V( It 
UO(I t '" ZERO 
VD(I t • ZERO 
DPHI J(I t • DPHI JS (I,-
140 CONT INU E 
C>--> CALCULATE NEW LENGTHS AND SLOPES OF BARS, CUPVATURES AT JOINTS 
DJ 150 I = 1, NB 
DX• X(I,.lt - X(It 
DY• Y(I+lt - YCit 
XLO,IJ • DSQRT(DX•ox,. DY•DY) 
THO(IJ = DARSIN(OV/XLO(IJJ 
EPSABCIJ • EPSABS(II 
IF COX .GE. ZEROt GO TO 150 
THI = PI 
IF COY .LT. ZEROJ THI• -PI 
THO(It • THI - THO(IJ 
150 CONTINUE 
DO 160 I = 2 , NB 















TIME • ZERO 
. DTIME • DTI MEl 
IFAIL = 0 
FT = ZERO 
I ND • 1 
INITIALIZE DYNAMIC LOADS, DEPTHS OF CENTROIDS, PARAMETERS 
OF STRESS-STRAI~ CURiES, INDICATO~S OF CRACKS 
·Do ·220 I = 1, ·-NJ 
QXD( I J = ZERO 
QYD( I J = ZERO 
CG(l J = PC( I> 
DO 190 J • 1, 32 
EPSO(I,JJ • ZERO 
ICRAC( I ,JJ = 0 
CONTINUE 
DO 200 J = 1, 9 
OZON(J) • on ,JI 
CONTINUE 
CALL SEG (OZON, BllI>, B2CIJ, B3CUI. 
DO 210 J • 1, 30 
M•MI(JJ 
EPSlNCI,JJ • EPSMULCMJ * EPSN(5,MJ 
EPS1P1I,JI = EPSMUL(MJ • EPSNC6,MI 
CONTINUE 
EPS1N(I,3U • EPSMUL(NSSCI • EPSN(5,NSSCI 
EPSlP(I,31) = EPSMUL(NSSCJ • EPSN(6,NSSCI 
EPSlN(I,32) = EPSl~C I,311 
EPSlPU,321 • EPSlPC I,311 
CONTINUE 
IF (KEY .EQ. 21 RETURN 
IF CISTAT oNE• IYESI RETURN 
ADJUST STATIC FORCES IN OQDER TO ELIMINATE RESIDUAL . 
ACCELERATIONS DUE TO THE NEW CONFIGURATION OF THE STRUCTURE 
CALL FORCE. C l t 
CALL OUTPUT CISOPT, ZERO, U, VJ . 
CALL ACCEL 
DO 230 I • 1, NJ 
QXCI J '"' QXCII - DOUU t * BMASS( It 




























SUBROUTINE JCURVT . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ~ 
• • • • 
THIS SUBROUTINE CALCULATES CURVATURES AT THE JOINTS 
AND ALSO STRAINS I~ THE BARS 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
SUBROUTINE JCURVT 
IMPLICIT REAL* SCA-H, J•ZI 
COMMON /ARCXY/ XC251, YC251, XLOC241, SPAN 
COMMON /CONST/ ZERD, PS, ONE, NB, NJ, NSSC, IFAIL, JF, INEL,LDTYPE 
COMMON /OISPL/ ~1251, Vl251, TTl251, UDC251, VDC251 
COMMON /EPPHI/ OPHIJC251, OPHlJS(25), EPSA8(24>, EPSABSC241 
COMMON /IGEOM/ PHIOC251, THOIZ4), IBRK, ISYM 
COMMON /TABL4/ USNUOI, VSNClOI, THSNUOI, IHINGEC261, 
1 JSDNllOJ, KUllOI, KVClOI, KTHClOI, NCT4 
DATA Pl I 3.14159265350 00 I 
THIM 1 • THO( 11 
l<LIMl • l<LOCU 
DO 100 I • 1, NB 
OXU • l<I 1+11 • l<C I I + UO( l+l) - UDCI I 
DYV • YII+ll - YCI) + VDII+ll - VDCII 
XLI = OSQRT(DXU*Dl<U + DYV*DYV) 
EPSABCII = XLI I XLOCI) - ONE+ EPSABSIII 
THI • OARS IN I DYV I ><LI I 
IF CDl<U .GE. ZEROI GO TO 90 
TH = PI 
IF CDYV .LT. ZERO) TH= -PI 
THI • TH - T-II 
DPHIJIII = ITHI·THIM11/P5/CXL!Ml+l<Lil•PHIOCil+)PHIJSIII 
I"F (IHINGECII .E·Q. 11 O'PHIJCII = ZERO 
l<L I M 1 • l<L I 
THIHl = THI 
CONTINUE 
><LI = l<LOINBI 
THI = THO(NBI 
DPHIJINJJ = ITHI-THIMll I P5 I CXLIHl+l<LI) - PHIO(NJI + DPHlJS(~JI 
IF CISYH .EQ. 2) DPHIJINJI • ITHI/XLI-TiIMl/XLIMll/P5 + DPHIJSCNJJ 




• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
THIS SUBROUTINE ESTABLISHES HEADING ON PAGE OF OUTPUT • • • • • * • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
SUBROUTINE HEADNG 
IMPLICIT REAL* BIA-H, 0-Z> 
COMMON /IDENT/ ID1140), 102119), NPROB 
2000 FORM.AT 11Hl//201<,15HPROGRAM DYNARCH/20X, 
1 51HANALYSIS AND PREDICTION OF COLLAPSE OF PLANE ARCHES/201<, 
2 32HUNDER STATIC AND DYNAMIC LOADING//2120X,20A4/)J 
2010 FORMAT (/20X,8HPROBLEM, A4124X, 19A41 
RETURN 
END 
PR INT 2000, ID 1 
PRINT 2010, NPROB, 102 
111 










* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * • * * * • * * • * • • • • • • • 
* THIS SUBROUTINE CALCULATES INTERNAL FORCES, * 
• IE., TH~USTS AND BE~DI~; MOMENTS, / * • BASED ON STRAINS AND CJRVATURES * 
* * 
****** * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * • * • • 
c 
SUBROUTINE FORCE (KONV) 
IMPLICIT REAL* 8(A-H, 0-Z) 
CJMMON /BMAST/ BMASS(251, BM(25), T(2~), SH(24) 
COMMON /CONST/ ZERO, P5, ONE, NB, NJ, NSSC, IFAIL, JF, INEL,LDTYPE 
COMMON /EPPHI/ DPHIJC251, DPHIJSC25), EPSAB(24), EPSABS(24) 
COMMON /EPSOY/ EPSOC25,32),EPS1Pt25,321,EPS1N!25,321,ICRACC25,32) 
COMMON /SEGMl/ 0(25,9), "E(5,2l,;'_GAMlll·AC5l, ISC91, MAH9l 
COMMON /STEEL/ AB(251, AT(25f~··os(251, DT(25) 
COMMON /STIFF/ EIC25), ~E(25"1 
COMMON /TABL4/ USNUOJ, VSN(lOI, THSNClOl, IHINGEC261, 
1 JSDN(lOI, KUClOJ, KVUOI, KTHUOI, NCTft. 
COHHON /XSECT/ 81(251, 82(25), 83(251, :Gl251, PC(251 
OIHENSICN TPEPS0(321, TPEPS1(321, TNEPSll321, IPCi<(32l, 
1 TEPS0(32l, TEPS1P(321, TEPS1NC32l, [CK(32l, DZON(9J 






















1 14, •, FIBER•, 13) 
1 
2 
EPSAl • PS * EPSAB( 1) 
DO 200 I = 1, NJ 
TEST IF INELASTIC ACTION IS DESIRED 
IF (INEL .EQ. 11 GO TO 110 
IF NOT, CALCULATE THRUSTS AND BENDING HOHENTS, 
BASED ON ELASTIC STR~INS AND CURVATURES 
IF CI .EQ. ,NJ) GO TO 100 
AES a PS* (AECI)+AE(I+lll 
T(IJ = AEB * EPSAB(Il 
BMIII • Elli) * OPHIJ(I) 
GO TO 200 
IF ( I • EQ. NJ ) GO TO 120 
ESTABLISH AVERAGE STRAIN AT THE JOINT 
EPSA2 =PS* EPSAB(J) 
EPSA = EPSAl + EPSA2 
EPSAl = EPSA2 
GO TO 125 
EPSA = EPSABINB) 
RECALL DEFORMATION HISTORY OF SEGMENTS OF °THE SECTION 
DO 130 J = 1, 9 
OZONCJ) = DCI,J) 
CONTINUE 
DO 140 J = 1, 32 
TPEPSOCJ) = EPSO!J, J) 
TPEPSl(Jl = EPSlPCI,J) 
TNEPSllJ) = EPSlNC I, J) 
IPCK(J) a ICRACII,J) 
CONTINUE 
CALL SUBROUTINE INTERN TO FINO NEW DEPTH OF CENTROID, 
REDEFINE AXIAL AND FLEXU~AL STIFFNESSES, DETERMINE A NEW 
DISTRIBUTION OF STRESSES AND STRAINS, AND CALCULATE 
BENDING MOMENT AT JOINT I AND THRUST AT RIGHT OF BAR I-1 
CALL INTERN (OZDN, EPSA, DPHIJ(I), T?EPSO,TPEPSl,TNEPSl,IPCK, 
CG CI ) , B 1 CI l , 82 ( I ) , 83 C I ) , AT ( I), OT( I ) , AB ( I), DB ( I), 
TEPSO,TEPSlP,TEPSlN, ICK, TCG, AECU,EICIJ, BMCIJ,TJR) 
If (!FAIL - l) 170, 150, 160 
PRINT 1, I, JF 
STOP 
IFAIL "' 0 
112 









CALCULATE AVERAGE TH~UST ACTING JN A BAR 
IF ( I .EQ. 11 GO TO 180 
T(l-lJ = P5 * (TJL•TJRJ 
TJL = TJR 
IF (IHINGE(I> .EQ. 11 BM(ll = ZERO 
IF (KONV .EQ. 01 GO TO 200 
ESTABLISH NEW DEPTH OF CENT~OIO AND RECORD NEW PARA!ilETERS 
OF STRESS-STRAIN CURVES ANO INDICATORS OF CRACKS 
CGCIJ = TCG 
DO 190 J = 1, 32 
E P SO I I , J t = TE P SO ( J I 
EPSlPII,JJ = TPEPSl(JJ 
E PSl N ( I , JI = T NE PS lC J J 














••••••••••••• * •••••••••.• * •••• * •••• 
• • • • 
THIS SUBROUTINE CALCULATES SELF WEIGHT 
PER UNIT LEN~TH AT GIVE~ SECTION 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
c 
c 
SUBROUTINE MASS ~DZON, Bl, 82, 83, DB, DT, AB, AT, AGAlilt 
IMPLICIT REAL* 8(A-H, O•ZJ 
COMMON /CONST/ ZERO, P5, ONE, NB, NJ, NSSC, IFAIL, JF, INEL,LDTYPE 
COMMON /SEGMl/ 0(25,91, EC5,2J, GAMMAC5t, IS(9t, MATC9t 
· COMMON /SEGH2/ 01(301, OA(30t, !41(301 
DIMENSICN DZON(lt 
C>--> DEFINE PROPERTIES OF THE SEGlilENTS I~ THE C.~OSS SECTION 
CALL SEG (DZON, Bl, 82, 831 
c 
C>--> CALCULATE SUM OF SEGlilE~TAL A~EAS MULTIPLIED BY SPECIFIC WEJGiT 
AGAM = ZERO 
DO 100 J = 1, 30 
MM • MI(J) 
100 AGAM = AGAH • DA(J)•GAMHA(MMJ 
IF CAT .EQ. ZERO) GO TO 130. 
c 
C>--> ADD CONTRIBUTION OF TOP REINFORCEMENT, 
DJ llO J = 1, 30 
IF ( OT .GT. 0 I( JI I GO TO 110 
HM • MI I JI 
GO TO 120 
ll O CONTI NU E 
120 A;AM = AGAH • AT*CGAMMACNSSCI-GAHMA(HM)) 
130 IF (AB .EQ. ZEROI RETU~~ 
IF ANY 
c 
C>--> ADD CONTRIBUTION OF BOTTOM REINFORCEMENT, IF ANV 
140 
150 
DO 140 K • 1, 30 
J • 31 - K 
IF COB .LT. OI(JII GO TO 140 
MH•MICJI 
GO TO 150 
CONTINUE 

















• • • • • • • • • * • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
• • • • • 
THIS SUBROUTINE CALCULATES HORIZONTAL AND VERTICAL 
COMPONENTS OF ACCELE~ATIONS OF POINT MASSES, 
BASED ON EQUILIBRIUM OF FORCES ACTING ON JOINTS 
• • • • • • • * • • • • * • • * • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
SUBROUTINE ACCEL 
IMPLICIT REAL* S(A-H, o-z1 
COMMON /AKCEL/ DDU(25), DDV(25) 
COMMON /~RCXY/ X(25), Y(251, XL0(24), SPAN 
.COMMON /BHAST/ BMASS(251, BM(251, T(241, SH(241 
COMMON /CONST/ ZERO, P5, ONE, NB, NJ, ~SSC, IFAIL, JF, INEL,LDTYPE 
COMMON /DISPL/ U(251, V(251, TH(251, U0(251, V.0(251. 
COMMON /LOADS/ QX(251, QV(251, QZ(251, QXD(Z51, QYD(Z5) 
COMMON /TABL4/ USN(lOI, VSN(lOI, THSN(lOI, IHINGE(261, 
1 JSDNUOI, KUUOI, KVClOI,· KTHllOI, NCH 
COMMON /TIHEF/ FO, TRISE, TD' FT' TI HE' on HE, TOTI HE, IND, INTVL 
C>--> CALCULATE ACCELERATIONS 
c 
c 
VL = ZERO 
TL = ZERO 
CL= ZERO 
SL = ZERO 
00·100 I= 1, NB 
DX .. X(I+ll - XCII + UOCI+U - UDUI 
DY• Y(I+ll - Y(II + VD(I+ll - VD(II 
XL= DSQRT(DX*DX + DY*DYI 
TR = TCI I 
VR • CBH(I+ll-BM(III I XL 
CR = DX I XL 
SR = DY I XL 
QU • FT*QXD(II + QX(II 
QV = FT•QYDlII + QY(II 
DDU(IJ = (TR*CR - TL*CL + VR*SR - VL•SL + QUI I BHASSCII 
DDV(U = lTR•SR-TL*SL + VL*CL - VR*CR + QVI I BMASS(II 
VL • VR 




QU = FT*QXD(NJI + QX(NJI 
QV • FT*OYD(NJI + QY(NJJ 
DDU(NJJ = (- TL*CL - VL*SL + QUI I BHASS(NJI 
DDV(NJJ = (- TL*SL + VL*CL • QVI I BHASSlNJI 
C>--> REVISE VALUES OF ACCELERATIONS FOR UNYIELDING SUPPORTS 
c 
DO 120 I = 1, NCT4 
IF (KU(Ii oNEo 11 GO TO 110 
J = JSDN(l) 
DDUlJJ = ZERO 
110 IF (KV(II .NE. 1) GO TO 120 
J = JSDN( II 
















• • • • * * • • • • * * • * • • • • * • • • • * • • • • • • • * • * 
• * 
* THIS SUBROUTINE DETERMINES NEiii DEPTH OF CENTROID, * 
* REDEFINES AXIAL AND FLEXURAL STIFFNESSES, * 
* DETERMINES A NEW DIST~IBUTION 3F STRESSES AND STRAINS, * 
* AND CALCULATES BENDING MOMENT AND THRUST AT SECT ION * 
* * • • • * * • * * • * * * • * • * * * • * • • * * • • • * • • • • • • 
c 
c 
SUBROUTINE INTERN (DZON, EPSA, PHI, PEPSO, PPEPSL, PNEPSL, IPCK, 
l PCI, Bl, B2, 83, AT, OT, AB, DB, EPSO, EPSLP, 
2 EPSLN, ICK, OBAR, SAE, SE I, BM, T J 
IMPLICIT REAL* SIA-H, J-Z) 
COMMON /CONST/ ZERO, P5, ONE, NB, NJ, NSSC, !FAIL, JF, INEL,LDTYPE 
COMMON /SEGM2/ 01(30), DAl30J, Mil30) 
OIMENSICN OZONU J, PEPSJll>, PPEPSll U, PNEPSl( U, 
1 IPCKCU, ICKIU, EPSOUJ, EPSlPUJ, EPSlNUJ 
DATA OM2 I L.OD-02 I 
C>--> DETERMINE PROPERTIES OF THE SEGMENTS OF THE SECTION 
CALL SEG IDZON, Bl, 82, 83) 
c 
C>--> INITIALIZE ITERATION COUNTER 
IT ER = 0 
c 
C>--> ASSUME DEPTH OF CENTROID AND INITIALIZE VARIABLES 
XBAR = PCI 
100 OBAR = XBAR 
XBAR = ZERO 
SAE= ZERO 
SEI • ZERO 
'BM = Z:ERO 
c 
T • ZERO 
MB"' 0 
MT• 0 
C>--> DETERMINE NE~ DISTRIBUTIJ'.I OF ST:i.AINS AND SHESSES, 
C AND FIND MODULI OF ELASTICITY 
c 
DO 120 J = 1, 30 
C>--> CALCULATE DISTANCE OF SEGMENT TO THE CENTROID OF THE SECTION 
DJ= DI(JI - OBAR 
C>--> CALCULATE AVERAGE ST~AIN IN THE SEGMENT 










FIND AVERAGE STRESS ACTI~G O~ THE SEGMENT 
AND DETERMINE MODULUS OF ELASTICITY 
CALL SEARCH IMIIJJ, PEPSOCJI, PPEPSl<JI, PNEPSlCJI, Il>CK(JI, 
EPSJ, PSJIJl,EPSlPCJl,EPSlN(J),ICKIJ), EJ, SIGHAI 
TEST IF SEARCH WAS SUCCESSFUL 
IF (IFAIL .EQ. 11 GO TJ 170 
ADD CGNTRIBUTION OF THE SEGMENT 
DAE• DAIJJ * EJ 
SAE = SAE + DAE 
XBAR = XBAR • DAE*DI(J) 
SEI • SEI • DAE*DJ*DJ 
OF • DAIJ) * SIGMA 
T. • T + DF 
BM = BM + DF*DJ 
I F ( MT • NE • 0 ) GO 
TEST FOR TOP STEEL 
IF ( OT .GT. 0 IC J J J 
MT = MI ( JI 
EMT• EJ 
SIGT • SIGMA 
TJ ll:> 
IN THE SEGMENT 
GO TJ llO 
IF (MB .NE. 01 GO TO 120 
c SUBROUTINE INTERN (CONTINUED) 
c 
C>--> TEST FOR BOTTOM STEEL IN THE SEGMENT 
IF CCB .GT. DICJII GD Tl 120 
MB= MICJI 
EMB = EJ 








CHECK PRESENCE OF TOP REINFORCEMENT 
J = 31 
If CAT .NE. ZERO) GO TO 130 
EPSOCJI = PEPSO(JI 
EPSlP(JI = PPEPSl(JI 
EPSlN(JI = PNEPSl(JI 
ICK(JI = IPCK(JI 
GO TO 140 
ADD CONTRIBUTION OF TOP REINFORCEMENT 
DJ= OT - OBAR 
EPSJ = EPSA + PHI * DJ 
.CALL SEARCH (NSSC, PEPSO(JI, PPEPSUJI, PNEPSlCJI, IPC<(JI, EPSJ, 
1 EPSD(JI, EPSlP(JI, EPSlNCJI, ICKCJI, EJ, SIGMAI 
IF (IFAIL .ea. 1) GO T::> 170 
DAE• AT* (EJ-EMTI 
SAE • SAE + DAE 
XBAR = xeAR + DAE*DT 
SEI = SEI + DAE*DJ*DJ 
OF·• AT* (SIGMA-SIGTI 
T • T + OF 
BM = BM + DF*DJ 
C>--> CHECK PRESENCE OF BOTTOM REINFORCEMENT 
140 J = 32 
c 
IF CAB .NE. ZERO) GO TO 150 
EPSO(JI = PEPSO(J I 
EPSlP(JI = PPEPSlCJI 
EPSlN(JI = PNEPSl(JI 
ICKC JI = IPCKIJI 
GD TD 160 
C>--> ADD CONTRIBUTION OF BOTTOM REINFORCE1ENT 









EPSJ = EPSA + PHI * DJ 
CALL SEARCH CNSSC, PEPSO(JI, PPEPSUJI, PNEPSl(JI, IPC<CJI, EPSJ, 
1 EPSO(JI, .EPSlPCJI, EPSlN(JI, ICK(jl, EJ, SIGMAI 
IF (IFAIL .EQ. 11 GOT~ 170 
DAE• AB* CEJ-EHBI 
SAE• SAE+ DAE 
XBAR "' xeAR + OAE*DB 
SEI • SEI + DAE*DJ*DJ 
OF= AB* (SIGMA - SIGBI 
T • T + OF 
BM = BM + DF*DJ 
CALCULATE NEW DEPTH OF CENTROID OF THE TRANSFORMED AREA 
XBA~ = XBAR I SAE 
COMP l!RE ASSUMED AND CALCJLATED DEPTHS OF CENTROID 
ANO RETURN IF AGREEMENT IS ACCEPTABLE 
IF (OABSCDBAR-XBARI .LT. DM21 RETUR~ 
IF NO AGREEMENT, INCREASE ITERATION COUNTER ANO STA~T ALL OVER 
AGAIN, PROVIDED THAT THE ITERATION LIMIT HAS NOT BEEN EXCEEDED 
IT ER = IT ER· + 1 
IF CITER .LT. 101 GO TO 100 
!FAIL = 2 
RETURN 





C SUBROUTINE FTIME 
c 
c • • • * * * • * • * * * • • * * • * * • • * * • * * • * * * * • • * 
c * • 
C * THIS SUBROUTINE DETERMINES FU~CTION OF TIME FT • 
C * IN CASE OF A TRIANGULAR FORCING PJLSE • 




IMPLICIT REAL* 8(A-H, 0-ZI 
COMMON /TIMEF/ FO, TR, TD, FT, TIME, DTIME, TDTIME, IND, INTYL 






INTVL = 1, 
INTVL • 2, 
ELAPSED TIME IS LESS THAN TIME OF RISING 
ELAPSED TIME IS G~E~TE~ THAN TI~E JF RISING, 
BUT LESS THAN TIME OF DURATION c 
c 
c 
FOR INTVL • 3, ELAP SEO TI ME IS G~EATER THAN TI ME OF DURATION, 
INDICATING RESPONSE AFTER THE FJRCING PULSE 
c 
C>--> LOCATE REGION OF PULSE DIAGRAM AT TI~E 
GO TO ClOO, 110, 1301, INTVL 
100 IF (TIME .LT. TRI GO TO 150 
c 
C>--> REDEFINE REGION OF FOR.CING PULSE DIAGRAM FOR NEXT STEP 




KEEP INTERVAL OF TIME FOR NEXT STEP AND CALCULATE 
INTERVAL OF TIME FOR PRESENT STEP. 
IND = 0 
TDTIME = DTIHE 
DTIME = TR - TIME+ DTIME 
c 
·c>--> REUEFlNE ELAPSED l'l·HE ·ANO ·FtJNCTION FT 




FT • FO 
RETURN 
(TIME .LT. TRI GO TO 1't5 
(IND .EQ. 11 GO TO 120 
C>--> REDEFINE ELAPSED TIME AND RESTORE INTERVAL. OF TIME 
TIME• TIME - DTIHE +TDTI~E 
DTIME "' TOT IME 
IND = 1 
120 IF CTIME .LT. TOI GO TO 160 
C>--> REDEFINE REGION OF FOPCING PJLSE DIAGRAM FOR NEXT STEP 
INTVL = 3 
IND ,. 0 
TOTI HE = DTI ME 
DTIME"' TD - TIME + DTIME 
TIME III TD 
FT • ZERO 
RETURN 
130 IF (TIME .LT. TDI GO TO 155 
IF CIND .EQ. 1> GO TO 1~0 
TIME= TIME - OTIHE + TDTIME 
DTIME • TDTIME 
IND = 1 
140 FT "' ZERO 
RETURN 
145 INTVL = 1 
IND• 1 
150 FT= FO * TIME I TR 
RETURN 
155 INTVL = Z 
IND • 1 






















THIS SUBROUTINE CHECKS FOR COLLAPSE OF THE STRUCTUPE, 
BASED ON MAXIMUM DISPLACEMENTS, MAXIMUM SHEAR, 
THRUST-MOMENT INTERACTION AND CRUSHING OF TOP 
ANO/OR BOTTOM FIBERS OF THE SECTION 
• • • • • 
* * * * * * * * * * * * * • * * * * * * * * * * • • * • • • • • • • • • 
SUBROUTINE FAIL ( TI MEJ 
IMPLICIT REAL• S(A-H, 0-ZJ 
C.JMMON /ARCXYI X(251, Y(25J, XL0(24), SPAN 
COMMO:\I /BMAST/ BMA.SS(25J, BM(25), T(241, S-1(241 
COMMON /CONST/ ZERO, P5, ONE, NB, NJ, NSSC, IFAIL, JF, INEL,LDTYPE 
COMMON IDISPL/ U(25l, V(251, TH(251, U0(25l, VD(25J 
COMMON /EPPHI/ DPHIJ(25J, DPHIJS(25J, EPSAB(241, EPSABS(241 
COMMON IFAILl/ SMAX(251, SMAXNUOI, JS7NUOJ, UMAX, VMAX, NST7 
COMMON IFAIL2/ BMUL(251, PMUL(25J, BMULN(lOJ, PMULN(lOJ, 
1 PIAN(9J, BIA'H91, EPSU(SI, JIA7'10J, NIA7 
COMMON /SEGMll 0(25,91, E(5,21, GAMMA(5J, IS(9t, MAT(9) 













(//20X, 1 FAiLURE DUE 
( ll20X, 1 FAI LURE DUE 
' AT STATION•, 14) 
TO HORIZONTAL DISPL. AT STATION•,14) 
TO VERTICAL DEFLECTION AT STATION',I~J 
TO SHEAR AT BAR', 14) 
TO T~RUST-MOMENT INTERACTION', 
(ll20X, 1 FAILURE OCCURRED AT TIME• 1 , 1PD12.4, 1 SECS.IJ 
Cll20X,'FAILURE DUE. TO CPUSHING OF TOP FIBERS AT BAR',I4J 
(/20X, 1 FAILURE DJE TO CRUSHI~G OF BOTTOM FIBERS AT BAR.•,I4J 
(//20X, 1 FAILURE DUE TO CRUSHING OF TOP FIBEII.S AT JOI~T',14J 
(120X, 1 FAJL. DUE TO CRUSHING OF BOTTOM FIBERS AT JOINT',l'tJ 
c 








00 120 I= 1, NJ 
TOTAL= UD(IJ + U(IJ 
IF CDABS(TOTALI .LT. UMAXJ GO TO 110 
!FAIL = 1 
IF (KEY .EQ. OJ CALL HEADNG 
KEY = ·l 
PRINT 2010, I 
CHECK FOR FAILURE DUE TO VERTICAL DEFLECTION 
TOTAL = VD(IJ + V( I> 
IF (DABS(TOTALJ .LT. VMAXJ GO TO 120 
IFAIL • 1 
IF (KEY .EQ. OJ CALL HEADNG 
KEY= 1 
PRINT 2020, I 
CONTINUE 
CHECK FOR FAILURE DUE TO MAXI MUM SHEAR 
00 130 I= 1, NB 
DX= X(l+lJ - X(IJ + UDCI+ll - UDCIJ 
DY= Y(I+U - YCII + VDCI+U - VDUI 
XL c DSQRT CDX*DX + DY*DYI 
SH(II = CBMCl+ll-BMCIIJ I XL 
IF (DABS(SHCIJJ .LT. SMAXCIJI GO TO 130 
!FAIL= 1 
IF (KEY .EQ. 01 CALL HEAONG 
KEY "' 1 
PRINT 2030, I 
CONTINUE 
CHECK FOR. FAILUII.E DJE TO THRUST-MOMENT INTERACTION 
TBIMl "' TU I 
00 200 I = 1, NJ 
UDIII = UDCII + JCII 




SUBROUTINE FA IL ( CONTI NUEO) 
c 
IF CI .EQ. NJI GO TJ 135 
TBI = T(IJ 
GO TO 138 
135 TBI = T(NBJ 
138 TJI = P5 * CTBIHl • TBI) 
TBIHl = TBI 
BHPC = BH(II + TJI * CCG(II-PC(II I 
IF (TJI .GT. ZERO) TJI = ZERO 
TJI = OABS(TJIJ I PMUL(II 
IF (BHPC .GT. ZERO) GO TO 160 
DO 140 J = 2, 5 
IF ( TJI-PIAN(JI I 150, 150, 140 
140 CONTINUE 
GO TO 190 
150 BHMIN = BHUL(II * (BIAN(J-11 + (TJI-PIAN(J-1)1 I 
1 CPIAN(JI-PIAN(J-lJ) * (BIAN(J)-BIAN(J-111) 
IF (BHPC-BHMINI 190, 190, 200 
160 DO 170 J • 2, 5 
K s 10 - J 
IF (TJI-PIAN(KII 180, 180, 170 
170 CONTINUE 
GO TO 190 
180 BMHAX = BHUL(II * (BlAN(K+ll + (TJI-PIAN(K+lll I 
1 (PIANCKI-PIAN(K+lll * (BIAN(KI-BIANCK+llll 
IF ( BMPC .LT. BHMAX I GO TO 200 . 
190 IFAIL = 1 
IF (KEY .EQ. 01 CALL HEADNG 
KEY = l 
PRINT 2040·, I 
200 CONTINUE 
C>--> CHECK FOR FAILURE·DUE TO CRUSHING OF EXTREME FIBERS 
· ePSJl -.: PS * EP·SAB(l J 
DO 260. I = l, NJ 
IF (I .EQ. NJI GO TO 230 
PHI= P5 * (DPHIJ(II + D~HIJ(I+lll 
DZONT =PS* PS* (DII,ll+D(I+l,111 
DZONB =PS* PS* (D(I,81+D(I,91+D(I+l,81+D(I+l,911 
TCG •PS* ICGIII + CGII+lll 
EPST = EPSAB(II + PHI*CDZONT-TCGI 
EPSB = EPSAB( I) + PHI*( DZONB-TCGI 
C>--> CHECK FOR FAILURE DUE TO CRUSHING OF TOP FIBERS AT BAR 
IF (EPST .GE. ze~o, so TO 210 
EPST • - EPST 
J = MATU) 
IF (EPST .LT. EPSUIJII GO TO 210 
IFAIL ., 1 
IF (KEY .EQ. 0) CALL HEADNG 
KEY= 1 
PRINT 2060, I 
C>--> CHECK FOR FAILURE DUE TO CRUSHING OF BOTTOM FIBERS AT BAR · 
210 IF (EPSB .GE. ZHO) :;o TO 220 
EPSB = - EPSB 
J ., MAT( 9) 
IF (EPSB .LT. EPSU(JII GO TO 220 
IFAIL • l 
IF (KEY .EQ. 01 CALL HEADNG 
KEY • 1 
PRINT 2070, I 
220 EPSJ2 = PS* EPSABCII 
EPSJ • EPSJl + EPSJ2 
EPSJl • EPSJZ 
GO TO 240 
230 EPSJ = EPSAB(NB) 
240 DZONT =PS* DCI,1) 
OZONB •PS* (D(I,81 + D(I,911 
EPST = EPSJ + DPHIJIIl*(DZONT-CGCII) 
EPSB • EPSJ + DPHIJIIl*CDZONB-CGCIII 
119 





CHECK FOP FAILU~E DUE TJ CRUSHING OF TOP FIBERS AT JOINT 
IF CEPST .GE. ZEROI GO TO 250 
EPST • - EPST 
J • MATU) 
IF C EPST • LT. EPSU (J at GO TO 250 
!FAIL = 1 
IF (KEY .EQ. 0) CALL HEADNG 
KEY• 1 
PRINT 2080, I 
CHECK FOR FAILURE DUE TO CRUSHING OF BOTTOM FIBERS AT JOINT 
IF CEPSB .GE. ZERDI GD TD 260 
EPSB • - EPSB 
J • MAT(91 
IF CEPSB .LT. EPSUCJU GO TO 2!>0· 
IFAIL • 1 
IF (KEY .EQ. 0) CALL HEADNG 
KEY = 1 
PRINT 2090, I 
260 CONTINUE 
C>--> IF FAILURE HAVE OCCURRED, PRINT TIME OF FAILURE 
IF CIFAIL .EQ. 11 PRiNT 2050, TIME 
RETURN 
END 

















• • • 
* • • • 
THIS SUBROUTINE SEARCHES FOR AVERAGE STP.ESS AND MODULUS 
OF ELASTICITY IN THE SEG~ENT OF THE SECTION, 
BY CONSULTING THE STRESS-STRAI~ CURVE AND TAKING 
INTO ACCOUNT THE STRAIN HISTORY OF THE SEGMENT; 
DEFINES TEMPORARY INDICATO~ JF CRACKING AND 
PARAMETERS OF THE STRESS-STRAIN CURVE 
• • • • • • • • • * • • • • • • • * * * * • * * * • * • • • • • ~ • • • • • • • • • • 
SUBROUTINE SEARCH (MAT, PEPSO, PPEPSl, PNEPSl, IPCK, EPSJ, 
1 EPSD, EPSlP, EPSl~, ICK, E, SIGMA» 
IMPLICIT REAL• SCA-H, 0-ZJ 
COMMON /CONST/ ZERO, P5, JNE, NB, NJ, NSSC, IFAIL, JF, INEL,LDTYPE 
COMMON /CURVS/ EPSN(10,5),SIGNC10,5J,EPSMULC5),SIGMUL(5),EPSPRC51 
DIMENSION EPS(51, SIGC51 . 
EPSO = PEPSO 
EPSlP = PPEPSl 
EPSlN ,. PNEPSl 
ICK • IPCK 
C>--> CALCULATE INITIAL TANGENT MODULUS IN COMPRESSIO~ 
FAC = SIGMULC MATI I EPSMULCMATI 
ECI • FAC • S IGNC 5,MAT) I EPSNC 5,MATI 
ENTER •· EPSJ - PEPSO 
C>--> CHECK FOR TENSION OR COMPRESSION 
IF CENTER .LT. ZEROI GJ TO 170 
C>--> CHECK FOR PREVIOUS CRACKING 
IF CIPCK .EQ. 11 GO TO 110 
IF CENTER .GT. EPSPR(MATIJ GO TO 100 
C>--> DEFINE MODULUS OF ELASTICITY AND STRESS FOR JNCRACKED SECTIO~ 
E = ECI 
SIGMA • ECI * ENTER 
RETURN 







CALCULATE INITIAL TANGENT MODULUS IN TENSION 
ETI = FAC * SIGNC6,HAT) I EPSNC6,HATI 
GENERATE ACTUAL STRESS-STRAI'I CU~VE, TENSION SDE 
TEPS = PPEPSl I EPSHULCHATI 
DO 120 J = 1, 4 
K = J + 6 
· IF CTEPS .LT. EPSNIK,HATII GO TO 130 
120 CONTINUE 
GO TO 230 
(CONT INUEDI 
130 E< = FAC * I SIGN( K,HATI-SIGNIK-1,HATI )IC EPSNCK,HAT I-EPSNCK-1,HAT I I 
SIGCll = SIGMULIHATl*SI;N(K-1,MATI • 
1 Ei< * CPPEPSl-EPSNIK-1,HAT l*EPSMUL(MATJ I 
EPS( 11 = SIG( 11 I ETI 
IF CENTER .GT. EPSllll GO TJ 140 
120 
C>--> DEFINE AVERAGE STRESS AND INITIAL TANGENT MODULUS OF ELASTICITY 
SIGMA= ETI * ENTER 
E = ET I 
RETURN 
140 DJ 150 J = K, 10 
L=J-K+2 
SIGCLI = SIGNCJ,MAT> * SIGMULCMAT) 
EPSILI = EPSll> + EPSNCJ,MATJ•EPSHULCMAT) - PPEPSl 
IF I ENTER .LT. EPSILJ > GJ TO 160 
150 CONTINUE 
c>--> WARNING: VALUES OFF STRESS-STRAIN CuRVE 
GO TO 230 
160 EK= ISIGILI-SIGIL-1» I (EPSCLI-EPSCL-1>1. 
C>--> DEFINE AVERAGE STRESS AND SECANT MOD. OF ELASTICITY IN TENSION 
SIGMA= SIGIL-11 +EK* IENTER-EPSIL-111 
EPSlP • PPEPSl + ENTER - EPS(ll 
E = SIGMA I EPSlP 
EPSO = PEPSO • ENTER - SIGMA/ET! 
RETURN 
C>--> GENERATE ACTUAL STRESS-STRAIN CU~VE, COMPRl,:SSION SIDE 
170 TEPS = PNEPSl I EPSMUL(MAT) 
DO 180 J = 1, 4 
K = 5 - J 
IF I TEPS .GT. EPSNIK,MATI > GO TO 190 
180 CONTINUE 
t>--> WARNING: VALUES OFF STRESS-STRAIN CJRVE 
GO TO 230 
190 EK= FAC • ISIGN(K,MATl-SIG'l(K+l,MATt>/IEPSNCK,MAT>-EPSNIK+l,MATll 
SIGCl) = SIGHULCMATI * SIGN(K+l,MATl • 
C>--> 
1 EK* (PNEPSl - EPSNIK•l,MATl*EPSMULIMATll 
EPSll I = SIGIU I EC I 
IF CENTER .LT. EPSlll) GO TO 200 
DEFINE AVERAGE STRESS AND INITIAL TA'IGENT MODULUS OF ELASTICITY 
SIGMA= ECI * ENTER 
E = ECI 
RETURN 
200 DO 210 J • 1, K 
L=K-J•l 
SlGCJ+ll = SIGNIL,HAT) * SIGMULIHAT) 
EPS(J+ll = EPS(ll + EPSNIL,MATl*EPSMJLIMAT) - P~EPSl 
tF I ENTER .GT. EPSIJ+lJ l GO TO 220 
210 CONT INU E 
C>--> WARNING: VALUES OFF STRESS-STRAIN CJRVE 
GO TO 230 
220 EK = IS IGIJ+l>-S IGIJ II I I EP SIJ+ U-EPSC J >I 
C>--> DEFINE AVERAGE STRESS AND SECANT MOD. OF ELAST. IN COMPRESSIJ~ 
SIGMA= SIGIJI +EK* IENTER-EPSCJJJ 
EPSlN • PNEPSl • ENTER - EPSll) . 
E • SIGMA I EPSlN 
EPSO = PEPSO + ENTER - SIGMA/ECI 
RETURN 





IDENTIFICATION OF RUN 





IDENTIFICATION OF PROBLEM 
One alphameric card each problem 
Program terminates execution, if NPROB (Problem Name) is blank 
NP ROB Description of Problem (20A4) 
CJ 
l 4 1.0 
TABLE 1--PROBLEM CONTROL DATA 
Two cards each problem 
First card 
2 3 4 5 6 7 a b c d e f g 
D CICJCJCJCJ lie I I I I I I I 
7 l l l l 2 2 2 2 3 3 3 3 4 45 50 55 60 65 70 
0 2 5 7 0 2 5 7 0 2 5 8 0 
Where: 
2 to 7 - Enter 11 KEEP 11 to retain data from previous problem for 
TABLES 2 to 7 
a) !STAT (A3) - Option for static solution 
Enter 11 YES 11 or 11 N0 11 , cols. 38-40 
b) ISELFW (IS) - Option to consider self-weight 
= 0, Self-weight will not be taken into account 
= 1, Self-weight will be calculated internally 
and added to static loads 
c) ISOPT (IS) - Option for output of static results 
= 1, Only maximum values will be printed 
= 2, Complete response 
80 
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TABLE 1 (Continued) 
d) NADL (15) - Number of dynamic loadings for the problem or num-
ber of additional dynamic loadings, if TABLE 6 is 
retained from previous problem. Maximum: 20 
e) LDTY~E (15) - Option for type of dynamic loading 
= 0, Forcing pulse 
= 1, Impulse 
f) IDOPT (15) - Dynamic results output option 
= 1, Only maximum values printed 
= 2, Complete response 
g) NOUT (15) - Output interval for dynamic solution 
Second Card 
Enter 1 if output is desired at the end of every 
time interval 
INEL IBRK ISYM NB SPAN GRAV TLIM DTIME 
I I I I I 
31 40 50 60 70 6 10 15 20 25 
Where: 
INEL (15) 
IBRK ( 15) 
ISYM (15) 
NB (15) 
- Option for range of response 
= 0, Elastic response only 
= 1, Inelastic response desired 
- Option for geometry of structur~ 
= 0, Axis defined by a supplied function FX 
= 1, Broken line structure, for example, a portal 
frame. A dummy function FX must be used. 
Coordinates of all joints must be supplied on 
next cards 
- Definition of symmetry 
= 0, Nonsymmetric structure 
= l, Structure symmetric about a vertical axis 
Symmetric or nonsymmetric load 
SPAN= total span of the structure 
= 2, Symmetric structure and load 
Only half structure is solved 
SPAN= Half span of the structure 
Last station at the crown of the arch 
- Number of bars in the model structure 
Maximum: 24 (For program as now written) 
SPAN (El0.3) - Span of the structure 
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GRAV (El0.3) - Acceleration of gravity, necessary for calculation 
of concentrated point masses. Compatible units must 
be used 
TLIM (El0.3) - Time limit for the dynamic solution 
Unit of time is always the second 
DTIME (El0.3) - Initial interval of time for the dynamic solution 
If left blank, an approximate tentative value will 
be internally calculated 
If IBRK is left blank, the station coordinates are calculated inter-
nally, by using supplied function FX. The next set of cards are needed 
only if IBRK is set equal to l, and the joint coordinates are read in ten 
values per card (10F8.0): 
X(l) Y(l) X(2) Y(2) X(3) Y(3) 
8 16 24 32 40 48 56 64 72 
TABLE 2--CROSS SECTION DESCRIPTION 
Minimum of nine cards per problem 
No card, if TABLE 2 is retained from previous problem 
A) Control Card 
Minimum of two cards: one for the first station and one for the 
last station. Maximum of ten cards. 
JS Bl 82 83 IEND 
6 10 31 40 50 60 63-65 
Where: 
JS (IS) - Sta ti on number: enter II l II on the first card and the 
number of last station (NB+ l) on the lasi card 
Bl (El0.3) - Width of top flange at station JS. See Figure 3.2 
82 (El0.3) - Thickness of the web at station JS 
83 (El0.3) - Width of bottom flange at station JS 
IEND (A3) - Enter 11 END 11 if JS is the number of last station 
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B) Zone Data Cards 
Three cards for each control card. See Figure 3.2 
I I I 
IS( 1 )MAT( 1) DZN(l) IS(2)MAT(2) 
I I I 
DZN(2) 
11 15 20 30 35 40 50 55 70 
Where: 
IS(K) (15) - Number of the segment at the bottom of zone K. 
Segments are numbered l to 30, from top to bottom 
of the section, as shown in Figure 3.2, page 10. 
IS(9), the last segment at end of zone 9, must be 
entered as 11 30 11 
MAT( K) (15) - Material identification of zone K. Varies from l 
to 4. Must be equal to the number of the corres-
ponding stress-strain curve entered in TABLE 3 
DZN(K) (El0.3) - Depth of the bottom of zone K, from the top of the 
section. DZN(9) must be equal to the total depth 
of the section at station JS 
Remark: Depths may change from station to station, but segment num-
bers and material identification may not. For this reason, 
IS(K) and MAT(K) may be entered only for the last station. 
C) Reinforcement Description 
Minimum of one card; maximum of ten cards for all problems. 
JRN DTN ATN DBN ABN 
I I 
6 10 
I I I I I 
21 30 40 50 60 
Where: 





occurs. For uniform distribution of reinforcement all 
over the structure, set JRN equal to the last station 
number and enter only one card. If there is no rein-
forcement, leave columns 21 to 60 blank 
- Depth of centroid of top reinforcement from top 
- cross section area of top reinforcement 
- Depth of centroid of bottom reinforcement from·top 
- Cross section area of bottom reinforcement 
126 
Remarks: All cards in TABLE 2 must be in ascending order of station 
numbers, starting with station 1; 
Values for omitted stations will be linearly interpolat~d 
between input stations; 
Omitted segments are assumed to be equally spaced within 
the zone. 
TABLE 3--STRESS-STRAIN CURVES 
Minimum of five cards; maximum of 21 cards 
No card, if TABLE 3 is retained from previous problem 
Specification according to Figure 3.3 
A) Control Card 




NSSC (15) - Number of stress-strain curves to be input. Maximum of 
five curves allowed. Curves must be input according to 
material identification in TABLE 2. Last curve input 
is used for all reinforcement, if any 
B) Specific Weight and Stress Values 
Two cards for each curve 
SIGMUL GAMMA 
21 30 40 
S I GN ( 1) S I GN ( 2 ) ... SIGN(J),J=l ,10 ( 10F8.0) 
~ I I 8 16 24 32 40 48 I I I I 56 64 72 80 I I 
Where: 
SIGMUL (El0.3) - Stress multipli~r; may not be zero or blank 
GAMMA (El0.3) - Specific weight of the material, necessary for cal-
culation of self-weight of the structure and con-
centrated point masses 
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SIGN(J} (F8.0} - Factor to be internally multiplied by the stress 
muhltiplier, in order to obtain the stress at the 
jt point of the stress-strain curve. lnput must 
proceed from most negative to most positive value. 
Ten values must be supplied 
C} Strain Values 
Two cards for each curve 
EPSMUL EPSU EPSPR 
21 30 40 50 
EPSN( l} EPSN(2} EPSN J),J=l ,10 ( 10F8.0} 
l 8 16 24 32 40 48 56 64 72 80 
Where: 
EPSMUL (El0.3) - Strain multiplier; may not be zero or blank 
EPSU (El0.3) - Ultimate strain in compression for the material 
EPSPR (El0.3) - Ultimate strain in tension for concrete. If re-
sistance of concrete in tension is not to be con-
sidered, specify a very small value, for instance, 
1.0 E-8. Leave blank for oth~r materials 
EPSN(J) (F8.0) - Factor to be internally multiplied by the strain 
multiplier; in order to obtain the strain at the 
jth point of the stress-strain curve. Input must 
proceed from most negative to most positive value. 
Ten values must be supplied 
Remarks: At least one stress-strain curve must be available; 
Program terminates execution if any strai.n limit is exceed-
ed, i.e., if points fall off stress-strain c~rve. 
TABLE 4--SPECIFIED CONDITIONS 
Minimum of one card each problem. For stability of structure, at 
least three displacements must be specified. 
No card, if TABLE 4 is retained from previous .problem. 
JSDN Code 
I I I I 
6 10 18-20 31 40 50 6063-65 
Where: 
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TABLE 4 (Continued) 
JSDN (15) Station number where a displacement is to be speci-
fied 
USN (El0.3) - Value of specified horizontal displacement. May be 
left blank if displacement is zero 
VSN · (El0.3) - Value of specified vertical displacement 
THSN (El0.3) - Value of specified rotation 
IEND (A3) - Enter 11 END 11 if last card in TABLE 4 
Code - Enter 11 111 in column 18 to specify horizontal displace-
ment, 11 111 in column 19 or 20 to specify vertical dis-
placement or rotation. Then 001 will specify only a 
rotation. · 
A hinge may be specified at joint JSDN, by entering 
a code number greater than 111. Generally 999 is 
used. 
If ISYM is set equal to 2 in TABLE 1, Code must be 
101 for the last station 
TABLE 5--STATIC LOADS 
Minimum of one card; maximum of twenty cards per run. 
No card, if static solution is not required, i.e., if ISTAT in 
TABLE 1 is set different from 11 YES 11 • 
Data in TABLE 5 are cumulative. If TABLE 5 is retained, present 
specification is added to previous table; if no additional 
load is added to previous table, a blank card is used with 
11 END 11 in columns 78-80. 
JI5 QXI5 QYI5 - JM5 QXM5 QYM5 JL5 QXL5 QYL5 
I I 
15 25 30 40 50 55 65 
Where: 
JI5 (IS) - Number of station 
QXI5 (El0.3) - Magnitude of horizontal load at station JI5 
QYI5 (El0.3) - Magnitude of vertical load at station JI5 
JM5 (15) - Number of station 
QXMS (El0.3) - Magnitude of horizontal load at station JM5 
IEND 
I I I 
75 78-80 
TABLE 5 (Continued) 
QYM5 (El0.3) - magnitude of v~rtical load at station JM5 
JL5 (15) - Number of station 
QXL5 (El0.3) - Magnitude of horizontal load at station JL5 
QYL5 (El0.3) - Magnitude of vertical load at station JL5 
!END (A3) - Enter 11 END 11 if 1 ast card in TABLE 5 
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Remarks: A parabolic load distribution is assumed from station JI5 
to station JL5, if all three values in the same direction 
are not zero; 
A linear load distribution is assumed from station JI5 to 
station JM5, if only magnitudes of load at station JL5 are 
set to zero or left blank; 
A uniform pressure distribution of load is assumed from 
station JI5 to station JL5, if QXI5 is set equal to QXL5 
and all other magnitudes are set to zero or left blank; 
A concentrated load is assumed at station JI5, if QXI5 and/ 
or QYI5 are/is not zero or blank, and all other magnitudes 
of load are zero or blank; · 
Except when no additional load is added to previous TABLE 
5, QXI5 and QYI5 may never be both zero or left blank; 
If the magnitude of load is zero at the beginning or end of 
a parabolic or linear distribution, specify a very small 
value, for instance, 1.0 E-20; 
A horizontal load is positive from left to right, a verti-
cal load is positive acting upwards, and a uniform pressure 
distribution is positive if acting outwards. 
TABLE 6--DYNAMIC LOADS 
Minimum of one card; maxi(llum of twenty cards per run. 
No card is necessary if number of additional loadings (NADL in 
TABLE 1) is zero. 
Data in TABLE 6 is arranged in sets. A set may contain any number 
of cards, provided that the limit for the run is observed. 
If previous table is retained, a card may not be added to pY'e,..exist-
ing set, but new sets (NADL in TABLE 1) of dynamic loadings may 
be added. 
All remarks for TABLE 5, with appropriate changes, are valid here. 
TABLE 6 (Continued) 
JI6 QXI6 QYI6 JM6 QXM6 QYM6 JL6 QXL6 QYL6 
I I I I 75 l 5 15 25 30 40 50 55 65 
Where: 
JI6 (15) - Number of station 
QXI6 (El0.3) - Magnitude of horizontal load at station JI6 
QYI6 (El0.3) - Magnitude of vertical load at station JI6 
JM6 (15) - Number of station 
QXM6 (El0.3) - Magnitude of horizontal load at station JM6 
QYM6 (El0.3) - Magnitude of vertical load at station JM6 
JL6 (15) - Number of station 
QXL6 (El0.3) - Magnitude of horizontal load at station JL6 
QYL6 (El0.3) - Magnitude of vertical load at station JL6 





The next card is necessary to define the time function, if and only 
if the dynamic loadings are to be considered as pulses, i.e., 
if LDTYPE is not set equal to l in TABLE 1. See Figure 3.8. 
FO TR TD 
21 30 40 50 
Where: 
FO (El0.3) - Maximum value of time function (peak) 
TR (El0.3) - Time of rise in seconds . 
TD (El0.3) - Time of decay in seconds 
TABLE 7--COLLAPSE PARAMETERS 
Only for dynamic solution 
No card if dynamic solution is not required. 
A) Maximum Displacements 
I 
One card 
TABLE 7 (Continued) 
UMAX VMAX 
21 30 40 
Where: 
UMAX (El0.3) - Maximum allowable horizontal displacement 
VMAX (El0.3) - Maximum allowable vertical displacement 
B) MaximumShear 
Minimum of one card; maximum of ten cards 
JS7 SMAXN 
6 10 21 30 
Where: 
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JS7 (15) - Number of station where a change in allowable shear 
occurs. For uniform maximum allowable shear all 
over the structure, set JS7 equal to the last sta-
tion and enter only one card 
SMAXN (El0.3) - Ultimate shear at station JS7 
Remarks: Ultimate shear is linearly interpolated between input sta-
tions; 
All cards must be in ascending order of station numbers, 
starting with station l; 
Last card must contain the last station number of the 
structure. 




Minimum three cards; maximum twelve cards 
Multipliers (minimum one card, maximum ten cards) 
PMULN BMULN 
21 30 40 
JIA7 (15) - Number of station 
PMULN (El0.3) - Thrust multiplier at station JIA7 
BMULN (El0.3) - Moment multiplier at station JIA7 
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TABLE 7 (Continued) 
Remarks: Multipliers are linearly interpolated between input sta-
tions; 
All cards must be in ascending order of station numbers, 
starting with station 1; 
L.ast card must contain the last statfon number of the 
structure; 
For constant values for multipliers over the entire struc-
ture, set JIA7 equal to the last station and enter only one 
card. · · 
Thrust-Moment Values (Two cards only; see Figure G- 1) 
First card--Thrust Values 
P(2) P(3) . . . P(J),J::.2 ,8 
9 16 24 32 40 48 56 64 
Second card--Moment Values 
M(l) M(2) M(3) M(4) 
~ I I I I 
M(6) M(7) 
I I . I 
M(8) M(9) 
41 48 56 · 64 72 
Where: 
P(J) (F8.0) - Value to be multiplied by the thrust multiplier to 
obtain the value of thrust at point J of the thrust-
moment interaction diagram 
M(J) (F8.0) - Value to be multiplied by the moment multiplier to 
obtain the value of moment at point J of the thrust-
moment interaction diagram 
END :QF RUN 
One card. This is the last card in the data deck. It may be left 
blank or a termination message may be punched in columns 5 to 
80 {alphameric). This message will be printed as the ·last li.ne 




+ for compression 
3 
- MOMENT + MOMENT 
Figure C.l. Typical Thrust-Moment Interaction Diagram 
APPENDIX D 
PROGRAM DYNARCH: CODING LISTINGS 
AND PRINTOUT SHEETS 
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PROGRAM OYNARCH - MOUNTING FOR PROBLEM OTPl 
COLUMNS # 
l 2 3 4 5 6 1 8 
123456739)12345~7890123456789012345678901234567890123456789012345678901234567890 
//OYNARCH JOB (13446,238-82-2628,lJ,'JERSON GUIMARAES 1 ,CLASS•B 
/•PASSWORD GOlA 
l•ROUTE PRINT HOLD 
1, exec FORTGCG,REGION.GO•l48K 
II FORT .SYS IN DD * 










• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
THIS FUNCTION DESCRIBES A SEMI-CIRCULAR ARCH 
HAVING A OIAMETE~ OF 353.27 UNITS OF LENGTH 
USED IN PROBLEM OTPl 
• 
$ 
• • • • • * • • • • • • • * • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
c 
FUNCTION FX ex, 
IMPLICIT REAL* 8(A-H, 0-ZJ 
DATA O I 3.53270 02 I 
FX • DSQRT (X * CD-XJJ 
RETURN 
. END 
//GO.HEX IN DO * 
(INSERT OBJECT CODE DECK FOR 
MAIN PROGRAM ANO SUBROUTINES) 
/ /GO.SYSIN DO • 
JERSON DUARTE GUIMARAES - OSU - STlLLWATER, OKLAHHA, APRIL 1974 
DYNARCH TEST PROBLEMS - TWO HINGED CIRCULAR ARCH OF REINFORCED CJ~CRETE 
OTPl CIRC. ARCH - 180 DEGREES - STATIC SOLUTION ONLY - CENTRAL LOAD 
YES 2 
2 24 176.635 386.4 
1 a. a. s. 
0.3 2.2 2.2 
4.1 7 .9 9.8 
9.8 11.1 12.0 
25 a. a. 8. END 
2 1 0.3 6 1 2.2 7 ·1 2.2 
11 1 4.1 19 1 7.9 23 1 9.8 
24 1 9.8 28 1 11. 7 30 l 12.0 
25 2.0 1. 0 10.0 1.0 
2 
1.0 E3 8.694E-2 
-1.s -3.9 -4.0 -3. 8 -2.88 o. 0001 0.0002 0.0003 0.0004 
1.0 E-3 3.0 E-3 1.75 E-4 
·;;-.t.2 -2.4 -1.9 -1.35 -o.8 20. 21. 22. 23. 
1.0 E4 2.861E-1 
-4.84 -4.83 . -4.82 -4.81 -4.8 4.8 4.81 4. 82 4.83 
1.0 E-3 2.0 E-2 
-19.6 -15.1 -10.6 -6-.l -1.6 1.6 6.1 10. 6 15.l 
1 11 
1 222 
25 1 1 END 
25 -1000. 







1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
12345678901234567890123456789012345678901234567890123~56789012345~799012345&7990 
PROGRAM OYNARCH 
ANALYSIS AND PREDICTION OF COLLAPSE JF PLANE A~CHES 
UNDER STATIC AND DYNAMIC LOADIN~ 
JERSON DUARTE GUIMARAES - OSU - STILLWAfE~, JKLAHJHA, APRIL 1974 
OYNARCH TEST 3RJBLEMS - TWO HINGED CIRCULAR ARCH OF ~EINFORCED CONCRETE 
PROBLEM DTPl 
CIRC. A~CH - 180 DEGREES - STATIC SOLUTION ONLY - CENTRAL LOAD 
TABLE 1. - CD~TROL DATA 
NO KEEP OPTIONS EXERCIZEO 
STATIC SOLUTION REQUIRE.O: YES 
ACCELE~ATION OF GRAVITY 3.8640 02 
AXIS OF STRUCTURE DESCRIBED BY A SMOOTH CURVE 
SYMMETRICAL STRUCTU~E AND LOADIN~ 
SOLUTION FOR HALF STRUCTURE 
STATIC OUTPUT OPTION 
SELF· WEIGHT NOT INCLUDED 
TABLE 9. - STATIC DISPLACEMENTS 
·STA. v 
2 
1 o.o o.o o.o 
2 -4.68130-03 1.23640-04 3.99740-04 
3 -9.16210-03 5.34130-04 3.76390-04 
4 -1.32620-02 1.17900-03 3.39640-04 
5 -1.68310-02 1.97790-03 2.9138)-04 
6 -1.97520-02 2.82930-03 2.33600-04 
7 -2.19430-02 3061820-03 1.68280-0~ 
B -2.33600-02 4.22280-03 9.74530·05 
9 -2.39930-02 4.52230-03 2.31870-05 
10 -2.38680-02 4.40390-03 - 5. 24520-05 
11 -2.30420-02 · 3.H96.D-03 .-1.27390-04 
12 -2.16000-02 2.54220-03 -1.99550-04 
13 -1.96520-02 6.71000-04 -2.6686.)-04 
14 -1.73240-02 -l.8~350-03 -3.27300-04 
15 -1.47540-02 -5.04620-03 -3.78830-04 
U ~1.20860-02 -8.82430-03 -4.19500-04 
17 -9.45950-03" -1.31070-02 -4.47390-04 
18 -7 .00520- 03 -1. 77620- 02 - 4. 60 580- 04 
19 -4.83530-03 -2.2&210-02 -4.57300•04 
20 -3.03640-03 -2.74790-02 -4.35800-04 
21 -1.66280-03 -3.20960-02 -3.94430-04 
22 -7.29120-04" -3.62090-02 -3.31590-04 
23 -2.04450-04 -3.95280-02 -2.45810-04 
24 -7.09020-06 -4.17480-02 -1.35710-04 
25 o.o ~4.25580-02 o.o 
TABLE 10. - STATIC REACTIONS 
STA. HORIZONTAL VERTICAL ~O~E~T 
1 6.36560 02 1.00000 03 o.o 




ANALYSIS AND PREDICTION OF COLLAPSE OF PL~NE ARCHES 
UNDER STATIC AND DYNAMIC LOADI~G 
JERSON DUARTE GUIMARAES - OSU - STILLWATE~, OKLAHOMA, APRIL l971t 
DYNARCH TEST PROBLEMS - T~O Hl~GED CIRCJL~R ARCH JF R~I~FDRCED CJNCRETE 
PROBLEM OT Pl 
CIRC. ARCH - 180 DEGREES - STATIC SOLUTION ONLY - CENTRAL LJAO 
COMPLETE RESPONSE, T IHE = o.o 
STA. X DISPL Y 01 SPL MOMENT SHEAR THRUST CENTROID 
1 o.o o.o o.o 6.00000 00 
-6.03500 02 -1.0203 0 03 
2 -4 .£>8130-03 1. 23 640- 04 -6.97590 03 b.00000 :>:) 
-5.35480 02 -1.05760 03 
3 - 9.16210- 03 5. 34130-04 -1.31650 04 6 .:>0000 00 
-4.65160 02 -1. 0903) 03 
4 -1.32620-02 1.17900-03 -1.85420 04 6.00000 00 
-3.92850 02 -1.11840 03 
5 -1. 68310-02 1.97790-03 -2 .30830 04 60 00000 00 
".'3.19860 02 -1.14170 03 
6 -1.9752 D-02 2.82930-03 -2.67690 04 6.00000 00 
-2.43510 02 -1.16010 03 
7 -2.19430-02 3.61820- 03 -2.95830 04 6.00000 00 
-1.67110 02 -1. 1736) 03 
8 -2.33600-02 4.22280-03 -3.15150 04 6.00000 00 
-8. 9994D 01 -1.182::>0 03 
9 -2. 3993 0-02 4.52230-03 -3.25550 04 6.00000 00 
-1.249!10 01 -1.18540 03 
10 -2.3&660-02 4.-1toa90-03 -3. 27000 04 6.00000 00 
· 6. 50560 01 -1.18360 03 
11 - 2. 30420- 02 3. 76960-03 -3.19480 04 6.:>oooo 00 
1. 42330 02 -1.17680 03 
12 -2.16000-02 2.54220-03 -3.03020 04 6.00000 00 
2.no::io 02 -1.16500 03 
13 -l .9£>520-02 6.71000-04 -2. 77710 04 6.00000 00 
2.94720 02 - f.1482!) 03 
14 -1. 73240- 02 -1. 86350-03 -2.43650 04 6.00000 00 
3.69180 02 -1.1265) 03 
15 -1.47540-02 -5. 04620-03 -2.0J97D 04 6.00000 00 
4.42070 02 -1.09990 03 
16 -1.20860-02 -8.82430-03 -1.49880 04 6.00000 00 
5.13060 02 -1.06860 03 
17 -9.45950-03 -1.31070-02 -9.05740 03 6.00000 oo· 
S.81850 02 -1.03280 03 
18 - 7. 00520- 03 -1. 77620-02 -2. 33190 03 6.00000 00 
6.48150 02 -9.92530 02 
19 -4. 83530-03 -2.26210-02 ·5.15980 03 6.00000 00 
7.11680 02 -9.48010 02 
20 -3.::>3640-03 -2.74780-02 1.33860 04 6.00000 00 
7. 72160 02 -8.99440 02 
21 -1.66280-03 -3. 20960- 02 2.23110 04 6.00000- 00 
8.29330 02 -0. 41010 02 
22 -1. 29120-04 -3. 62 090-02 3.18960 04 6.00000 00 
8.82950 02 -7.90960 02 
23 -2. 0445 0-04 -3.95280-02 4.21030 04 6.00000 00 
9.32790 02 -7.31510 02 
24 -7 .0902 0-06 -4.17480-02 s. 28840 04 6.00000 00 
9. 78640 02 -6.68940 02 
25 o.o -4.25580-02 6.U960 04 6.00000 00 
NORMAL TERMINATIJN OF EXECJT ION 
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PROGRAM DYNARCH MOUNTING FOR PROBLEM DTP2.l 
COLUMNS # 
1 2 3 4 5 6 1 8 
12345678901234567890123456789012345678901234567890123~56789012345678901234567S90 
//OYNARCH JOB (13446,238-82-2628,1),•JERSON GUIMARAES',CLASS=B 
/*PASSWJRO GO IA 
/*ROUTE PR I NT HOL O 
// EXEC FORTGCG,PARM.FORTz(NOSOURCE),REGION.GO=l48K 
//FORT.SYSIN OD* 
















THIS FUNCTICN DESCRIBES A CIRCULAR ARCH HAVING A CENTRAL 
ANGLE OF OPENING OF 87.21 OEG~EES, SPAN LO= 687 UNITS OF 




* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * • * * * * * • * * • * 
c 
FUNCTION FX CX) 
IMPLICIT REAL* 8IA-H, 0-Z) 
DATA A, B, C I 841.575000, 154.575000, 360.675000 I 
FX = DSQRTC (A-XJ*(B+X>") - C 
RETURN 
ENO 
GO .HEX I'll DO * 
I INSERT OBJECT CODE DECK FOR 
MAIN PROGRAM AND SUBROUTINES) 
//GO.SYSIN DD * 
J·ER·SON DUA'RTE GUN·tARA·ES - OSU,. -STJLUfAT,ER, OKLAHOMA, ·A·PRH '1974 
OYNARCH TEST PROBLEMS - LINEARLY ELASTIC DYNA~IC SOLUTION ONLY 
DTP2 P2.l - CIRC. ARCH - 87.21 DEG. - SYM. DYNAMIC UNIFORM PRESSURE - ELASTIC 
NO 1 2 10 
2 6 343.5 386.4 4.67E-2 l.555E-4 
1 11.502 .504 11.502 
0.318 0.795 0.795 
4.795 11.365 15.365 
15.365 15.642 16.16 
7 11.502 .504 11.502 END 
7 
1 
2 1 0.315 · 5 1 o.795 6 1 0.195 
11 1 4.795 19 1 11.365 24 1 15.365 
25 1 15.365 28 1 15.842 30 1 16.16 










2. 0 E-2 











47.11 1.0 El6 
3. 4. 
3.0 E5 
1.0 E5 1.0 E5 
1.a 3.2 4.72 3.2 1.a 
-16.5 -12. 12. 16.5 
NORMAL TERMINATION OF EXECUTION 
END 





1 2 3 4 5 6. 1 B 
1234567890123456789012345678901234567S901234567890123456789012345678901234567890 
PROGRAM DVNARCH 
ANALYSIS AND PREDICTION OF COLLAPSE OF PLANE ARCHES 
UNDER STATIC ANO DYNAMIC LOADING 
JERSON DUARTE GUIMARAES - OSU - STILLWATER, OKLAHOMA, APRIL 1974 
OYNAP.CH TEST PROBLEMS - LINEARLY ELASTIC DVNA14IC SOLUTION ONLY 
PROBLEM OTP2 
139 
P2ol - CIP.C. ARCH - 87.21 DEG. - SVH. DYNAMIC UNIFORM PRESSU~E - ELASTIC 
TABLE 2. - CROSS SECTION DESCRIPTION 
CONTROL DATA 
STA. TOP FLANGE WEB BOT FLANGE 
NO. ,HOTH THICK'IESS WIDTH 
l 1.15020 01 5.04000-01 1.15020 01 
SEGMENT, MATERIAL, DEPTH DATA 
SEG MAT DEPTH SEG MAT DEPT-I SEG HAT DEPTH 
2 1 3.1800-01 5 l 7.9500-01 6 l 7~9500-01 
11 l ·4.7950 00 19 1 1.1370 01 24 1 1. 5370 01 
25 1 1.5370 01 28 l 1.5840 01 30 l 1.6160 01 
CONTROL DATA 
ST.A. TOP FLANGE .. wea BOT FLA.N:;E 
NO. WIDTH THICK'\IESS WIDTH 
7 1.15020 01 5.04000-01 1.15020 01 
SEGMENT, MATERIAL, DEPTH DATA 
SEG MAT DEPTH SEG MAT DEPTH SEG MAT DEPTH 
2 l 3.1800-01 5 l 7.9500- 01 6 1 7.9500-01 
11 1 4.7950 00 19 l 1.1370 01 24 l 1.5370 01 
25 l 1.5370 01 28 1 lo584D 01 30 l 1.6160 01 
REINFJRCEHENT DESCRIPTION 
STA. TOP REI'\IFORCEMENT BOTTOM REINFORCEMENT 
NO. DEPTH AREA 
7 o.o o.::, 
TABLE 3. - STRESS-STRAIN CURVES 
CURVE ND. 1 
MATERIAL SPECIFIC WEIGHT 2.8620-01 
COMPRESSIVE ULTlMATE STRAIN 2.0000-02 
STRESS VALUE SCALE FACTOR 1.0000 04 
STRAIN VALUE SCALE FACTOR 1.0000-03 
STRESS INPUT VALUES 
DEPTH AREA 
o.o o. 0 
-4.840 -4.830 -4.820. -4.BlO -4.800 4.800 4.810 4.820 4.830 4.840 
STRAIN INPUT VALUES 
-19.600-15.100-10.600 -6.10:) -1.600 1.600 6.100 10.600 15.100 19.600 
PROGRAM DYNARCH 
ANALYSIS AND PREDICTICN OF COLLAPSE OF PLANE ARCHES 
UNDER STATIC AND DYNAMIC LOADING 
JERSON DUARTE GUIMARAES - OSU - STILLWATER, OKLAHOMA, APRIL 1974 
DYNARCH TEST PRJBLEMS - LINEARLY ELASTIC DYNAMIC SOLUTION ONLY 
PROBLEM DTP2 
140 
P2ol - CIRC. ARCH - 87.21 DEG. - SYM. DYNAMIC UNIFORM PRESSURE - ELASTIC 
TABLE 4. - SPECIFIED CONDITIONS 
STA. CODE SPECIFIED DISPLACEMENT 
U V ROT 
l 110 o.o o.o 
1 HINGE 
7 101 o.o o.o 
TABLE 5. - STATIC LOADS 
NONE 
TABLE· 6. - DYNAMIC LOADING 
.:., .. ,-.; .. 
DYNAMIC LOADING NO. 1 
INITIAL I'HERIIEDIATE 
STA. x v STA. X V STA. 
FINAL 
x 
1 -1.0000 00 o.o O o.o o.o 7 -·1. 0000 00 o. 0 
PARAMETERS OF TIME FUNCTION 
TIME OF R~SING: TR= o.o 
TIME OF DECAY: TO• 1.00000 16 
MAXIMUM VALUE: FO = 4. 71100 01 
TABLE 8. - STATION COORDINATES 
STA. X-COORD Y-COORO 
1 o.o o.o 
2 4.83830 01 4.05540 01 
3 1.01510 02 7.4Et620 01 
4 1.58520 02 1. 01780 02 
5 2.18500 02 1.21460 02 
6 2.80500 02 1.33400 02 
7 3.43500 02 1.37400 02 
v 
PROGRAM DYNARCH 
ANALYSIS AND PREDICTION OF COLLAPSE OF PLANE ARCHES 
UNDER STATIC AND DYNAMIC LOADING 
JERSON DUARTE GUIMARAES - OSU - STILLWATER, OKLAHOMA, APRIL 1974 
DVNARCH TEST PROBLEMS - LINEARLY ELASTIC OVNA~IC SJLUTION O~LY 
PROBLEM OTP2 
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p2.1 - CIRC. ARCH - 87.21 DEG. - SVM. DYNAMIC UNIFORM PRESSU~E - ELASTIC 
COMPLETE RESPONSE, TIME • 7 .77500-:>3 
ST A. X DISPL V DISPL MOMENT SHEAR THRUST CENTROID 
1 o.o o.o o.o 8.08000 00 
6.40600 01 -4.49370 04. 
2 7.25840-03 -i .44060-02 4.04390 03 .. 8. 08000 00 
9.51970 02 -4.46340 04 
3 1.21660-02 -2.88350-02 6.41400 04 8.08000 00 
2.29930 02 -4.42470 04 
4 1.20150-02 -3.69_770-02 7. 86550 04 8.08000 oo 
-1.02090 03 -4.4156) 04 
5 8.00610-03 -3.63890-02 1.42090 04 8.08000 00 
-.6.68860 02 -4.42870 04 
6 3. 71140-03 -3.33160-02 -2 .80150 04 8.08000 00 
2.66200 01 -4.43570 04 
7. o.o -3.23340-02 - 2. 63340 04 8.08000 00 
UNDIMENSIONAL COEFFICIENTS FOR 
TITO V-DISPL(CR) THRUST(C~) MOME~T(l/4) MOHENT(CR) M(CROWN)-T 
s s.00000-01 -2.12760 oo -1.99040 oo 4.97930-01 -1.63360-01 -1.62940-01 
PROBLEM DT P2 
P2.l - CIRC. ARCH - 87 .21 DEG. - SYM. DYNAMIC UNIF.ORM PRESSURE - ELASTIC 
COMPLETE RESPONSE, T l~E = 1.55500-02 
ST A. X DISPL y OISPL MOMENT SHEAR THRUST CENTROID 
1 o.o o.o o.o 8.oeooo oo 
4.31890 01 -5.32180 03 
2 -3.12260-03 3.04500-03 2.72650 03 8.08000 00 
.:8.66650 02 -5.47560 03 
3 -6.03760-03 6.75290-03 -5.19860 04 8.08000 00 
-7.37490 02 -5.70790 03 
4 -6.05060-03 5.68890-03 -9.85440 04 B.08000 00 
8. 04010 02 -5. 7568) 03 
5 -2.84740-03 -5.59140-03 -4.77860 04 8.08000 00 
2.04430 03 -5.42220 03 
6 -8.96930-05 -2.22110-02 e.12120 04 8.08000 00 
9.92010 02 -5.03060 03 
1 o.o -3.02140-02 1.43900 05 e.08000 QO 
UNDIMENSIONAL CQEFFICIENTS FOR 
TITO V-DISPL(CR) THRUSTCC~I ~OHE~TCl/4) MOHENT(CR) HCCROWN)-T 
10 1.00000 00 -1.98810 00 -2.14390-01 -6.11320-01 8.92670-01 8.90010-01 
PROGRAM OYNARCH 
ANALYSIS ANO PREOICTICN OF COLLAPSE OF PLANE ARCHES 
UNDER STATIC AND DYNAMIC LOADING 
JERSON DUARTE GUIMARAES - OSU - STILLWATER, OKLAHOMA, APRIL 1974 
DYNARCH TEST PRJBLEMS - LINEARLY ELASTtC DYNAMIC SOLUTION ONLY 
PROBLEM DTP2 
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P2 .1 - CIRC. ARCH - 87.21 DEG.· SYM. DYNA~IC U~IFO~M PRESSU~E - ELASTIC 
COMPLETE RESPONSE, TIME = 2.33250-02 
STA. X DI SPL Y OISPL MOMENT SHEAR THRUST CENTROID 
1 o.o o.o o.o 8.08000 00 
-l.4!.64-0 03 -4.01960 04 
2 6.15410-04 -5.87190-03 -8.94160 04 8.08000 00 
1.13090 03 -3. 99770 04 
3 5. 57590-03 -1.96760-02 -1.80230 04 5.08000 00 
1.86380 03 -3.94000 04 
4 9.46520-03 -3 .53900-02 9.96370 04 8. 08000 00. 
-8.77270 01 -3.89790 04 
5 7 .83160-03 -4.06770-02 9.40990 04 8.08000 00 
-1.83650 03 -3.91130 04 
6 3. 50080-03 -3.51710-02 -2.18380 04 8.00000 oo 
-9. 35720 02. -3. 94470 04 
7 o.o -3.11480-02 -8.09090 04 8.08000 00 
UNDIMENSIONAL COEFFICIENTS FOR 
TITO Y-DISPLCCRI THRUST(CR) MOMENT(lf4) MOMENT(CR) MCCROWNl·T 
15 1.50.000 0.0 -2 .. 0495.D .O.O -.1 .• 68,12.D 00 6 .. 18-1-00-01 -5.01910-01 -5.·00470·01 
PROBLEM OT P2 
P2. l • CIRC. ARCH - 87.21 DEG. - SYM. DYNAMIC UNIFORM PRESSURE - ELASTIC 
COMPLETE RESPONSE, TIME= 3 .11000-02 
ST A. X DISPL Y DISPL MOMENT SHEAR THRUST CENTROID 
1 o.o o.o o.o 8.08000 00 
1. 74460 03 -8. 78580 03 
2 6.15920-03 -8.47250-03 1.1:n40 05 8.0800.D 00 
-9.33780 02 -9.00690 03 
3 4.59850-03 -7 .41040-03 5.11870 04 8.05000 00 
-1.88360 03 -9.63290 03 
4 6.82090-04 -1. 01790-03 -6. 77250 04 8_.08000 oo 
-7.75540 01 -1. 0125;:) 04 
5 -1.45440-04 -1.16220-03 -7.26210 04 8.08000 00 
1.58460 03 -1.00110 04 
6 5.07490-04 -8 • 9212 0-03 2.74180 04 8. 05000 00 
8.89020 02 -9.77610 03 
7 o.o -1.36030-02 8.34790 04 8.08000 00 
UNDIHENSIONAL COEFFICIENTS FOR 
TITO Y-OlSPLCCRI THR.JSTCC~ I '40ME'<IT( 1/41 HOMENT(CRI H(CROWNI -T 
20 2.00000 00 -8.95080-01 -4. 16640-01 -4.20130-01 5.17860-01 5.16310-01 
PROGRAM DYNARCH 
ANALYSIS ANO PREDICTION OF COLLAPSE OF PLA~E ARCHES 
UNDER STATIC ANO DYNAMIC LOADING 
JERSON DUARTE GUIMARAES - OSU - STILLWATER, O<LAHOMA, APRil 1974 
DYNARCH TEST PROBLEMS - LINEARLY ELASTIC DYNAMIC SOLUTION O~LY 
PROBLEM DTP2 
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P2.1 - ·:IRC. ARCH - 87.21 DEG. - SYM. DYNAMIC UNIFORM PRESSURE - ELASTIC 
C OHPLE TE RESPONSE, TI ME = 3. 887 5 D-02 
ST A. X DISPL y OISPL MDMENT SliEAR THRUST CENTROID 
l o.o o.o o.o 8.08000 00 
- 7. 83260 01 -3.3549.) 04 
2 5.59770-03 _;l .09680-02 -4.94-460 03 8.08000 00 
6.60520 02 -3.34890 Olt 
3 9.87180-03 -2.27160-02 3.67530 04 8.08000 00 
7.81210 02 -3.33630 04 
4 1.07530-02 -3.09480-02 8.60700 04 8.08000 00 · 
- 3. 93290 02 - 3. 3333) 04 
5 7. 53320-03 -2.99140-02 6.12420 04 9.08000 00 
-~l.56750 03 -3.35730 Olt 
6 3.11280-03 -2.15400-02 -3.77120 04 8. 08000 00 
-9. 73950 02 -3.3912.D 04 
7. o.o -1.64570-02 -9.91960 04 8.08000 00 
UNOIMENSIONAL COEFFICIENTS FOR 
TITO Y-DISPL (CRI THRUST(CR) MOME'H( 114) MOMENT( CRI H(CPOWN)-T 
25 2.,0·000 00 ... 1.08290 00 -1.44520 00 5.33930-01 -6.15360-01 -6.13560-01 
COMPLETE RESPONSE, TIME = 4.66500-02 
STA. X DISPL y DIS PL MOMENT SHEAR THRUST CENTROID 
1 o.o o.o o.o 8.08000 00 
- z. 74510 02 - 1. 5013:l 04 
2 -1. 52770-03 -9.61320-05 -1.73300 04 8.08000 00 
-5.23480 02 -1.52200 Olt 
3 -2 .1266 D-03 -1.47630-03 -5.03780 04 8.08000 00 
3.05040 02 -l.5ltl5D 04 
4 -6.02570-04 -7. 62820-03 -3.11200 04 8.08000 00 
9.06410 02 -1. 5385) 04 
5 1.14840-03 -1. 70170-02 2.61010 04 8.08000 00 
2.19140 02 -1. 53020 04 
6 1.13260-03 ...;2 .35800-02 3.99350 04 8.08000 00 
-1.09350 oz -1.52890 Olt 
7 o.o -2.55520-02 3.30950 04 8.08000 00 
UNOIMENSIONAL COEFFICIENTS FOR 
TITO Y-DISPL(CRI THRUSTCC~I "IOMEIIT(l/41 HOHENT(::R> M(CROWNI-T 
30 3.00000 00 -1.68130 00 -6.51590-01 -1.93050-01 2.05310-01 2.0lt66D-01 
FAILUPE DID NOT OCCUR IN SPECIFIED TIME LIMIT 
ELAPSED TIME= 4.68050-02 
144 
PROGRAM DYNARCH - EXAMPLE OF DATA INPUT 
COLUMNS # 
l 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
12345678901234567890123456789012345678901234567890123456789012345678901234567890 
//GO.SYSIN DO* 
JERSON DUARTE GUIMARAES~ OSU - STILLWATER, OKLAHOMA, APRIL 1974 
OYNARCH TEST PROBLEMS SIMPLY SUPPJRTED HORIZONTAL BEAM 
DTP2 P2.2 - WIDE FLANGE STEEL BEAM - ELASTIC RESPONSE ONLY - SINUS. lMPULSE 
:>.10 l l 2 60 
2 10 2ij.O. 386.4 2.8 E-2 8.1906E-S 
l 11.502 .504 11.502 
0 .318 o. 795 o. 795 
4.795 11.365 15.365 
15.365 15.842 16.16 
11 11.502 .504 11.502 ENO 
11 
1 
2 l 0.318 5 1 0.795 6 l 0.795 
11 l 4.795 19 1 ll.365 24 1 15.365 
25 1 15.365 28 1 15.842 30 1 16.16 
l .O E4 • 2.8618 
-4.74 -4.73 -4.72 -4.71 -lj..70 4.70 4.71 4.72 4.73 4.74 
1.0 E-3 2.0 E-2 
-15.1 -12.2 -8.64 -5.10 -1.57 1.51 5.10 8.64 12.2 1s.1 
1 l 
1 222 
11 1 l ENO 
1. -l.OE-15 3 -0.618 5 -1.1756 
5 -l.li56 8 -1.782 11 -2.0 END 
10. 10. 
11 1.0 ElO 
11 1.0 ElO 1. 0 ElO 
0.2 0.4 0.6 1.0 0.6 0.4 0.2 
-1.0 -1.0 -1.0 -1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 











KEEP YES 2 2 1 2 10 
1 2 10 90. 386.4 1.0 E-2 4. 7874E-5 
1 8. 8. 8. 
0.3 2.2 2. 2 
4.1 7.9 9.8 
9.8 11.1. 12.0 
11 8. 8. 8. END 
2 1 o. 3 6 1 2. 2 7 1 2 .2 
11 1 4.1 19 1 7.9 23 1 9. 8 
24 1 9.8 28 1 11.1 30 1 12.0 
11 10.0 1.0 
2 
1.0 E3 0.0848433 










1.0 E-3 3.0 E-3 
-2.5 -2.0 -1.5 
1.0 E4 0.2861235 
-4.72 -4.71 -4.70 
1.0 E-3 2.0 E-2 
-8.64 -5.10 -1~57 
-25.0 11 
-1. OE-15 3 
-14.69 8 
l.OE-15 3 
14. 69 8 
1.0 5 .o 
3.0 E4 





-7. 7 25 5 
-22. 275 11 
7.725 5 
22.275 11 
2.0 3.05 4.21 2.5 1.1 
-6.6 -5.5 5.3 7.7 

























ANALYSIS AND PPEDICTION OF COLLAPSE OF PLANE ARCHES 
UNDER STATIC ANO DYNAMIC LOADING 
JERSON DUARTE GUIMARAES - OSU - STILLWATER, OKLAHOMA, APRIL 1974 
DYNARCH TEST PROBLEMS - SIMPLY SUPP)RTED HJ~IZO~TAL BEAM 
PROBLEM DTP2 
P2.2 - WI DE FLANGE STEEL BEAM - ELASTIC RESPJNSE ONLY - SINUS. IMPULSE 
COMPLETE RESPONSE, TIME= 4 .91440-03 
STA. X DISPL Y DI SPL MOMENT SHEAR THRUST CENT PO IO 
1 6.65220-04 c.o o.o 8.08000 00 
5.28420 03 1.76370 01 
2 5.333:>0-04 -7.97410-02 1.26820 05 8.08000 00 
4.8:J320 03 1.32240 01 
3 4.07850-04 -1.57470-01 2.44260 05 8.08000 00 
4.57290 03 6.87770 00 
4 2.94480-04 -2.31310-01 3.54010 05 8.08000 00 
4. 58530 03 2.9338) 00 
5 1.97640-04 -2.99520-01 4.64050 05 8.08000 00 
4.13820 03 -5.20340-01 
6 1.20540-04 -3.60340-01 5.63370 05 8. 08000 oo 
3.29510 03 -3-.26130 00 
7 6.43830-05 -4 .12210-01 6.42450 05 8.08000 00 
2.50300 03 -4. 56590 00 
8 2.80970-05 -4.53870-01 7.02520 05 8.08000 00 
1. 82530 03 -6.23140 00 
9 8.54810-06 -4.84350-01 7.4!>330 05 8.08000 00 
1.24110 03 -7.37970 00 
10 1.10240-06 -5.02960-01 7.76120 05 a. 08000 00 
4.95250 02 -9.09140 00 
11 o.o -5.09220-01 1. 88000 05 B.osooo oo 
PROBLEM OTP2 
P2.2 - WI DE FLANGE STEEL BEAM - ELASTIC RESPONSE·ONLY - SINUS. IMPULSE 
COMPLETE RESPONSE, TIME = 1.50110-02 
STA. X OISPL y DIS PL MJMENT SHEAR THRUST CENTROID 
1 4.90120-03 o.o o.o 8.08000 oo 
1.38250 04 1.2273) 02 
2 3.92920-03 -2.16420-01. 3.31800 05 8.08000 00 
1.37060 04 1.10990 02 
3 3.00390-03 -4.27560-01 6.60750 05 8.08000 00 
1.31410 04 9 .31200 01 
4 2.16810-03 -6. 28200-01 9.76130 05 8.08000 oo 
1.19980 04 6 .• 8203) 01 
5 1.45640-03 -8.13310-01 1.26410 06 8.08000 00 
1. 05380 04 4.03260 01 
6 8.90360-04 -9.78320-01 1.51700 06 8.08000 00 
8.97460 03 8.38570 00 
7 4.77120-04 -1.119.20 00 1. 73240 06 8.08000 00. 
7.45410 03 -2.26830 01 
8 2.08830-04 -1.23250 00 1.91130 06 8 .08000 00 
5.34200 03 -5.0575) 01 
9 6.39510-05 -1.31550 00 2.03950 06 8.08000 00 
2.90700 03 -7.22330 01 
10 8.5641D-06 -1.36600 00 2.10930 06 8.osooo 00 
9.42800 02 -8.23780 01 
11 o.o -1.38290 00 2.13190 06 8.08000 oo 
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DYNARCH TEST PROBLEMS - SIMPLY SUPPORTED HORIZONTAL BEAM 
PROBLEM DTP2 
P2.2 - WIDE FLANGE STEEL BEA'4 - ELASTIC ~ESPJNSE ONLY - SINUS. IMPULSE 
COMPLETE RESPONSE, TIME = 2.52270-02 
STA. X DISPL Y DI SPL HOME NT SHEAR THRUST CENTROID 
1 8.06240-03 o.o o.o 8. 08000 00 
1.81670 04 1.97.080 02 
2 6.46160-03 -2. 77 730- 01 4.36010 05 8.08000 00 
1.74630 04 1. 62570 02 
3 4.93900-03 -5.48520-01 8.55130' 05 8.08000 00. 
1.63190 04 1.24140 02 
4 3. 56470-03 -8.05710-01 1.24680 06 8· 08000 00 
1.53260 04 8.Hl3D 01 
5 2 .39350-03 -1.04310 00 1.61460 06 8.08000 00 
1.37760 04 4.17950 01 
6 1.46120-03 -1.25480 00 1.94520 06 8.09000 oo 
1.15700 04 6·.9632) 00 
7 1. 80770-04 -1.43550 00 2.22290 06 0.08000 00 
9.20030 03 -2.07160 01 
8 3.39680-04 -1.58090 00 2 .4437_0 06 8.08000 00 
6.8!,990 03 -4.24040 01 
9 1.01910-04 -1.68740 00 2.60860 06 8.08000 oo 
4.40600 03 -5.70930 01 
10 1 .• 19690-.05 -1.75250 00 2. 71430 06 8 .09000 00 
1.54540 03 -6.38060 01 
11 o~o -1. 77440 00 2.75140 06 8.08000 00 
PROBLEM DTP2 
P2 .2 - WIDE FLANGE STEEL BEAM - ELASTIC USPJNSE 'ONLY - SINUS. IMPULSE 
COMPLETE RESPONSE, T !HE • 2.65380-02 
s:TA. X DISPL Y DI SPL MOMENT SHEAR THRUST CENTRO ID 
1 8.09700-03 o.o o.o 8. 08000 oo 
1.81290 04 2.06380 02 
2 6.48600-03 -2. 78640- 01- 4.35090 05 8.08000 00 
1. 75160 04 1.9091:> 02 
3 4.95380-03 -5.50350-01 8.55480 05 8.08000 00 
1.66310 04 1.68780 02 
4 3.57100-03 -8.08470-01 1.25460 06 8· 09000 00 
1.53710 04 1.44510 02 
5 2.39390-03 -1.04660 00 1.62350 06 8.08000 00 
1.36310 04 1.15610 02 
6 1.45810-03 -1.25900 00 1.95070 06 8 .08000 oo 
1.15950 04 8. 7531) 01 
7 1. 75920-04 -1.44030 00 2.22900 06 8.08000 00 · 
9.36980 03 5.81470 01 
8 3.34460-04 -1.58620 00 2.45380 06 8.08000 00 
6.92850 03 3.46060 01 
9 9. 77150-05 -1.69300 00 2.62010 06 8.08000 00 
4.19170 03 1.65500 01 
10 9.74300-06 ~1.75820 00 2. 72070 06 8.08000.00 
1. 39960 03 8. 02120 00 
11 o.o -1. 78010 00 2.75430 06 8.08000 00 
PROGRAM DYNARCH 
ANALYSIS AND PREDICTICN OF COLLAPSE OF PLANE ARCHES 
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P2.2 - WIDE FLANGE ST EEL BEAM - ELASTIC ~ESPJNSE ONLY - SINUS. IMPULSE 
COMPLETE RESPONSE, TIME = 2.71930-02 
STA. X DI SPL Y DI SPL MOMENT SHEAR THRUST CENTROID 
1 8.0962D-03 o.o o.o 0. 08000 oo 
1.80170 04 1.97780 02 
2 6.48740-03 -2.78410-01 4.32420 05 8.00000 oo 
1.75200 04 1.70740 02 
3 4.95660-03 -5.49950-01 8.52910 05 8.08000 00 
1. 66380 04 1.40680 02 
4 3. 57450-03 -8.07920-01 1.25 220 06 0. 00000 00 
1.53260 04 1.01ao 02 
5 2.39720-03 -1.04600 00 1.62000 06 e.osooo 00 
1.38310 04 7.55880 01 
6 1.46060-03 -1.25830 00 1.95200 06 8.08000 00 
1.17490 04 4. 5059) 01 
7 7. 77560-04 .-1.43950 00 2.23390 06 0.08000 00 
9. 17060 03 2.18050 01 
8 3.35830-04 -1.58530 00 2 .45400 06 0. 08000 00 
6. 7ft680 03 3.59940 00 
9 9.87720-05 -1.69200 00 2.61600 06 0.00000 00 
4.20900 03 -6.32700 00 
10 1.03040-05 -1. 75700 00 2. 71 700 06 0.00000 oo 
1.44570 03 -1. 05310 01 
11 o.o -1.17890 00 2. 75170 06 0.08000 oo 
COMPLETE RESPONSE, TIME = 2.00120-02 
STA. X DISPL Y OISPL MOMENT SHEAR THRUST CENTROID 
1 8.06690-03 o.o o.o 8. 08000 oo 
i.77870 04 1.92310 02 
2 6.46810-03 -2. 77 540-01 4.26900 05 8.00000 oo 
1.75060 04 1. 59960 02 
3 4.94580-03 -5.48290-01 e.47050 05 0.08000 00 
1. 67320 04, 1.21950 02 
4 3.57060-03 -8.05570-01 ·1.24860 06 8. 00000 00 
1.53830 04 7.92990 01 
5 2.39870-03 -1.04300 00 1.61780 06 8.08000 00 
1.36740 04 3.48620 01 
6 1.46610-03 -1.25470 00 1.94600 06 8.09000 oo 
1.16800 04 -1.25110 01 
7 7.85090-04 -1.43540 00 2.22630 06 8.08000 00 
9.29480 03 -5.24-910 01 
8 3.43360-04 -1.58080 00 2.44940 06 0.08000 00 
6.76590 03 -8.63880 01 
9 1.04860-04 -1.68720 00 2.61180 06 8.00000 oo 
4.02020 03 -1.11260 02 
10 1.37720-05 -1.75200 00 2.70830 06 8.08000 00 
1. 26250 03 -1.24430 02 
11 o.o -i. 77380 00 2.73860 06 0.08000 oo 
FAILURE DID NOT OCCUR IN SPECIFIED TI"IE LIMIT 
ELAPSED TI ME = 2. 80120-02 
PPOGRAM OYNARCH 
ANALYSIS AND PREDICTION OF COLLAPSE OF PLANE AR.CHES 
UNDER STATIC AND DYNAMIC LOADING 
JERSON DUARTE GUIMARAES - OSU - STILLWATER, OKLAHOMA, APRIL 1974 
OYNARCH TEST PROBLEMS SIMPLY SUPPJ~TED HORIZONTAL BEAM 
PROBLEM OT P3 
148 
RC BEAM - COMBINED STATIC LOAD A~O DOWNWARD/JPWARO SINUSOIDAL IMPULSE 
TABLE 1. - CONTROL DATA 
RETAIN PRIOR DATA TABLES 4, 
STATIC SOLUTION REQUIRED: YES 
ACCELERATION OF GRAVITY 3.8640 02 
AXIS OF STRUCTUPE DESCRIBED BY A SMOOTH CURVE 
SYMMETRICAL STRUCTURE AND LOADING 
SOLUTION FOR HALF STRUCTURE 
STATIC OUTPUT OPTION 2 
S El,. F WEIGHT NOT INCLUDED 
NUMBER OF DYNAMIC LOADINGS 2 
DYNAMIC OUTPUT OPTION 2 
OUTPUT INTERVAL 10 
TI HE LIMIT 1 .000 D-02 
TYPE OF DYNAMIC LOADING: IMPULSE 
INELASTIC RESPONSE REQUIR.ED 
TIME INTERVAL 4. 7871r05 
TABLE 7. - COLLAPSE PARAMETERS 
DISPLACEMENT LIMITS 
MAXIHUH HORIZONTAL DISPL: 













HUL TIPL IER 
1.00000 05 






o.o 1.200 2.000 3.050 4.210 2.500 1.100 0.550 o.o 
MOMENT INPUT VALUES 
-6.600 -6.600 -6.600 -5.500 o.o 5.300 1.100 6.500 4.350 
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DYNARCH TEST PROBLEMS - SIMPLY SUPPORTED HO~IZONTAL BEAM 
PROBLEM DTP3 
RC BEAM - COMBINED STATIC LOAD A~D DOWNWARD/JPWARD SINUSOIDAL IMPULSE 
COMPLETE RESPONSE, TIME ., o.o 
STA. X DISPL Y DI SPL MOMENT SHEAR THRUST CENTROID 
1 o.o o.o o.o 6.38510 00 
2.13750 03 -2.77860-01 
2 o.o -1.56800-02 1.92350 04 6.38510 00 
1.91250 03 -8.04330-01 
3· o.o -3. 09170-02 3.64460" 04 6.38510 00 
1.68750 03 - 1. 2723) 00 
4 o.o -4.53100-02 5.16320 04 6.38510 00. 
1.46250 03 -1.68180 00 
5 o.o -5.85020-02 6.47930 04 6.38510 00 
1.23750 03 -2.03280 00 
6 o.o -7.01850-02 1. 59300 04 6.38510 00 
1.01250 03 -2.32530 00 
7 o.o -8.01000-02 8.50410 04 6.38510 00 
1. 87500 02 -2. 55920 00 
8 o.o -8.80330-02 9.21280 04 6.38510 00 
5.62500 02 -2.73470 00 
9 o.o -9 .38180-02 9. 71900 04 6.38510 00 
3.37500 02 -2.85170 00 
10 o.o -9. 73360-02 1.00230· 05 ·6.38510 00 
1.12500 02 • 2. 9102[) 00 
11 o.o -9.85160-02 1.01240 05 6038510 00 
PROBLEM OTP3 
RC BEAM - COMBINED STATIC LOAD AND OOWNWARO/JPWARD SINUSOIDAL IMPULSE 
COMPLETE RESPONSE, TIME = 4.78740-04 
STA. X OISPL V OISPL MOMENT SHEAR tHRUST CENTROID 
1 1.04700-03 o.o o.o 6.38510 00 
4.12360 03 1. 72030 03 
2 5.10190-04 -1.00990-01 3.71120 04 6038510 00 
7.71130 03 3.40750 03 
3 1.36160-04 -2.01120-01 1.06520 05 4.57130 00 
3.40970 03 4.38370 03 
4 -1.30750-04 -2.96050-01 1.37200 05 4.32710 00 
5.23220 03 5.0986) 03 
5 -2.15610-04 -3. 83910-01 1.84300 05 4.22870 00 
4.52800 03 4.91600 03 
6 -2.35210-04 -4 .62140-01 2.25050 05 4.15070 00 
4.51830 03 4.03850 03 
1 -1.96530-04 -5.28510- 01 2.65710 05 4.15070 00 
4039820 02 2.99720 03 
8 -1.59020-04 -5.80810-01 2.69670 05 4.15070 00 
1. 20790 03 2. 0256[) 03 
9 -1. 05940-04 -6.19020-01 2.80540 05 4.15070 00 
1-66680 03 1.33900 03 
10 -5.54610-05 -6.42390-01 2.95550 05 4.15070 00 
2.26930 01 9.80600 02 
11 o.o -6. 50190-01 2.95750 05 4.15070 00 
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DYNARCH TEST PROBLEMS SIMPLY SUPPJRTED HORIZONTAL BEAM 
PROBLEM DTP 3 
150 
RC BEAM - COMBINED STATIC LOAD A~D DJWNWARO/UPWA~D SINUSOIDAL IMPULSE 













X DISPL Y DI SPL MOMENT 
5.16130-03 o.o o.o 
3.24420-03 -1.86140-01 6.34890 04 
1. 58870- 03 -3. 70800-01 1.67890" 05 
3.12180-04 -5.46700-01 2.50280 05 
-6.17300-04 -7.09410-01 3.61000 05 
-1.20610-03 -8.53030-01 3.95410 05 
-1.53460-03 -9.74900-01 4.0~390 05 
-1.57770-03 -1.07330 00 4.20240 05 
-1.02260-03 -1.14470 00 4.29190 05 
-4.89610-04 -1.18700 00 4.2~940 05 
o.o -1.20110 00 4.31740 05 





X DISPL Y DISPL MOMENT 
9 .40500- 03 o. 0 o. 0 
6.29050-03 -2.38480-01 9.23110 04 
3.44640-03 -4. 73300-01 2 .17470 05 
SHEAR THRUST 
7.05430 03 1.64400 03 
1.16000 04 4. 4325) 03 
9.15370 03 6.37940 03 
1.23020 04 7.51220 03 
: 3.82350 03 7.41940 03 
1.21950 03 5·.ol 73J 03 
1.53920 03 -1.40600 02 
9.93990 02 -4.67010 03 
-1.38750 02 -6.21450 03 
4.21670 02 -6.17670 03 
SHEAR THRUST 
1.02570 04 1.95350 03 
lo3907D 04 3.79510 03 

















4 1.09240-03 -6.96660-01 3.42920 05 4.15070 00 
5 -i.34280-03 -9.01950-01 3.91040 05 
6 -2.94890-03 -1.08660 00 4.38770 05 
1 -3.93120-03 -1.24260 00 4.45460 05 
-4.17920-03 -1.36830 00 4.46170 05 
-2.45460-03 -1.45980 00 4.51560 05 
-1.05520-03 -1.51390 00 4.57820 05 
5.34680 03 1.78590 03 
5.30320 03 -4.1644) 03 
7.44010 02 -1.04270 04 
7.79500 01 -1.11140 04 
5.99080 02 -1.13710 04 
6.95490 02 -1.3775) 04 
-1.13520 02 -1.58790 04 
4.09820 00 
4.03350 00 







11 o.o -1.53150 00 4. 56800 05 3. 99150 00 
FAILUF!E DUE TO THRUST-f'OMENT INTERACTION AT STATION 10 
FAILURE OCCURRED AT TIME= 1.24470-03 secs. 
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OYNARCH TEST PROBLEMS - SIMPLY SUPPJRTED HORIZO~TAL BEAM 
PROBLEM DTP3 
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RC BEAM - COMBINED STATIC LOAD AND DOWNWARD/JPWARD SINUSOIDAL IMPULSE 
SOLUTION FOR DYNAMIC LOADING NO. 2 
STA. POINT DYNAMIC LOADS STATIC LOADS DEPTH OF 
NO. MASS HORIZONTAL VERTICAL HORIZONTAL VERTlCAL CENTROID 
1 9. 72000-02 o.o 6.0J750 00 4.00140 00 -1. 12500 02 6. 38510 00 
2 1. 94400-01 o.o 3.5H5o· 01 4.05580-02 -2.24~80 02 6.38510 00 
3 1.94400-01 o.o 6.93820 01 -7.13370-02 -2.24980 02 6.38510 00 
4 1.94400-01 o.o 1.01580 02 -1~45330-01 -2.24980 02 6.38510 00 
5 1.94400- 01 o.o 1.32010 02 -1.86160-01 -2.24980 02 6.38510 00 
6 l .9ft400-0l o.o 1. 59420 02 -1.98560-01 -2.24980 02 6.38510 00 
7 1. 94400-01 o.o 1.82170 02 -1.87280-01 -2.24980 02 6.38510 00 
8 1.94400-01 o.o 2. 00070 02 -1.57040-01 -2.24980 02· 6.38510 00 
9 1.94400-01 o.o 2.13100 02 -1.12590-01 -2.24980 02 6. 38510 00 
10. 1.94400-01 o.o 2.21280 02 -5.86640-02 -2.24980 02 6.38510 00 
11 9. 72000-02 o.o 1.12150 02 o.o -1.12490 02 6.38510 00 
PROGRAM DYNARCH 
ANALYSIS ANO·PREDICTION OF COLLAPSE OF ·PLANE ARCHES 
UNDER SJ AT IC AND DYNAMIC LOADING . 
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OYNARCH TEST PROBLEMS SIMPLY SUPPORTED HORIZONTAL BEAM 
PROBLEM DT P3 
RC BEAM - COMBINED STATIC LOAD A~D DJWNWARD/JPWARD SINUSJIDAL IMP IJL SE 
COMPLETE RESPONSE, TIME = 4. 78740-04 
S.T A. X DISPL Y DI SPL MOMENT SHEAR THRUST CENTROID 
1 3. 68980-04 o.o o.o 6.38510 00 
-7.31490 03 1.01920 03 
2 1.07850-04 7.02890-02 -6.58350 04 6.38510 00 
4.16010 02 3.21920 03 
3 -1.14420- 05 1.39030-01 -6.20900 04 6.75680 00 
6. 07810 03 3. 2969) 03 
4 -8.32020-05 2. 05990-01 -7.38630 03 1.01380 01 
-1.86050 03 2.81080 03 
5 -6. 08380-05 2.65860-01 -2.41320 04 8.96620 00 
1.93660 03 2.53350 03 
6 -6.82630-05 3.21920-01 -6. 70170 03 1.03020 01 
1.21120 02 1.37910 03 
7 -3.19990-05 3.68690-01 -5.60620 03 ·1.04470 01 
-1.46110 02 8.86310 02 
8 -1.84670-05 4.04570-01 -6.92120 03 1.03020 01 
2. 83440 01 5.05190 02 
9 -1.23670-05 4.30840-01 -6.66610 03 1.03020 01 
6.9B80 01 2.49300 02 
10 -6.41810-06 4.47860-01 -6.03930 03 1.04470 01 
-1. 75870 02 1.2374) 02 
11 o.o 4. 53150-01 -7.62210 03 1.03020 01 
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DYNARCH TEST PROBLEMS - SIMPLY ~UPPORTEO HORIZONTAL BEAM 
PROBLEM DTP3 
RC BEAM· COMBINED STATIC LOAD AND OOWNWARD/JPWARD SINUSOIDAL .IMPULSE 
COMPLETE RESPONSE, TIME = 9.57480-04 
STA. X DISPL y DIS PL MOMENT SHEAR THRUST CENTROID 
1 3.08970-03 o.o o.o 6.38510 00 
7.32630 03 1. 9129) 03 
2 1.92350-03 1. 52020-01 6.59380 04 6.38510 00 
-3.39670 02 3. 90820 03 
3 5.57090-04 3.05580-01 6.28810 04 6038510 00 
-8.16300 03 5.934,90 03 
4 -2.35350-04 4.60610-01 -1.05910 04 1 .. 06260 .01 
4.·)8970 03 6.46500 03 
5 -4.10030-04 5.87440-01 2.62200 04 7.00950 00 
'." 3.94910 03 6. 5626) 03 
6 -1. 34130-03 7.14960-01 -9.32150 03 1.06260 01 
4.92580 01 5.43950 03 
7. -5.93290-04 8.17680-01 -8.87810 03 1.06260 01 
1.21550 02 4.48490 03 
8 -6.25410-04 8.96750-01 -7. 7B410 03 1.06260 01 
-5.39000 01 2.89680 03 
9 -3.45950-04 9.55100-01 -8.26920 03 1.05680 01 
-1.80330 02 2.2548) 03 
10 -1.9268!>-·94 9-. 92959-01 -9-.·8922-D 03 1.06260 01 
6.59820 01 1.64000 03 
11 o.o l_.0045·0 00 -9.29840 03 1. 05680 01 
PROBLEM DfP3 
RC BEAM - COMBINED STATIC LOAD AND DOWNWARD/JPWARD SINUSOIDAL IMPULSE 
COMPLETE RESPONSE, TIME = 1.91500-03 
~TA. X DISPL y DJS PL MJMENT SHEAII. THRUST CENTROID 
1 1.85510-02 o.o o.o 6.38510 00 
4.80160 03 1.35100 03 
2 1.28960-02 3.19450-01 4.32150 04 6.38510 00 
2. 07510 01 4.04600 03 
3 7.36520-03 (1.39900-01 4.34020 04 6.38510 00 
-6. 74-490 03 6.H78D 03 
4 1.81960-03 9.61360-01 -1.73040 04 le0646D 01 
1.30210 03 8.13800 03 
5 -1. 77350-05 1.23660 00 -5.58180 03 1.06260 01 
• l.16980 03 8. 2248::> 03 
6 -3.90930-03 1.49690 00 -1.61100 04 1.06460 01 
-3.14750 02 8.78520 03 
7 -3. 79010-03 1. 71420 00 -1.89440 04 1.06460 01 
2.87950 02 9.57520 03 
8 -5 .08060-03 1.8808D 00 -1.63520 04 1.06460 01 
-6.60560 01 1.11540 04 
9 -3. 05890-03 2.00360 00 -1.69470 04 1.06460 01 
-2. 53660 02 1.16630 04 
10 -2.26210-03 2.08100 00 -1.92300 04 1.06460 01 
-2.09370 01 1.26250 04 
11 o.o 2.10100 00 -1.94190 04 1.06460 Ol 
PROGRAM OYNARCH 
ANALYSIS ANO PREDICTION OF COLLAPSE OF PLANE ARCHES 
UNDER STATIC ANO DYNAMIC LOADING 
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OYNARCH TEST PROBLEMS - SIMPLY SUPPJRTED HO~IZO~TAL BEAM 
PROBLEM OT P3 
153 
RC BEAM - COMBINED STATIC LOAD AND OOWNWARD/JPWARO SINUSOIDAL IMPULSE 






X OISPL Y DI SPL MOMENT 
7.32890-02 o.o o.o 
5 .52780-02 5.68980-01 3.06260 04 
' 
3. 76040-02 1.13870 00 -2.81830 03 
2.29230-02 1.70100 00 -1.59850 04 
SHEAR THRUST 
3.40290 03 2.3~080 03 
-3. 71590 03 7.78990 03 
-l.46i5o 03 1.2201J 04 
-1.33360 03 1.49100 04 
CENTROID 
6.38510 00 
6. 38510 00 
1.06460 01 
1006460 01 
5 9.60120-03 2.22060 00 -2.7~900 04 1006460 01 
6.36350 02 1.67430 04 
6 1.85940-03 2.66540 00 -2.22610 04 1.06460 01 
-8.17720 02 i".81240 04 
7 -3.90140-03 3.05060 00 -2.96220 04 1.06460 01 
8 -5.78310-03 3.35670 00 -3.26710 04 
9 -5.67380-03 3.57530 00 -3.15920 04 
- 3. 38640 02 1. 8680) 04 
1.19930 02 1.94290 04 
-8.92570 01 2.05550 04 
1.06460 01 
1.06460 01 
10 -3.15830-03 3.70930 00 -3.23950 04 1.06460 01 
-3.28070 02 2.10120 04 
11 o.o 3.75660 00 -3.53490 04 
FAILURE DUE TO VERTICAL DEFLECTION AT STATION 11 
FAILURE OCCURRED AT TIME= 4.45230-03 SECS. 




X DI SPL Y OISPL MOMENT 
1.52040-01 o.o o.o 
1.19700-01 7.62050-01 1.53830 04 
. SHEAR THRUST 
1.70920 03 1.64820 03 





3 8.76690-02 1.52450 oo -7.36000 03 1.0646D 01 
-1.12110 03 8.35230 03 
4 5.88490-02 2.26740 00 -1.74520-04 1006460 01 
-1.96460 03 1.18560 04 




1.61150-02 3.56640 00 -3.70580 04 
3.64280-03 4.07000 00 -3.39550 04 
-1.57430-03 4.48290 00 -4.37140 04 
-2.13490 02 1.44770 04 
3.44660 02 1.6764) 04 
-1.08380 03 1.87640 04 




9 -4.63500-03 4. 77860 00 -4.40750 04 1.06460 01 
-2.77020 01 1.93700 04 
10 -2.49380-03 4.95590 00 -4.43240 04 1.06460 01 
8.87820 01 1.88630 04 
11 o.o 5.01440 00 -4.35250 04 1.06460 01 
NORMAL TERMINATION OF EXECUTION 
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PROGRAM OYNARCH • EXA~PLE OF DATA I~PUT 
COLUMNS # 
l 2 3 4 5 6 1 8 
12345678901234567890123456789012345678901234567890123456789012345678901234567890 
/IGO .SYS IN DD * 
JERSON DUARTE GUIMARAES - OSU - STILLWATER, OKLAHJMA, APRIL 1974 
DYNARCH APPLICATION P~OBLEHS - TWO-HINGED CIRCULAR ARCH OF REINFORCED CONCRETE 
OAPl CIRCULAR ARCH - 180 DEG. - SYM. DYN. LOAD AND SELF WEIGHT - INELASTIC 
YES 1 2 1 2 10 
1 2 12 177. 386.4 1.2 E-2 1.2 E-4 
1 8. 8. 8. 
0.3 2.2 2.2 
4.1 7.9 9.8 
9.8 11. 7 12.0 
13 8. a. 8. END 
2 1 0.3 6 1 2.2 7 1 2.2 
11 1 4.1 19 1 7.9 23 1 9. 8 
24 1 9.8 28 1 11.7 30 1 12.0 
13 2.0 1.0 10.0 1.0 
2 
1.0 E3 8.694E-2 
-1.5 -3.9 -4.0 -3. 8 -2.88 0.0001 0.0002 0.0003 0 •. 0004 0.0005 
1.0 E-3 3.0 E-3 1.75 E-4 
-1.2 -2.4 -1.9 -1.35 -o.8 20. 21. 22. 23. 24. 
1.0 E't- 2. 861E• 1 
-4. 84 -4.83 -4.82 -4.81 -4.B 4.8 4.91 4.8/e, 
1.0 E-3 2.0 E-2 
-19.6· -15.1 ~10.6 -6.l -1.6 1.6 6.1 10.6 15.1 19.6 
1 11 
l 222 
13 l 1 END 
l 1.0E-15 END 
11 1.0 E-15 -1.0· E-15 12.70710678 -.70710678 13 1.0 -1.0 END 
2400. 5.0 E-3 1.0 E-2 
3. 4. 
13 3.0 E5 
13 1. 0 E5 1.0 E5 
o.8 1.a 3.2 4.12 3.2 1.8 o.8 
-4.5 -10.5 -16.5 -12. 12. 16.5 10.5 4.5 
OAP2 CIRC. ARCH - 180 DEG. NONSYM. DYN. LOAD ANO SELF WEIGHT - INELASTIC 
KEEP YES 1 2 1 2 10 
1 1 24 354. 386.4 2.0 e-2 
1 8. 8. 8. 
0.3 2.2 2.2 
4.1 7.9 9.8 
9.8 11. 7. 12. 0 
25 8. 8. 8. END 
2 1 0.3 6 1 2.2 7 l 2.2 
11 1 4.1 19 l 7.9 23 l 9.8 
24 1 9.8 28 1 11.1 30 l 12.0 




25 11 END 
1 -1.0 E-15 
25 -1.0 E-15 END 
5 1.0 E· 15 -1. 0 E-15 6.70710678 -.70710678 7 1.0 -1.0 
7 1.0 -1.0 8.70710678 -.70710678 9 1.0 E-15 -1. 0 E•15 END 
4000. 5.0 E-3 1.0 E-2 
3. 4. 
25 3.0 E5 
25 1.0 E5 1. 0 E5 
0.8 1.8 3.2 4.72 3.2 1.8 o.a 
-4.5 -10.5 -16.5 -12. 12. 16.5 10.5 4.5 
NORMAL TERMINATION OF EXECUTION 
l 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
12345678901234567890123456789012345678901234567890123456789012345678901234567890 
"PROGRAM DVNARCH 
ANALYSIS AND PREDICTION OF COLLAPSE OF PLANE ~RCHES 
UNDER STATIC AND DYNAMIC LOADING 
JEPSON DUARTE GUIMARAES - OSU - STILLWATE~, OKLAHOMA, APRIL 1974 
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DYNARCH APPLICATION PROBLEMS - TWO-HINGED CJPCULAR ARCH OF REINFORCED CONCRETE 
PROBLEM DAPl 
CIRCULAR ARCH - 180 DEG· - SYM. DYN. LOAD AND SELF WEIGHT - INELASTIC 
TABLE lo~ CONTROL DATA 
NO KEEP OPTIONS EXERCIZEO 
STATIC SOLUTION REQUIRED: YES 
ACCELERATION OF GRAVITY 3.8640 02 
AXIS OF STRUCTURE DESCRIBED BY A SMOOTH CURVE 
SYMMETRICAL STRUCTURE AND LOADING 
SOLUTION FOR HALF STRUCTURE 
STATIC OUTPUT OPTlON 2 
SELF WEIGHT ADDED TO STATIC LOADS 
NUMBER OF DYNAMIC LOADINGS 1 
DYNAMIC OUTPUT OPTION 2 
OUTPUT INTERVAL 10 
TIME LIMIT 1.2000-02 
TYPE OF DYNAMIC LOADING: FORCING PULSE 
INELASTIC RESPONSE REQUIRED 
TIME INTERVAL 1.2000-04 
TABLE 5. - STATIC LOADS 
INITIAL INTERMEDIATE 
STA. x y STA. X Y 
1 1.0000-15 o.o O o.o o. () 
TABLE 6. - DYNAMIC LOADING 
DYNAMIC LOADING NO. l 
INITIAL INTER'IEDIATE 











11 1.oooo-1s-1.oooo-1s 12 1.0110-01-1.0110-01 13 1.0000 00-1.0000 oo 
PARAMETERS OF TIME FUNCTION 
TIME OF RISING: 









ANALYSIS AND P~EOICTION OF COLLAPSE OF PLANE ARCHES 
UNDER .STATIC AND DYNAMIC LOADING 
JERSON DUARTE GUIMARAES - OSU - STILLWATER, OKLAHOMA, APRIL i974 
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DYNARCH APPLICATION P~OBLEMS - TWO-HI~GED CIRCULA~ A~CH OF REINFORCED CONCRETE 
PROBLEM DAPl 
CIRCULAR ARCH - 180 DEG. - SYM. DYN. LOAD ANO SELF WEIGHT - INELASTIC 
TABLE 7. - COLLAPSE P~RAMETERS 
DISPLACEMENT LIMITS 
MAXIMUM HORIZONTAL OISPL: 















AXIAL. FORCE INPUT VALUES 
3.00000 00 
4. 00000 00 
MOMENT 
HULT I PLIER 
1. 00000 05 
o.o o.soo 1.soo 3.200 4.120 3.200 1.soo o.aoo o.o 
MOMENT INPUT VALUES 
-4.500-10.500-16.500-12.000 o.o 12.000 16.500 10.500 4.500 
TABLE 8. - STATION COORDINATES 
STA. X-COORD Y-COORO 
1 o.o o.o 
2 1. 51430 00 2.31040 01 
3 6.;:>3130 00 4.58120 01 
4 1.34740 01 6. 77360 01 
5 2.37140 01 8.85010 01 
6 3.65770 01 1.07750 02 
7 5.18430 01 1.25160 oz 
8 6.92500 01 1.40420 oz 
9 8.85010 01 1. 53290 02 
10 1.09270 02 1.63530 oz 
11 1.31190 02 1. 70970 02 
12 1.53900 02 1.75490 02 
13 1.11000 oz -1. 77000 oz 
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PROGRAM OYNARCH 
ANALYSIS ANO PREOICTICN OF COLLAPSE OF PLANE ARCHES 
. UNDER sr AT IC ANO DYNAMIC LOADING 
JERSON DUARTE GUIMARAES - CSU - STILLWATE~, OKLAHOMA, APRIL·l974 
OYNARCH APPLICATION PROBLEMS - TWO-HI~GEO CIRCULAR ARCH OF REINFORCED CONCRETE 
PROBLEM DAPl 
CIRCULAR ARCH - 180 DEG. - SY~. DYN. LOAD AND SELF WEIGH - INELASTIC 
COMPLETE RESPONSE, TIME = o.o 
STA. X DI SPL Y DI SPL MOM.ENT SHEAR THRUST CENTROID 
1 o.o o.o o.o 6. 00000 00 
-6.20990 02 -2.37400 03 
2 -6. 81700-03 3.08560-04 -1.43780 04 6.00000 00 
-3.45310 02 -2.23620 03 
3 -1. 21300- 02 1.23280-03 -2.23730 04 6.00000 00 
-1. 15550 02 -2.0704i) 03 
4 -1. 50860-02 2.10920-03 -2.50480 04 6.00000 00 
6.61290 01 -1.88620 03 
5 -1.55490-02 2.21570-03 -2.35170 04 6.00000 00 
1.99280 02 -1.69310 03 
6 -1.39330-02 1.01110-03 -1. 89030 04 6.00000 00 
2.85070 02 -1. 5004i) 03 
7 -1. 09780- 02 -1. 69 040-03 -1.23030 04 6.00000 00 
3.26250 02 -1.31680 03 
8 -7.53250-03 -5. 73 500-03 -4.74960 03 60 00000 00 
3.27000 02 -1.15050 03 
9 -4.35310-03 -1.06140-02 2.82120 03 6.00000 00 
2.92790 02 -1.00840 03 
10 -1.95820-03 -1. 56030-02 9.60000 03 6000000 00 
2.30190 02 -8.96500 02 
11 -5.52130-04 -1. 99070-02 1.49300 04 6.00000 00 
1.46670 02 -8.19290 02 
12 -2.19350-05 -2.28160-02 1.83250 04 6.00000 00 
5.03300 01 -7.79890 02 
13 o.o -2.38440-02 1.94910 04 6.00000 00 
COMPLETE RESPONSE, TIME '"' o.o 
STA. X DI SPL Y OISPL MOMENT SHEAR THRUST CENTROID 
1 o.o o.o o.o 6000000 00 
-6.20990 02 -2.33830 03 
2 -6.81700-03 3.08560-04 -1.43850 04 6.00000 00 
-3.45310 02 -2.22600 03 
3 -1. 21300- 02 1.23280-03 -2.23830 04 6.00000 00 
-1. 15550 02 -2.06170 03 
4 -1.50860-02 2.10920-03 -2.50600 04 6.00000 00 
6.61290 01 -1.87980 03 
5 -1.5549 0-02 2.21570-03 - Z.35280 04 6.00000 00 
1.99280 02 -1.68950 03 
6 -1.39330-02 1.01110-03 -1.89120 04 6.00000 00 
2. 85070 02 -1. 50000 03 
7 -1.09780-02 -1.69040-03 -1.23090 04 6.00000 00 
3.26250 02 -1.31970 03 
8 -7.53250-03 -5. 73 500-03 -4.75190 03 6.00000 00 
3.27000 02 -1.15640 03 
9 -4.35310-03 -1.06140-02 2.82250 03 6.00000 00 
2.92790 02 -1.01100 03 
10 -1.95820-03 -1. 56030-02 9.60450 03 6.00000 00 
2.30190 02 -9.07280 02 
11 -5. 52130-04 -1.99070-02 1.49370 04 6.00000 00 
1-46670 02 -8.31600 02 
12 -2.19350-05 -2.28160-02 1.83340 04 6000000 00 
5.03300 01 -7.92990 oz 
13 o.o -2. 38440- CZ 1.95000 04 6.0oooo oo 
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PROGRAM DYNARCH 
ANALYSIS AND PREDICTION OF COLLAPSE OF PLANE .ARCHES 
UNDER STATIC AND DYNAMIC LOADING 
JERSON DUARTE GUIMARAES - OSU - STILLWATE~, OKLAHOMA, APRIL 1974 
DYNARCH APPLICATION PROBLEMS - TWO-HI'I GED CIRCULA~ ARCH OF REINFORCED CONCP.ETE 
PROBLEM DA Pl 
CIRCULAR ARCH - 180 DEG• - SYM. OYN. LOAD AND SELF WEIGHT - INELASTIC 
COMPLETE RESPONSE, TIME = 2.B2Q5D-03 
STA. X DISPL Y DISPL MOMENT SHEAR THRUST CENTROID 
1 o.o o.o o.o 6.00000 00 
-6.44490 02 -7.25490 03 
2 -6. 9837 D-03 4.41370-05 -1.49220 04 6. 00000 00 
-3.06350 02 -7.68240 03 
3 -1.24860-02 6.81170-04 -2.20140 04 6.00000 00 
-1.16080 02 -8.56340 03 
4 -1. 57600-02 1.28910-03 -2.47020 04 6.00000 00 
6. 01260 01 -9. 8717!) 03 
5 -1.67120-02 1.10080-03 -2.33100 04 6.00000 00 
3.32810 02 -l.1't890 04 
6 -1.57260-02 -3.26560-04 -1.56050 04 6.00000 00 
6.0&400 02 -1.33890 04 
7 -1.38710-02 -3.02100-03 -1.56560 03 6.00000 00 
-5.45460 01 -1. 56790 04 
8 -1. 23980- C2 -6.01670-03 -2.82840 03 6.00000 00 
-2.10680 03 -1.86860 04 
9 -1.14240-02 -9 .• 46430-03 -5.16050 04 6.00000 00 
-2.85520 03 -2.25380 04 
10 -8.65820-03 -1. 79 340-02 -l~.17710 05 6 •. 00000 00 
1.84040 03 -2.60020 04 
11 -3.33850- 03 -3. 86350-02 -7. 50980 04 6 .00000 00 
9.00170 03 -2.80170 04 
12 8.04130-04 -6.75980-02 1.33300 05 6.00000 00 
1.88410 03 -2.72930 04 
13 o.o -8.2403o,;..02 1.76920 05 5.12570 00 
COMPLETE RESPONSE, TIME = 5.95830-03 
STA. X DISPL Y DI SPL MOMENT SHEAR THRUST CENTROID 
1 o.o o.o o.o 6.00000 00 
-'t.58040 03 -5.16780 04 
2 -2 .63690-02 -1.10100-03 -1.06040 05 6.00000 00 
7.29450 02 -5.14430 04 
3 -4.21360-02 -1.62650-03 -8.91520 04 6.00000 00 
4. 02850 03 - 5. 0385) 04 
4 - 4. 86 700- 02 -1.49880-03 4.11260 03 6000000 00 
3.10360 03 -5.03340 04 
5 -5.69100-02 -2.08540-03 7.59580 04 6. 00000 00 
-2.28.800 03 -5.13710 04 
6 -7 .07330-02 5.48430-03 2.29850 04 6.00000 00 
-6.28020 03 -5.52130 04 
7 - 8. 80300- 02 1.39820-02 -1.22390 05. 6.00000 00 
-4.33110 03 -5. 93880 04 
8 -9.29940-02 l.7't600-o2·-2.22660 05 6.00000 00 
-1.59740 03 -6.25340 04 
9 -8 .81120-02 -4.33800-04 -2.59630 05 6.53390 00 
-'t.1.3 510 03 -6.60330 04 
10 -6.6'4250-02 -4.91260-02 -3.55360 05 8.03230 00 
1.23380 O't - 7 • 36520 04 
11 -2. 88830- 02 -1. 98060-01 -6.98360 04 6.00000 00 
1.40350 04 -7.20320 04 
12 4.63160-03 -3.54680-01 2.55150 05 5.12570 00 
. lo 19600 04 -7.41850 04 
13 o.o -4.72570-01 5.31910 05 3.69220 00 
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PROGRAM OVNARCH 
ANALYSIS ANO PREDICTICN OF COLLAPSE JF PLA~E ARCHES 
UNDER STATIC AN) DYNAMIC LOADING 
JERSON DUARTE GUIMARAES - QSU - STILLWATER, O<LAHJMA, AP<.IL 1974 
DVNARCH APPLICATION PROBLEMS - TWO-HINGED CIRCULAR ARCH OF REINFORCED CONCRETE 
PROBLEM DA Pl 
CIRCULAR ARCH - 180 DEG· - SYM. DYN. LOAD AND SELF WEIGHT - INELASTIC 
COMPLETE RESPONSE, TIME 8.83560-03 
STA. X DISPL Y DISPL MOMENT SHEAR THRUST CENTROID 
1 o.o o.o o.o 6.00000 00 
3.18120 02 -2. 78100 04 
2 -6.51910-02 2. 24230-03 7.3&480 03 6.00000 00 
- 3. 34 780 03 -2.7603) 04 
3 -1. 30320-01 1.44310-02 -7.01430 04 6.00000 00 
-3.74950 03 -2.80670 04 
4 -1.87280-01 3.03410-02 -1.56940 05 6.00000 00 
1.64190 03 -2.77880 04 
5 - 2. 2 5140- 01 4.94840-02 -1.18930 05 6.00000 00 
2. 72010 03 - 2. 7582) 04 
6 - 2. 52380-01 6 .• 25860-02 -5.59590 04 6.00000 00 
-9.81260 02 -2. 80330 04 
7 -2.6949 0-01 7.96560-02 -7.8!>790 04 6.00000 00 
-6.30020 03 -3.48020 04 
8 -2.84070-01 8 .80400-02 -2.24510 05 7.75680 00 
-1.11110 04 -4.18230 04 
9 -2. 62960- 01 5.49450-02 -4.83150 05 8.45200 00 
2.56310 03 -4. 5562) 04 
10 -1. 82220-01 -1.41220-01 -4.23840 05 8.32100 00 
2.06580 04 -4.25760 04 
11 -7.17180-02 -4.69990-01 5.44750 04 6. 00000 00 
1.05230 04 -3.68250 04 
12 -1. 39600-02 -8.05780-01 2.98030 05 3.80110 00 
7.38540 03 -3. 46980 04 
13 o.o -1.05570 00 4.69010 05 3.21120 00 
COMPLETE RESPONSE, TIME = 8.92980-03 
STA. X DISPL Y DI SPL MOMENT SHEAR THRUST CENTROID 
1 0 .o o.o o.o 6.00000 00 
4.95930 02 -2.56330 04 
2 -6.70730-02 2. 53350-03 1.14810 04 6 .00000 00 
- 3. 68040 03 - 2. 61650 04 
3 -1.34490-01 1. 51580-02 -7.37280 04 6.00000 00 
-3. 87520 03 -2. 57830 04 
4 -1.93220-01 3.18610-02 -1.63440 05 6.00000 00 
1.82960 03 -2.56760 04 
5 -2.32090-01 5 .16900-02 -1.21080 05 6.00000 00 
2.66150 03 -2.60070 04 
6 . -2.60160- Cl 6.52990-02 -5.94660 04 6.00000 00 
-6. 72580 02 -2. 6565) 04 
7 -2. 77530-01 8.29530-02 .:.7.50390 04 6.00000 00 
-6~70410 03 -3.37060 04 
8 -2.92860-01 9.19540-02 -2.30220 05 7. 91380 00 
-1.0:)420 04 -4.10470 04 
9 -2.69530-01 5.56160-02 -4.83540 05 8.45200 00 
2.85190 03 -4.37420 04 
10 -1. 85980- 01 -1.46030-01 -4.17540 05 8.32100 00 
1.99260 04 -3.96920 04 
11 -7.36000-02 -4.78790-01 4.38420 04 6.00000 00 
1. 06470 04 -3.31240 04 
12 -1.51240-02 -8.2005Cr01 2.90270 .05 3.67660 00 
9.12920 03 -4.40220 04 
13 o.o -1.07520 00 5.01630 05 3.43620 00 
PROGRAM OYNARCH 
ANALYSIS ANO PREDICTION OF COLLAPSE OF PLANE ARCHES 
UNDER sr AT IC AND DYNAMIC LOADING 
JERSON DUARTE GUIMARAES- OSU- STILLWATER, OKLAHOMA, APRIL 1971t 
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DYNARCH APPLICAfION PROBLEMS - TWO-HINGED CIRCULAR ARCH OF REINFORCED CONCRETE 
PROBLEM OAP2 
CIRC. ARCH - 180 DEG. - NONSY~. DYN. LOAD AND SELF WEIGHT· INELASTIC 
TABLE 3. - STRESS-STRAIN CURVES 
CURVE NO.· 1 
MATERIAL SPECIFIC WEIGHT 8.6940-02 
COMPRESSIVE ULTIMATE STRAIN 3.0000-03 
STRESS VALUE SCALE FACTOR 1.0000 03 
STRAIN VALUE SCALE FACTOR · 1.0000-03 
STRESS INPUT VALUES 
-1.500 -3.900 -4.ooo -3.800 -2.880 0.000 
STRAIN INPUT VALUES 
•7.200 -2.4CO -1.900 •lo350 -0.800·20.ooo 
CURVE NO. 2 
MATERIAL SPECIFIC WEIGHT 2.8610-01 
COMPRESSIVE ULTIMATE STRAIN 2.0000-02 
STRESS VALUE SCALE FACTOR 1.0000 Oft. 
ST~AIN VALUE SCALE FACTOR 1.0000-03 
STRESS INPUT VALUES 
-4.840 -4.830 -4.820 -4.810 -4.800 4.aoo 
STRAIN INPUT VALUES 
-19.600-15.100-10.600 -6.100 -1.600 1.600 
TABLE 5. - STATIC LOADS 
INITIAL INTERMEDIATE 
sr A· x y STA. X Y 
l o.o 
25 o.o 
TABLE 6. • DYNAMIC 
DYNAMIC 
-1.0000-15 0 o.o 
-1.0000~15 0 o.o 
LOADING 
LOADING NO. l 
o.o 
o.o 
INITIAL I NTERHEDIATE 






























1. 0110-01- 7. 0710-01 
7 1.0000 00-1.0000 00 
9 1 .• oooo-15-1.oooo-1s 
PARAMETERS OF TIME FUNCTION 
TIME OF RISING: 









P ROG RAH OYNARC H 
ANALYSIS AND PREDICTION OF COLLAPSE OF PLANE ARCHES 
UNDER STATIC AND DYNAMIC LOADING 
JERSON DUARTE GUIMARAES - OSU - STILLWATER, OKLAHOMA, APRIL 1974 
DYNARCH APPLICATION P~OBLEMS - TWO-HINGED CIRCULAR ARCH OF REINFORCED CONCRETE 
PROBLEM DAP2 
CIRC. ARCH - 180 DEG. - NONSYM. DYN. LOAD AND SELF wEIGHT - INELASTIC 
COHPLE TE RESPONSE, THE = 3.79690-03 
STA. X DISPL y DISPL MOMENT SHEAR THRUST CENTROID 
1 o.o o.o o. 0 6.00000 00 
- 8. 51320 03 -s. 59100 04 
2 -3.19960-02 -2.60370-03 -1.97070 05 6.00000 00 
-5.23460 03 -B.83130 04 
3 -4.43210-02 -6.23570-03 -3.18230 05 6000000 00 
-4.34650 02 -9.01900 04 
4 -2 .46850-02 -1. 70730-02 -3.28300 05 6.53390 00 
4.24870 03 -9.37920 04 
5 3.17250-02 -5.41830-02 -2.29960 05 6.00000 00 
1. 73690 04 -9.48340 04 
6 1.05880-01 -1.06960-01 1.72150 05 6.00000 00 
1.14920 04 -9.01760 04 
7 1.53920-01 -1.60940-01 4.38110 05 4.01130 o·o 
-1.10650 04 -8.63900 04 
8 1.07560-01 -1.21390-01 1. 82020 05 6.00000 00 
-1.66940 04 -8. 41450 04 
9 6.12560-02 -5.54510-02 -2.04460 05 6.00000 00 
-2. 206.30 03 -7.45540 04 
10 2 •. 8391D-e02 -.s .• .n.s1 0-03 -2.55530 05 6. 92.660 00 
1.23640 03 -6.38880 04 
11 2 .08930-02 9.02460-03 -2.26910 05 6.00000 00 
7.47150 03 -5.45160 04 
12 1.81610-02 7.16C8D-04 -5.39550 04 6.00000 00 
4.90040 03 -4. 55410 04 
13 1. 72930-02 -1.24340-02 5.94940 04 6.00000 00 
-1.48600 02 -3.90230 04 
14 1 •. 40370-02 -1.86570-02 5.60540 04 6.00000 00 
-1.43420 03 -3.49850 04 
15 1.2.3760-02 -1.84800-02 2.28520 04 6.00000 00 
-6.12170 02 -3.02420 04 
16 1.13220-02 -1. 54810-02 8.67990 03 6.00000 00 
-1. 99290 02 -2. 68310 04 
·17 1.16320-02 -1-15950-02 4.06600 03 6.00000 00 
-2.80830 02 -2.30010 04 
18 1.20210-02 -7 .31040-03 -2.43550 03 6.00000 00 
-3.49030 02 -1.99840 04 
19 1.46920-02 -3.47600-03 -1.05160 04 6.00000 00 
-3.06430 02 -1. 70640 04 
20 1.63810-02 -6.50750-04 -1.76100 04 6000000 00 
-2.11600 02 -1.45240 04 
21 1.70740-02 8 .03310-04 -2 .25090 04 6. 00000 00 
-7.46670 01 -1.22670 04 
22 1. 59560-02 1.05260-03 -2.42380 04 6.00000 00 
9.89660 01 -1.04550 04 
23 1.25930-02 5.36340-04 -2.19470 04 6.00000 00 
2.93440 02 -9.19880 03 
24 7.03910-03 -2.93120-05 -1.51530 04 6. 00000 00 
6.54470 02 -8.59100 03 
25 o.o o.o o.o 6.00000 00 
PROGRAM OYNARCH 
ANALYSIS AND PREDICTICN OF COLLAPSE OF PLANE ARCHES 
UNDER ST AT IC AND OYNAHIC LOADING 
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DYNARCH APPLICATION PROBLEMS - TWO-HINGED CIRCULAR ARCH OF REINFORCED CONCRETE 
PROBLEM OAP2 
CIRC. ARCH - 180 DEG. - NONS Y'i • OYN • LOAD AND SELF WEIGHT - INELASTIC 
FAILURE DUE TO CRUSHING OF TOP FIBERS AT JOINT 7 
FAILURE OCCURRED AT TIME ., 5.18780-03 SECS. 
COMPLETE RESPONSE, TUii:., 5.18780-03 
STA. X OISPL Y DI SPL MOMENT SHEAR THRUST CENTROID 
1 o.o o.o o.o 6.00000 00 
-1.61460 04 -1.22550 05 
2 -7.40270-02 -1.49980-03 -3073740 05 6000000 00 
-4097210 0.2 -1023590 05 
3 -1.10030-01 -4.39160-03 -3085240 05 7.54990 00 
-1.43960 03 -1023440 05 
4 -5047680-02 -3. 324 70-02 -4018560 OS 7.52740 00 
8.38540 03 -1031190 05 
5 9.90600-02 -1.29940-01 -2024570 OS 6000000 00 
2.61960 04 -1031530 05 
6 2070150-01 -2 .41150-01 3082050 05 6.00000 00 
7.70200 03 -1026450 05 
7 3.78480-01 -3. 62940-01 5.60220 05 3084940 00 
•7004530 03 - lo 21860 05 
8 2067160-0l -2.72300-01 3097270 05 6.00000 00 
-2. 64950 04 -1020980 05 
9 lo 70590-01 -1.13830-01 -2.16390 05 6000000 00 
-8057660 03 -1.09790 05 
10 1 .81110-02 2.23610-02 -4014770 05 7·86440 00 
3072090 03 -9o 70230 04 
11 6054220-02 5070380-02 -3.28630 05 6012970 00 
5.11340 03 -8. 65660 04 
12 5~66040-02 5.54500-02 -2.10280 05 6.00000 00 
6.77690 03 -1. 73410 04 
13 5069890-02 3.36070-02 -5.33900 04 6.00000 00 
6.55100 03 -6.91790 04 
Vt 4082610-02 1004590-03 9.82360 04 6000000 00 
4014880 02 -6036600 04 
15 4.40140-02 -e.46760-03 lo07840 05 6.00000 00 
-3.15110 03 -5.77020 04 
16 3. 74340-02 -1005210-02 .3.49010 04 6.00000 00 
•lo66110 03 -5028060 04 
17 3.64590-02 -9.93310-03 -3055530 03 6000000 00 
-4.96060 01 -4078110 04 
18 3028040-02 -1.42370-03 -4.70360 03 6.00000 00 
•5.30150 00 -4.33930 04 
19 3.19060-CZ -6076330-03 -<t.82630 03 6.00000 00 
-3.01930 02 -4. 06270 04 
20 2094110-02 -4 .38 940-03 -1018160 04 6.00000 00 
-2.43320 02 -3.91790 04 
.21 2.75650-02 -3085190-03 -1.74490 04 6.00000 00 
-l.·ft.1630 02 -3.79200 04 
22 2.38500-02 -2063620-03 •2007280 04 6.00000 00 
•3055850 02 -3.8.1560 04 
23 1.88350,-02 -2035620-03 -2089660 04 . 6.00000 00 
-~.41340 02 -3o 79770 04 
24 1.10990-02 -lo 46450-03 -3.68680 04 6.00000 00 
1.59250 03 -3.8ft570 04 
25 OoO OoO OoO 6000000 00 


































TABLE D. 1 
NONDIMENSIONAL RESULTS--PROBLEM DTP2 ~ 1 
Vertical 
Di spl. Thrust Moment Moment 






El [a2"r J _4_ c 
p0R2/AE poR PoRr 
p0Rr p0R3r ae2 + ur c 
-0. 1906 -0.1896 -0.0060 -0.0026 -0~0026 
-0.6920 -0.6335 -0.0257 -0.0097 -0.0097 
-1. 3310 -1.2002 0.0386 -0.0138 -0.0138 
-1.8783 -1.6766 0 .2711 -0.0321 -0~0321 
-2.1276 -1.8904 0.4879 -0. 1634 -0 ~ 1629 
-2.0428 -1. 8139 0.5038 -0.4226 -0.4213 
-1.8336 -1.4362 0.3847 -0. 4964 -0 .4950 
-1. 7526 -0.9484 0. 1798 -0. 1139 -0. 1136 
-1.8304 -0.4858 -0.1773 0.4699 0.4685 
-1.9881 -2.2144 -0.6113 0. 8927 0.8900 
-2.1864 -0.2288 -0.8684 1. 1000 1.0967 
-2.3454 -0.4691 -0.7592 1.0333 1-0302 
-2.3705 -0.8968 -0. 3277 0.6202 0.6183 
-2.2546 -1. 3319 0.2122 0.0354 0.0353 
-2.0495 -1.6812 0.6181 -0.5019 -0.5005 
-1.8269 -1. 8201 0. 7265 -0.8076 -0.8053 
-1.6753 -1. 6818 0.5628 -0.6402 -0.6384 
-1.5604 -1. 3444 0.2728 -0.0760 -0.0758 
-1. 3132 -0.8560 -0.0863 0.4040 0.4028 
"".0.8951 -0.4166 -0.4201 0.5179 0.5163 
-0.4716 -0. 1361 -0.4572 0. 3861 0.3850 
-0.2312 -0. 1249 -0. 1416 0. 1502 0. 1498 
-0.2558 -0.4168 0.2271 -0. 1740 -0.1735 
-0.5533 -0.8927 0.4494 -0. 4978 -0.4963 
-1.0829 -1.4452 0. 5339 -0.6154 -0.6136 
-1.6854 -1.8219 0.4858 -0.4546 -0.4533 
-2. 1279 -1.9152 0. 3603 -0. 1621 -0.1617 
-2.2456 -1.6823 0.2264 0.0968 0.0964 
-2.0355 -1. 1896 0 .0358 0.2148 0.2141 
-1.6813 -0.6516 -0. 1931 0.2053 0.2047 
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